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Given the current abundant supply and cheap price of natural gas (NG) in the 

United States, there is a significant opportunity to use this fuel for transportation.  

However, there are few fueling stations for consumers. To address this need, a dual-

mode engine has been developed where in one mode all engine cylinders fire 

normally, providing locomotion for the vehicle. In the other mode, one cylinder of the 

engine is used to compress low pressure residential NG, in multiple stages, to a 

standard U.S. compressed natural gas (CNG) vehicle storage tank pressure of 248 bar 

[3600 psi]. This allows a natural gas vehicle (NGV) to be refueled anywhere there is 

access to the natural gas distribution network. A detailed numerical model was 

developed as a design aid to simulate the compressor capability of the engine. 

Additionally, an original first order time response filling model for the compressor 

and storage tanks was developed in order to draw insight into and optimize the 

refueling rate of the system. Using this model, it was determined that the fastest 

refueling rate occurred at the lowest pressures and that switching between 

intermediate staging tanks more frequently led to an increase in the overall refueling 

rate. It also became apparent that the low pressure residential NG (1.7 kPa [1/4 psi]) 

source was the most limiting factor of the design, as the peak pressure at the end of a 

compression stroke is dictated by the inlet pressure. Boosting the inlet pressure a 



 

  

 

 

 
  

small amount before the initial stage of compression would dramatically improve the 

refueling rate. 

Experimental studies were conducted on this prototype engine at the Oregon 

State University Energy Systems Laboratory located in Bend, OR. Knowledge gained 

from applying the aforementioned models combined with empirical results led to the 

realization of a self-refueling natural gas vehicle. The integral compressor had an 

approximate refueling efficiency of 70%, with an electrical-equivalent parasitic load 

of 12%. Idling of non-compression cylinders and the distance between the 

compressor and the 3-way valves used to control the compression staging were 

significant sources of inefficiency within the system. This fully functional vehicle 

was developed and operated during the course of this thesis and driven over 161 km 

[100 miles] using self-compressed natural gas as a fitting conclusion to this effort. 
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1 Introduction 

The groundwork for the original work done in this thesis is laid in the 

following sections on the general background of gas compressors, compressors 

designed for use with natural gas (NG), and dual use engines that both combust and 

compress NG at the same time. Finally, a unique engine design for potential use in 

future NG vehicles is presented. 

1.1 Compressors 

By definition, a gas compressor reduces the volume of a fluid in a gaseous 

state in order to raise the pressure of the fluid [1]. Compressors can be divided into 

two main types, dynamic and positive displacement, as seen in Figure 1 [2]. An axial 

compressor, which uses an arrangement of blades to impart kinetic energy and 

gradually compress the fluid, is an example of a dynamic compressor [3]. Axial 

compressors are used in turbojet engines. Dynamic compressors can provide large 

volumes of compressed gas and a steady, continuous flow. Positive displacement 

compressors function by trapping consecutive quantities of gas in an enclosure, 

reducing the volume of the enclosure (thereby increasing the pressure and 

temperature), and then pushing the compressed gas out of the enclosure [2]. There are 

two classes of displacement compressors, rotary and reciprocating. A reciprocating 

engine piston-cylinder (“Trunk” in Figure 1) is an example of a positive displacement 

compressor. Gas compressors are used in many different applications, for example, in 

petroleum refineries to provide high pressure hydrogen for hydrocracking and 

hydrotreating, chemical plants for “compressing intermediate and end product gases”, 

and the distribution of NG to consumers [4] [5]. The type of compressor used for a 

given application is largely dependent upon cost, weight, geometrical constraints, the 

desired end pressure, and required volumetric flow rate [3] [5].  
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Figure 1: Common compressor types [2]. 

When determining what type of compressor to use for a given application, it is 

helpful to compare their performance visually. The graph in Figure 2 compares the 

possible pressure ratio ranges and flow rates for the three main classes of compressors 

in the compressor tree diagram (Figure 1), reciprocating, rotary, and dynamic 

(centrifugal and axial). From this figure, it is evident that to reach high pressures a 

reciprocating type compressor is the best choice. Conversely, if high flow rates are 

required, a dynamic type compressor is the optimal selection. 
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Figure 2: Map of prressure ratio vvs flow rate foor different coompressor typpes [3]. 

1.2 Natural Gas Commpressors 

The physical size and pressuree ratios of NNG compresssors vary bassed upon thee 

inntended markket for the p roduct. Relaatively smalll compressorrs used for hhome 

reefueling applications aree first discusssed, followeed by an introoduction to llarge scale 

NNG compresssors such as those used oon the U.S. NNG pipeline network. 

1.2.1 At Hoome Refueeling 

Smalll scale (1-5 kkW [1.3-6.7 HP]) NG coompressors aare used to inncrease the 

fuuel pressure when the gaas line supplyy from a utillity is too loww for a custoomer’s 

needs. A goodd example iss NG compr essors used for home reffueling of a compressed 

natural gas (CCNG) vehicle. Seen in Fiigure 3, the PPhill is a homme refuelingg compressoor 

thhat can be innstalled indooors or outdoors to refuell a CNG vehhicle using reesidential 

prressure NG. It is a multii-stage reciprrocating commpressor, wiith four comppression 

cyylinders of ssuccessively smaller voluumes coupleed to a commmon crankshaft. 
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Figure 3: BRC FuelMMaker's Phill mmodel HRA G 1.5 P36 naturral gas compreessor [6]. 

The unit will commpress gas to 248 bar [3,6600 psi] at aa flow rate off 0.5 

GGasoline Galllon Equivaleent (GGE) per hour usinng 0.85 kWh of energy on average, 

acccording to tthe manufaccturer [6]. A GGE is the amount of CCNG that it ttakes to havee 

thhe same enerrgy content aas one gallonn of liquid ggasoline (assuumed to be 1120,276 

kJ/gal [114,0000 BTU/gal]]); for NG thhis is a volumme of 3.587 m3 [126.67 ft3] at 

sttandard pressure and temmperature [7]]. For compaarison, the ennergy contennt of one 

gallon (3.79 LL) of uncompressed NGm at standard temperaturee and pressurre is around 

136 kJ/gal. AAt this refueliing rate in onne hour, the gas compre ssed would rrepresent 

60,138 kJ [577,000 BTU] of energy. Iff it is assumeed the electrricity came ffrom a 

thhermal poweer plant at a hheat rate of 99496 kJ/kWhh [9,000 BTTU/kWh] (beetter than 

cooal, not as good as a NGG combined-ccycle plant),, then 8071 kkJ [7650 BTTU] of fuel 

wwould be burnned to makee the electricity to powerr the Phill [8 ]. If transmi ssion and 

distribution loosses are asssumed to be 8%, then thee actual amoount of fuel eenergy 

buurned becommes 8583 kJ [8135 BTU]] [9]. Dividinng the energgy it took to compress thhe 

gas by the eneergy contentt in the tankss yields a paarasitic loss aassociated wwith the Phill 
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compressor of approximately 14.3%. This device is considered state-of-the-art for 

residential CNG vehicle refueling. The biggest disadvantage of this device (and home 

refueling in general) is the fill rate. If a vehicle had a 12 GGE CNG tank, it would 

take 24 hours to completely fill up. This is one of the biggest obstacles home 

refueling has to overcome in order for widespread adoption of the technology to take 

place. 

1.2.2 Larger Natural Gas Compressors 

The extensive network of NG pipelines in the United States periodically 

require NG compressors, known as mainline compressors, to compensate for the 

pressure drop that occurs as the gas flows over long distances. Reciprocating and 

centrifugal (radial) compressors are the two types of mainline compressors in use 

today [10]. These compressors are very large (see Figure 4) and most are typically 

fueled by NG bled from the pipeline, making the combustion engine driven stations 

grid-independent. However, some stations may be electrically powered for 

environmental and security reasons [10]. Generally, compressor stations are needed 

every 40 to 100 miles, depending on topography [5]. According to the Energy 

Information Administration, in 2007 the median compressor station was capable of 

moving about 430 million cubic feet (Mcf) of NG per day. The largest stations “can 

move as much as 4.6 billion cubic feet (Bcf) per day” [10]. Additionally, the average 

compressor station has an overall installed power rating of 10,481 kW [14,055 hp], 

however, the median sized stations have 6,637 kW [8,900 hp] of power. The largest 

stations can have greater than 44,742 kW [60,000 hp] of installed power [10].  

   A great example of a reciprocating mainline compressor is the Cooper-

Bessemer Type GMV Integral-Angle Gas Engine-Compressor. The unique design, 

seen in Figure 4, allowed “two power piston connecting rods to drive onto one master 

compressor rod for each throw of the crankshaft” [11].  Figure 4 shows a sectional 

view of one compressor unit, consisting of two power cylinders in a “V” arrangement 

and one, double acting compression cylinder. They were manufactured in 4, 6, 8, 10, 
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annd 12 cylindder arrangemments [11]. EEach power ccylinder had a 14 inch boore and could 

prroduce 82 kWW [110 hp] of power at 300 RPM. TThus, a 12 cyylinder arranngement 

coould producee upwards of 1,968 kW [2,640 hp] oof power. 

Figure 4: Cooper Bessemmer GMV natuural gas comp ressor, considder the bore si ze for scale. 

This rreciprocatingg gas compreessor was firrst manufacttured in the llate 1930’s 

annd enjoyed aa 55 year prooduction runn. Many of thhese enginess are still in uuse today, 

opperating 24 hhours a day,, seven days a week [11]]. As of 20088, there are mmore than 

1,400 compreessor stations on the NG pipeline nettwork in the United Stattes to assure 

coontinuous foorward moveement of suppplies, seen iin Figure 5 [[12]. 
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Figure 5: Map of natural gas pipelines and compressor stations in the United States. 

This map was generated from 2008 data. The interstate pipelines are seen as blue 

lines, intrastate pipelines are in grey, and the compressor stations are the red squares.  

1.3 Combined ICE Compressor 

In the oil and gas industry, and on a smaller scale, wellhead “boosters” are 

used to pressurize NG at the drilling site for low pressure wells. In the 1970’s 

GrimmerSchmidt began selling their “MonoBlock” air compressors and NG well 

boosters. This compressor used four cylinders of a V-8 engine for compression of air 

or NG while the other four cylinders supplied the mechanical work [13]. More 

recently, (circa 2000), and led by economics, small horsepower wellhead gas boosters 

such as the GasJack© became increasingly popular to squeeze out every last possible 

amount of gas from shallow, near-depleted well sites. The addition of a compression 

booster to a well site is capable of doubling or tripling daily production on gas wells 

producing less than 500 Mcf per day [14]. The GasJack booster uses a modified 46

hp 460 Ford V-8 engine where one bank of cylinders, unchanged from the stock 

engine, burns NG from the well, assuming the fuel is suitable for burning in an 

engine. The cylinder head assembly on the other bank of cylinders is replaced, with 
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modifications made to incorporate a gas inlet manifold and concentric check valves 

placed in the inlet and outlet flow paths. In addition, the stock pistons are replaced 

with compressor pistons [15]. As the piston moves downwards from Top Dead Center 

(TDC) a pressure differential across the inlet check valve causes it to open and NG is 

drawn into the compression cylinder. As the piston moves upwards from Bottom 

Dead Center (BDC), the NG is compressed and the outlet valve opens once the force 

caused by the pressure differential exceeds that of the valve spring. Finally, the 

compressed NG exits the engine and flows into the pipeline [15]. Both the 

“MonoBlock” and GasJack systems are examples of internal combustion engines 

(ICE) which have been modified or designed to include an integral compressor. 

1.4 Motivation for this Project 

Over 60 million homes and businesses in America are connected to the NG 

supply network [16]. The advent of horizontal drilling and shale gas made accessible 

by hydraulic fracturing, commonly referred to as “fracking”, has unlocked huge 

supplies of NG that has resulted in the price of NG falling to historically low levels. 

According to the Energy Information Administration, shale gas drilling accounted for 

9.7 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of NG production in the U.S. during 2012 and is 

forecasted to grow to 19.8 Tcf by 2040 [17]. In many locations, the retail price 

difference between gasoline or diesel and CNG can be over $2.00 per equivalent 

gallon of gasoline (GGE). This spread is expected to continue for several decades, 

due to the abundant domestic supply of NG [18].  This presents an opportunity for 

individuals and corporations to save large amounts of money on fuel for vehicles. NG 

usage for transportation provides benefits beyond the GGE cost savings over 

conventional fuels. An increase in US NG-fueled vehicles will reduce regulated air 

emissions, increase revenues spent on domestic NG exploration and production, and 

decrease dependence on imported petroleum [19] [20]. As of 2012, there are just over 

700 public CNG refueling stations in the United States, compared to over 100,000 

gasoline stations [21] [22]. There are very few passenger cars available for purchase 
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wwhich use NGG as a fuel, ppartly becausse of the lackk of conveniient refuelinng stations. 

Irronically, thee lack of refuueling statioons can also bbe attributedd to the limitted number 

of CNG vehiccles on the rooad. The purrpose of thiss project is too incorporate compressoor 

fuunctionality into an existting internal combustionn engine, alloowing a NG vehicle to bbe 

reefueled anywwhere there iis access to NNG, therebyy removing thhe fueling innfrastructure e 

barrier inhibitting widesprread adoptio n of CNG foor US transpportation. 

The foollowing is aan abbreviateed descriptioon of a protootype “bimoddal” NG 

enngine and inntegral comppressor develloped in the Energy Systtems Laboraatory at 

OOregon State University’ s Cascades ccampus in B Bend, Oregonn. A single ICE has beenn 

designed to operate in two distinct moodes. In onee mode, all enngine cylindders fire 

normally provviding locommotion for thhe natural gaas vehicle (NNGV). In the other mode , 

onne cylinder oof the enginee is used to ccompress loww pressure rresidential NNG, in 

mmultiple stagees, to a standdard U.S. CNNG vehicle sstorage tank pressure of 248 bar 

[33600 psi]. TThe custom ccylinder headd created forr this bimodaal engine cann be seen in 

Figure 6. 

Figure 6: CAD image of tthe cylinder hhead of the bimmodal engine, note the largeer area over 
cylinder 1, neear the OSU BBeavers logo. 

In the  refueling mmode, while tthe single cyylinder is commpressing NNG it is 

powered by NNG combustiion in the re maining enggine cylinderrs. When behhaving as a 

coompressor, tthe intake annd exhaust vaalves in the compressionn cylinder arre deactivateed 
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hydraulically utilizing collapsible lifters. The compression cylinder was modified to 

include two additional valves which, when opened, allow the flow of NG in and out 

of the compression cylinder. Two small valves were added rather than one large valve 

to maximize the flow area. These compression valves remain open during the upward 

and downward strokes of the piston, thus, gas is compressed with each revolution of 

the crankshaft. A Cummins model 6BT 12-valve 6-cylinder 5.9L turbo diesel engine 

was chosen for the prototype due to its reputation as a robust ICE and the availability 

of high performance aftermarket parts. A Compression Ignition (CI) engine was 

chosen over a Spark Ignited (SI) engine due to the extremely high pressures that will 

be experienced inside the combustion chamber of the compression cylinder.  

1.5 Overview 

The ensuing parts of this thesis will present and discuss efforts undergone to 

successfully create the self-refueling NGV. In Section 2, the different modeling 

approaches used in this project will be outlined and explained. In Section 3, various 

iterations of laboratory experimental setups will be shown and the data acquisition 

system, including the instruments used, will be discussed. Section 4 will present 

pertinent results from experimental testing and comparisons to the abovementioned 

models. Finally, Section 5 will discuss important observations and conclusions 

gleaned from the experimental results and modeling effort and discuss the 

recommendations for future work. 
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2 Modeling 

It was necessary to model and run simulations to predict the performance of 

the compressor function of the bimodal engine which is the subject of this thesis. The 

following sections will cover background concerning how a physical model is 

typically constructed and two classes of control oriented models created for this 

project. 

2.1 Modeling of Physical Systems 

The building and testing of experimental systems or design iterations of a 

technically complex product can no longer be done in a cost effective manner in the 

21st century. Owing to technological advances, engineers can create mathematical 

models to simulate and evaluate the design performance before the time and money 

will be spent building a physical prototype device [23]. The diagram in Figure 7 gives 

an example of the design process used to create a useful, physical model of a system. 

Mathematical equations which reflect the physical laws applicable to the system, for 

instance, Newton’s laws of motion or Boyle’s law of gases, are solved to predict the 

behavior/performance of the physical system. These results are compared to the 

actual behavior of the system and performance of the model is evaluated. The 

computer simulation will always output a solution, but without this comparison, there 

is no way of knowing whether it is meaningful or not; the mathematical model must 

be compared to experimental results to validate the model’s accuracy. When a 

physical system does not exist for comparison, the engineer must rely on previous 

experience to analyze and evaluate the model performance [23]. 
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Figurre 7: Flow chart illustratingg developmentt process of a pphysical modeel [23] 

The mmodeling andd/or control oof passengerr vehicle enggines is frequuently done 

using what soome call Conntrol Orienteed Models (CCOM) whichh model the engine as a 

black box witth several inpput and outpput signals annd one “distturbance signnal”, which is 

thhe load torquue [24]. Inpuut signals aree quantities llike the throtttle position,, crankshaft 

anngle, or currrent ignition timing and ssome exampples of outpuut signals aree the engine 

sppeed, air-to-fuel ratio, orr the manifolld pressure. The load torrque is the o only signal 

wwhich links thhe engine to the rest of t he powertraiin [24]. COMM result in ssystems of 

liinear and nonn-linear diffeferential equaations. The aactual combuustion proceess within thee 

enngine cylindders is not m odeled. The thermodynaamics, fluid mmechanics, aand chemicaal 

kinetics which occur withhin the enginne cylinder aare highly coomplex and ttransient, 

wwhich results in a high coomputationall cost to moddel. Thus, thhe combustioon events aree 

asssumed to bee identical foor every cyccle. The advaantage of thiis approach iis the ability 

too model the bbehavior of the systems with “reasonnable precision but low 

coomputationaal complexityy” [24]. Theere are two ddistinct typess of COM that can be 

used to model engine dynnamics, so caalled Mean VValue Modeels (MVM) aand Discrete 

EEvent Modelss (DEM). In a MVM, timme (t) is the independentt variable, wwhere as in a 
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DEM the crankshaft angle (φ) is the independent variable [24]. Time dependent 

equations are also used in a DEM, as time is a function of φ and the engine speed. In 

order to accurately model the reciprocating behavior of an engine, a MVM must 

introduce delays between certain events; otherwise events like an increase in 

manifold pressure would immediately be accompanied by an increase in engine 

torque. MVM are useful if one is interested in the top level of a system and 

parameters concerning the general performance of the engine over one or more 

cycles. Some examples of this could be outputting the additional torque produced by 

the engine when the throttle is increased or the additional load placed on the engine 

when the air conditioner is activated. Certainly a DEM can produce this information, 

but a MVM can do so with less computational cost. DEM include all of the fine 

details, such as the ignition timing, valve lift, and pressure within the combustion 

cylinders during the intake, compression, power, and exhaust strokes. All of this 

information is available on a per crank angle basis, thus a MVM is not suitable for 

controlling engine processes that require information at crankshaft angle resolutions.  

2.2 Discrete Event Model of the Bimodal Engine 

For the bimodal NGV, the design of the custom cylinder head was done by 

Czero, a small engineering company based out of Fort Collins, CO. The custom 

engine was modeled in MATLAB Simulink using a DEM. While not intimately 

involved with the creation of the model, the author has run simulations under 

different conditions and altered governing equations to both validate the model and 

attempt to match experimental data from compression tests using a slightly modified 

stock engine and the custom built engine. 

2.2.1 Simulink DEM 

For this unique engine, the system components of particular importance to 

model were the compression cylinder and NG storage tanks. The other engine 

dynamics, such as combustion in the remaining engine cylinders, while modeled, 

were not the main focus of this modeling effort. In order to make the following 
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discussion of the model eeasier to commprehend forr the reader, Figure 8 dissplays the 

coompressor fuunctionality unique to thhis bimodal eengine. Highhlighted by ccallouts, the 

reefueling (commpressor) vaalves, intermmediate port vvolume, inleet check valvves, and 

ouutlet check vvalve ports ccan be seen. 

Figure 8:: Bimodal enggine cylinder hhead with sectiional view of tthe compressoor valves, 
intermeddiate volume, aand the inlet aand outlet cheeck valves houused in the val ve block. 

Beloww, in Figure 9, is a view of the comppressor dynaamics sectionn of the 

Simulink moddel. Starting in the top leeft corner off this figure aand moving clockwise, 

thhere are “funnction blockss” that modeel the fluid ddynamics of tthe gas in thhe 

coompression cylinder, floow through aan orifice, floow though thhe inlet and outlet checkk 

valves, and fllow in the inntermediate vvolume betwween the cyliinder and thee inlet and 

ouutlet check vvalves. 
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Figure 9: Compressor Dynamics function blocks in the Simulink model. 

Function blocks are simply a visual representation of MATLAB functions, showing 

the input variables on the left and the output variables on the right. For example, in 

Figure 10 the function inputs are on the left and the derivatives of pressure and 

temperature with respect to time are output on the right. 

Figure 10: Compression cylinder gas dynamics function block from Simulink model. 
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The equations used to determine pressure and temperature in the model are based on 

those found in Guzella’s Introduction to Modeling and Control of Internal 

Combustion Engine Systems. Figure 11 depicts a lumped parameter (spatially 

uniform) engine air system consisting of an inlet, an outlet, and a reservoir where the 

fluid properties are assumed to be constant within the entire volume. The inputs and 

outputs are the mass flow rate, enthalpy, and temperature of the fluid as functions of 

time.  

Figure 11: Engine air system consisting of thermodynamic inputs, outputs, and a receiver [24] 

Neglecting any potential changes in kinetic and potential energy, equations (2.1) and 

(2.2) describe the receiver volume which, in this example, is the compression cylinder 

volume.  

dm t ( )  
m t   t  ( )   m ( )  (2.1)in outdt 

dU t ( )  dV t ( )   H t( )   H ( )t  Q(t)   p(t)  (2.2)in outdt dt 

( ) V(t)   m(t) R T  t  p t  ( ) (2.3) 

H is the enthalpy of the gas, Q  is the heat transfer rate between the control volume 

and the surroundings, and V is the cylinder volume. The fourth term on the right hand 

side of equation (2.2) reflects the changing cylinder volume, which is easily 

calculated from the piston kinematics by multiplying the cylinder cross-sectional area 

by the current position of the piston relative to TDC.   
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Assuming that the fluid behaves as an ideal gas (equation (2.3)) the three relations in 

(2.4) through (2.6) below can be used for further simplification. 

U t( )   c T  t  ( )   m  t  ( )   1  p  t  ( )  V  t  ( )  (2.4)v  1 

H ( )t  c T ( )t  m (  )  t (2.5)in p in in 

H ( )t  c T  t  (  )   m ( )t (2.6)out p out 

Recall, cv is the specific heat at constant volume, cp is the specific heat at constant 

pressure and γ is the ratio of specific heats (cp/cv). The specific heats are assumed to 

be constant, though they could easily be made a function of temperature. The result of 

substituting equations (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) into equations (2.1) and (2.2) is two 

expressions for the derivatives of pressure and temperature with respect to time, 

equations (2.7) and (2.8). 

dp  R  Q   p dV 
 T m Tm      (2.7)in in out  dt V c V dt  p 
 

dT RT  dV 
 c T  m   c  Tm   (   m )  Q  p (2.8)  c T  m   p in  in  p  out  v  in  out  dt c pV dt v   

As mentioned in Section 1.4, for this bimodal engine design the two additional valves 

in the compression cylinder remain open during the upward and downward strokes of 

the piston. Therefore, gas flows in and out through the same orifice and we can 

negate one of the mass flow terms. It does not matter which term is removed, in this 

derivation we will call m out  0 and m in will become m , for the sake of simplicity. 

The sign of m  will be positive when gas enters the compression cylinder control 

volume during the downward stroke of the piston and negative when gas exits the 

control volume. The final forms of the pressure and temperature differential equations 

for the control volume are below in equations (2.9) and (2.10). 

dp  R  Q   p dV 
 mT '   (2.9) dt V c V dt  p  
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dT RT  Q p dV 
  m T  'T     (2.10)

dt pV  cv cv dt  

The temperature variable, T, is the temperature of the gas inside the control volume in 

degrees Kelvin. T’ is the temperature of the gas flowing in/out of the control volume. 

T’ is equal to the temperature of the gas flowing into the control volume if m  is 

positive. If m is negative, then T’ is equal to the temperature of the gas flowing out of 

the control volume. In other words, the variable T’ is linked to the enthalpy of the 

fluid entering or leaving the control volume. For isentropic compression, Q  0 . For 

the intermediate volume between the compression cylinder valves and the check 

valves (see Figure 8), the same equations can be used with an additional 

simplification due to the constant volume, these are listed below in (2.11) and (2.12). 

dp  R   Q  
 Tmout   (2.11)

dt V  cp 


  

dT RT ' m out T T   Q  (2.12)
dt pV 

The equation used for the mass flow rate through the orifice between the compression 

cylinder control volume and the intermediate control volume was from Heywood’s 

Internal Combustion Engine Fundamentals. Equation (2.13) is applicable for 

compressible flow through a nozzle where CD is the discharge coefficient, p1 and T1 

are the pressure and temperature upstream of the orifice, p2 is the pressure 

downstream of the orifice, and A is the cross-sectional area of the orifice [25]. 

1/ 2 
1/   1 /   C Ap  1  p2  2 D   p2   

m  1      
RT1  p1   1   p1     

 
 1 1 

for choked flow when p 2  pcr    (2.13)
  1 

1/ 2  1 
 1C Ap  1 2  D    m  

RT1 
   1 
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To calculate the flow through the inlet and outlet check valves, equation (2.13) is 

used, coupled with a lookup table that uses the pressure differential across the check 

valve to estimate the valve lift, i.e. the effective flow area.  

All of these equations are solved numerically using one of Simulink’s built-in 

solvers and the model predicts quantities such as compression cylinder pressure, 

storage tank pressure, engine speed, and engine torque versus time. The model was 

primarily used to determine optimal geometric parameters, such as the size of the 

orifice between the compression cylinder and the check valve block, as well as the 

effect of the compression cylinder on overall engine torque/speed. For additional 

information concerning this model, consult Echter et al [26].  

2.2.2 Alternative Modeling Approaches 

Many, older, positive displacement compressor simulations assume a 

polytropic process to account for any heat transfer. The polytropic exponent can be a 

different value during the compression and expansion strokes or can be made a 

function of crank angle [27]. If using an ideal gas polytropic model, the 

thermodynamic relationships for pressure and temperature versus time within the 

cylinder are listed below in equations (2.14) and (2.15). 

 m t( )  
n 

p t( )   po  	 (2.14)
 oV t( )   

n	1 

n p t( )  
T t( )   To  	 (2.15)

p o  

Where, m is the mass, V is the volume of the cylinder, n is the polytropic exponent, 

and ρo, po, To are the initial conditions for density, pressure, and temperature, 

respectively. In this kind of compressor model, the polytropic exponent is estimated 

at first and then experiments are later conducted with a compressor of similar design 

to refine the value. A polytropic approximation of the compression process was 

necessary at the time (1972) due to the lack of computational power available [27]. 
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Modern computing power allows engineers to use more advanced, resource intensive 

models such as the Simulink model discussed previously.  

Another approach to simulating a compression cylinder control volume is to 

start from the first law of thermodynamics, equation (2.16).  

dE  Q W m  h  m h  (2.16)in in out out dt 

Neglecting potential and kinetic energy, only internal energy remains, E=mu. 

Therefore the net rate of increase in energy of the gas (dE/dt) can be simplified to the 

form in equation (2.17) 

dE dm du
 u m (2.17)

dt dt dt 

Where, 

dm 
  m m (2.18)in out dt 

Further substitutions can be made for the boundary work and heat transfer rate terms. 

Additionally, if the fluid behaves as an ideal gas with constant specific heats, the first 

law can be simplified and rearranged to the form of equation (2.19) where, m is the 

total mass in the compression cylinder, hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient, 

As is the cylinder surface area for heat transfer, Tw is the wall temperature, ṁin is the 

mass flow rate of gas into the cylinder, hin is the enthalpy of the incoming gas (which 

is only a function of temperature due to the ideal gas assumption), V is the current 

cylinder volume, and ṁout is the mass flow rate of gas out of the cylinder. 

dT 
 A t( )   B  t  T  ( )

dt 

A t  
1 h  A  T  w m  h  in   (2.19)( )  c s  in  mcv 

h Ac s  1 dV mout minB t( )    ( 1)  
 




    
mcv V dt m m 

Please consult Recktenwald for more details concerning this particular derivation 

[28]. After equation (2.19) is integrated using a numerical algorithm (implicit, explicit 
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RK4, etc.) the pressure within the cylinder control volume is calculated via the ideal 

gas law. 

In both of the two additional modeling approaches presented, equations to 

solve for the mass flow through an orifice and the amount of valve lift, to determine 

the effective flow area, are used in conjunction with the thermodynamic equations for 

temperature and pressure. These two alternative approaches to modeling the 

temperature and pressure inside a compression cylinder have been presented to 

demonstrate that there are multiple methods to modeling compressor function. The 

equations used in the Simulink model represent one of the more recent approaches. 

2.3 Mean Value Modeling of Tank Pressure versus Time 

When a tank volume, initially at atmospheric pressure and temperature, is 

connected to a constant source of high pressure gas, a plot of pressure versus time 

inside the tank will show asymptotic behavior, slowing approaching the pressure of 

the high pressure source. This type of behavior is seen in the experimental results for 

the filling of a single tank. If one looks at a plot of pressure versus time within a 

single storage tank, such as the green line in Figure 15, it appears that the pressure 

initially increases rapidly, but then the rate of increase begins to fall drastically until 

reaching a maximum pressure asymptote. This curve resembles a first order response, 

which is governed by equation (2.20). 

t  P(t)  Pmax (1  e ) (2.20) 

Where t is time, Pmax is the maximum pressure that the tank can reach, and τ 

represents the time constant, which has units of seconds. The time constant represents 

the time it takes a system to reach 1 1  /  e  63.2%    of its maximum, final value. The 

following is a derivation starting from a simple ideal gas model that yields physical 

meaning to the time constant τ and Pmax. 

Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14 which 

show different volumes of gas connected to a much larger storage tank volume. 

Between these volumes assume there is a “perfect” valve which has no pressure drop 
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and can be instantly opened and closed. Also assume that the intermediate volume of 

tubing connecting these two reservoirs is negligible. State 0 represents the volume 

inside the compression cylinder when the piston is at BDC. In this example, it is 

assumed that the gas contained in this volume is at atmospheric pressure and 

temperature, but it need not be.  

Figure 12: State 0 of the first order response. 

The piston then moves upwards until it arrives at TDC. Assuming isentropic 

compression behavior, the absolute pressure at State 1 is known from equation (2.21), 

where CR stands for the geometric compression ratio. 


 VBDC   

1  0   P0   (2.21)P P   CR  
V TDC  

T1  T0 (C  R  ) 1 (2.22) 

Again, assuming reversible adiabatic compression the temperature will be at an 

elevated value given by equation (2.22). However, knowing the exact value is not 

necessary, as will soon be explained.  
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Figure 13: State 1 of the first order response. 

In State 2 (Figure 14), the valve connecting the volumes is instantly opened 

(the figure shows no valve present) and the pressure within the cylinder is allowed to 

reach equilibrium with the tank.  

Figure 14: State 2 of the first order response. 
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As mass leaves the cylinder, the temperature within the cylinder control volume will 

decrease to a level close to what it was at BDC, meanwhile, the temperature of the 

tank will remain nearly constant as the mass in the compression cylinder is 

significantly less than the total mass within the tank volume. In the real bimodal 

engine system all heat generated from the compression process will be rejected 

through a heat exchanger. Thus, the gas temperature within the tank is assumed to be 

equal to that of the cylinder volume in State 0 (at BDC); making this an isothermal 

model (this is a critical assumption). This process represents a single cycle. The 

piston will return to BDC and repeat these steps at a rate determined by the engine 

speed. Assuming the fluid behaves like an ideal gas, the mass within a volume can be 

calculated using equation (2.23), 

PV 
m  (2.23)

RT 

where R is the specific gas constant, and T is the temperature of the gas. Because of 

the isothermal assumption, pressure becomes directly proportional to mass and the 

model can predict how much mass will be moved from the compression cylinder into 

the tank volume per cycle. Since both pressure and temperature of the gas in State 0 

are known, so is the mass. Additionally, the mass in State 1 is equivalent to that of 

State 0. When the tank and the cylinder are allowed to equilibrate in State 2, the mass 

in the tank volume changes by some amount, dm/dn, for every cycle as seen in 

equation (2.24). To satisfy the conservation of mass, the same amount of mass that 

enters the tank leaves the TDC cylinder volume. 

mTank 2,n1  mTank 1, n  dm  / dn  (2.24) 

In this equation, mTank1 represents the mass in the tank at the end of the previous cycle 

and mTank2 represents the new amount of mass in the tank volume at the end of the 

current cycle. This differential amount of mass decreases as the number of filling 

cycles completed increases because the pressure within the tank approaches that of 

the cylinder at TDC. Therefore, the differential amount of mass moved into the tank 
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is a function of the mass within the cylinder at BDC, the maximum pressure within 

the cylinder at TDC, and the current pressure in the tank, as seen in equation (2.25). 

 Pmax  ( )  dm P  n  
(2.25) mBDC  

dn  Pmax  

Pmax is calculated from equation (2.21), n is the number of engine compression cycles, 

and P(n) is the tank pressure after n cycles. To reiterate, the ratio seen in equation 

(2.25) is made possible because of the isothermal assumption that results in mass 

being proportional to pressure. When n=0 the pressure in the tank is the same as the 

pressure in the compression cylinder at BDC (atmospheric in this case) and during the 

initial filling event, the ratio is equal to one. If the limit is taken as n approaches 

infinity, then the ratio will approach zero and no mass will move into the tank. The 

compression cylinder will essentially be air-springing since no pressure differential 

exists to drive the flow. Substituting equation (2.23) into equation (2.25) yields the 

following, 

   P  n  d P n V  ( )  Tank Patm VBDC ( )
   1  (2.26)

dn RT RT P Tank  Tank  max  

Remember that TBDC=TTank because of the isothermal assumption between State 0 and 

State 2. To clarify, the compression process in the cylinder is considered adiabatic, 

but the tank volume is isothermal for two reasons as previously discussed. One, the 

mass in the cylinder is very small relative to the total mass in the tank, and two, the 

compressed gas flows through a heat exchanger before it reaches the tank. Upon some 

rearrangement of terms we arrive at the first order differential equation seen in 

equation (2.28). 

( )   P n ( )  dP n P Vatm BDC  1  (2.27)
dn V PTank  max  

dP n ( )  P Vatm BDC atmP VBDC P n   ( )  (2.28)
dn VTank Pmax VTank 
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The solution of this linear first order differential equation is straightforward and seen 

in equation (2.29) in absolute units and (2.30) in gauge units, respectively. 

 VBDC  n 
 Tank ( )   P  (P  P 

CR V 
P n  )e (2.29)max atm max 

 V 
  
 BDC n  
 Tank ( )   Pmax (1  

CR V 
(2.30)P n   e ) 

t  60 CR V    Tank P t( )   Pmax  (P  atm  Pmax )e , where      (2.31)
V N BDC  

t  60 CR V    Tank P t( )   Pmax (1   e )  ,  where      (2.32)
V N BDC  

Equation (2.31) and equation (2.32), in absolute and gauge units, respectively, is the 

final form of the first order response. It is now a function of time rather than cycles in 

order to bring the equation into the same form as (2.20) (N is engine speed in RPM 

assuming pumping every cycle, the factor of 60 converts units of minutes to seconds). 

Using equation (2.32) above and (2.21) for Pmax, we can compare the first order 

response model generated data for tank pressure versus time to experimental data 

taken in the laboratory (the laboratory will be described in further detail in Section 3). 

From Figure 15, it is clear that the model has too small of a time constant and the 

maximum pressure (thus, compression ratio) is too high. 
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Figure 15: Plot of Fuel Storage Tank Pressure vs Time. Compression heat was rejected through 
a heat exchanger. 

In order to bring the model in better alignment, first the concept of an 

effective compression ratio is introduced. In the custom cylinder head designed for 

this project, the geometrical CR, calculated by dividing the compression cylinder 

volume at BDC by the volume at TDC, was 4.7:1. From measurements taken in the 

laboratory the compression cylinder, when in refueling mode, had an effective CR of 

about 4.22:1 at this point in time. In other words, experimentally the engine’s actual 

performance was more indicative of a 4.22:1 CR due to factors such as leakage past 

the piston rings, backflow in the check valves, and heat transfer. The use of an 

effective compression ratio is akin to using a polytropic constant smaller than the 

ratio of specific heats used in an adiabatic compression process. In fact, one could 

back out the polytropic constant associated with a particular effective compression 

ratio by setting CRγ eff = CRn and solving for n. The peak pressure in the check valve 

block was used to calculate the effective compression ratio. The new time constant is 

seen below in equation (2.33). 
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 60 CR V eff Tank     (2.33) V N BDC  

When taking this into account, the first order response curve now has the correct 

asymptotic pressure, seen below in Figure 16.  

Figure 16: First Order Response curve with effective compression ratio. 

Now the only reason the model data does not match that of the experimental 

data is the time constant. To bring these curves into alignment, an experimental 

constant called the “pumping efficiency” is introduced. This constant, which falls 

between 0 and 1, takes into account all losses from friction, discharge coefficients 

through orifices, and volumetric efficiency of the compressor intake flow. The time 

constant and first order response equation now take the form of equation (2.34). 


t  60 CR V   eff Tank P t( )   P (1   e  )  ,      (2.34) max  V N p BDC   

For this set of data, ηp = 0.42 produces the red line in Figure 17 below, which closely 

resembles the trend present in the experimental data. 
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Figure 17: First Order Response using the effective CR and pumping efficiency factor. 

In order to estimate the effective CR and pumping efficiency for a different 

compressor-tank system without conducting a single tank fill experiment, two topics 

must be investigated. First, to estimate the effective CR, access to the physical 

compressor is required. A pressure gauge must be placed at the outlet stream of the 

compression cylinder, while taking care to minimize the additional volume added 

with the gauge. The inlet pressure to the compressor must also be recorded. The 

compressor should be run for several cycles, and the maximum pressure achieved 

should be recorded. This test should be performed with the compressor/engine 

sufficiently warm. The maximum pressure reading should then be compared to the 

maximum pressure that can be achieved with the geometric compression ratio 

assuming isentropic compression. The effective compression ratio can be calculated 

using equation (2.35), where Pout is the maximum pressure on the gauge and Pin is the 

compressor inlet pressure.  

 P out  CR (2.35)  effP in  

1
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There are two ways to estimate losses in the system that contribute to the 

pumping efficiency empirical constant. The first would be to investigate the effect of 

engine speed (mean piston speed) and the ratio of inlet to outlet pressure on the 

volumetric efficiency of the gas induction process [25]. This initial volumetric 

efficiency estimate can serve as a starting point for the pumping efficiency empirical 

constant. An additional route could be to assume a simple 1-D pipe flow system. To 

estimate the losses, an average flow velocity will need to be estimated (could be a 

function of time or constant) and from that information, an approximate friction 

factor chosen. Using this friction factor, along with the Reynolds number and 

intermediate tubing length, pressure losses arising from friction in straight sections of 

tubing can be estimated. The pressure drop from friction can be represented by a 

discharge coefficient by dividing the exit pressure (found by including the pressure 

drop from friction) by the starting pressure. Minor losses from sudden constrictions 

and expansions in valves and elbows in tubing can also be accounted for by using 

discharge coefficients. A combination of these loss coefficients should yield a 

suitable initial estimate for the pumping efficiency constant.  

2.4 Optimization of Refueling Rate 

Now that a simple equation that only uses a few parameters of the 

system to predict the tank pressure versus time has been developed, a MVM was 

created with the intent to optimize the amount of time it takes to fill the main storage 

tank to pressure. The model was developed using a two tank system and a single 

compression cylinder, as seen in Figure 18. The model assumes no losses occur when 

switching between filling tanks and isothermal behavior. The isothermal assumption 

is valid because before the compressed gas reaches the storage tank volume, it first 

passes through a heat exchanger that removes all of the thermal energy added to the 

gas during the compression process. Thus, it is assumed that all storage tanks are at 

the same temperature. This model incorporates the experimentally validated first 

order response equation (2.34) developed in the previous section to determine how 
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long it takes to refill Tank 1 after discharging into Tank 2. It is also used to determine 

the initial time required to fill both tank volumes to a particular pressure, using the 

low pressure residential NG as the source (or atmospheric air), before switching to fill 

Tank 2 with pressurized gas from Tank 1. The time it takes for the mass in Tank 1 to 

be pumped into Tank 2 is on the order of seconds whereas the time it takes to refill 

Tank 1 back to the maximum cutoff pressure is usually on the order of minutes. Thus, 

the transition filling time is almost negligible. 

Figure 18: Diagram illustrating the two tank filling time optimization model. 

When in refueling mode, the compression cylinder in this bimodal engine has 

a fixed compression ratio, which results in a fixed pressure ratio, given by equation 

(2.36). 

Pratio  CR   (2.36) 

Therefore, when Tank 2 is being filled using the pressurized gas from Tank 1 as the 

source, it is impossible to gain any additional pressure within Tank 2 when the 

pressure in Tank 1 falls to: 

 P Tank 2P    (2.37)Tank 1 P ratio  

In other words, equation (2.37) says that when Tank 1 reaches this minimum cutoff 

pressure, no more mass can be moved from Tank 1 into Tank 2 (this same logic 

would apply with three tanks in the system when filling from Tank 2 to Tank 3). With 

the minimum cutoff pressure known, now the optimal maximum cutoff pressure 
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needs to be determined; in other words, how much pressure should be in Tank 1 

before the system switches to filling Tank 2, using the compressed gas in Tank 1.   

Looking at Figure 17, it is evident that the slope of the pressure curve is at its 

greatest value (i.e, high dP/dt) initially and as time goes on the slope diminishes (i.e. 

low dP/dt) until eventually reaching an asymptote (zero dP/dt). Based on this 

information, it is clear that while you can pump more mass into Tank 2 in a single 

filling cycle if you fill Tank 1 to a higher pressure, it takes a lot of time to gain those 

final few units of pressure. It is more advantageous to fill Tank 1 to a lower pressure 

and switch to filling Tank 2 (with Tank 1 as the source) more frequently, taking 

advantage of the high dP/dt. To clarify, this keeps you on the part of the pressure 

response curve with the greatest slope, resulting in faster filling times (higher overall 

mass flow rate). However, since the pressure ratio given by equation (2.35) is fixed, 

setting the maximum cutoff pressure of Tank 1 to low values does not allow high 

pressures to be reached in Tank 2. In order to reach the highest possible pressure in 

Tank 2, the maximum cutoff pressure for Tank 1 must be gradually increased. For 

more information concerning how this will be implemented, please read the following 

paragraphs and refer to Figure 21 at the end of this section. 

When filling Tank 2 from Tank 1, as the piston in the compression cylinder 

moves from TDC to BDC, it takes a discrete amount of mass from Tank 1, dm. This 

mass is then pumped to Tank 2 as the piston returns to TDC, described 

mathematically in equation (2.38), where mTank1,i+1and mTank2,i+1 represent the mass 

inside Tank 1 and Tank 2, respectively, at the end of the tank transfer cycle (i+1), and 

mTank1,i and mTank2,i represent the mass inside Tank 1 and Tank 2, respectively, at the 

beginning of the tank transfer cycle (i). 

m  m  dm  Tank1,i1 Tank 1, i i 
(2.38)

mTank 2,i1  mTank 2, i  dm  i 

Redefining equation (2.37), and using the ideal gas law, we arrive at equation (2.39), 

where PTank1 and PTank2 are the pressures in Tanks 1 and 2 at i+1, VTank1 and VTank2 are 
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the volumes of each tank, R is the specific gas constant, and T is the temperature of 

the gas in their respective tanks.  

PTank 2,i1P Tank 1,i1 Pratio (2.39)
m mTank 2,i1 Tank 1, i1RTTank 2  RTTank 1(Pratio )VTank 2 VTank 1 

To understand what this equation says, first the initial conditions at State i will be 

defined. At this time, right before the gas in Tank 1 is sent to the compression 

cylinder to be pressurized and flow to Tank 2, Tank 1 is at the maximum cutoff 

pressure; the pressure in Tank 2 is greater than or equal to this cutoff pressure. As 

previously discussed, the minimum cutoff pressure for Tank 1 is always given by 

equation (2.36) and this is the pressure that Tank 1 will be reduced to at State i+1. 

Recall, this pressure is determined by the pressure in Tank 2, so there are two 

unknowns in this equation. Substituting equation (2.37) into (2.38), assuming 

isothermal behavior between the two tanks (TTank1=TTank2), and if both tanks have the 

same volume (VTtank1=VTank2), then the previous equation can be simplified to the 

form in equation (2.40). 

m 2,  dm  i  m i  dm  i  Pratio (2.40)Tank i Tank 1, 

Upon rearrangement to solve for dmi, the result is equation (2.41). 

 P m   m ratio Tank 1,i Tank 2, idm  (2.41)i 1 P ratio 

This is the most significant equation in the model and allows the prediction of 

the amount of mass (pressure) that will be exchanged between the two tanks during a 

single tank transfer cycle. Couple this with the first order response equation (2.34) 

and it is possible to model the rate at which Tank 2 can be filled with compressed gas. 

This is done by interpolating how much time it takes to fill Tank 1 from the minimum 

cutoff pressure to the maximum cutoff pressure, as well as the time it takes initially to 
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fill both tanks to the maximum cutoff pressure. Recall that the transition time when 

the mass in Tank 1 is pumped into Tank 2 is considered negligible at this time. 

Below in Figure 19 is a plot generated from the high-level, isothermal, ideal 

gas model showing five different maximum cutoff pressures for Tank 1. This plot 

illustrates the point made previously; it is advantageous to switch the valves more 

frequently at a lower Tank 1 maximum cutoff pressure since higher pressures in Tank 

2 can be reached in less time.  

Figure 19: Tank 2 Pressure as a function of a constant maximum cutoff pressure in Tank 1. 

Note that, for each case, as time goes on Tank 2 begins to reach a peak 

pressure and the time between individual filling events becomes smaller and smaller 

until they occur every few seconds. At this point, the gains in pressure are minimal 

and it makes sense to allow the pressure in Tank 1 to reach a higher limit before 

switching to fill Tank 2. The best way to do this is to take the calculated value for the 

minimum cutoff pressure from equation (2.36) and simply add an offset to that value, 
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such as 69 or 138 kPa [10 or 20 psig], to create the maximum cutoff pressure for 

Tank 1, as presented in equation (2.42).  

PTank 2PTank 1, max, cutoff   Poffset  PTank 1, min, cutoff  Poffset (2.42)
Pratio 

Since the minimum cutoff pressure always increases as the pressure in Tank 2 

increases, this offset will allow Tank 2 to gradually fill to higher and higher pressures. 

Using the same model with a few minor changes, Figure 20 was created to show the 

effect of varying the offset from 69 kPa [10 psig] up to 345 kPa [50 psig].  

Figure 20: Tank 2 pressure for different Tank 1 offset values. 

This plot suggests that keeping the offset small allows higher pressures in 

Tank 2 to be reached in shorter amounts of time. As the offset grows larger, it takes 

longer for Tank 1 to reach the maximum cutoff pressure until eventually it becomes 

impossible to reach. The fixed pressure ratio limits the maximum pressure that can be 

reached within Tank 1; for example, assume this limit is 621 kPa [90 psig]. If the 

offset used to determine the maximum cutoff pressure is sufficiently large, such as 
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345 kPa [50 psig], there comes a point when Tank 1 is incapable of reaching the 

desired pressure. In this case, this is when the minimum cutoff pressure is greater than 

276 kPa [40 psi]. Ultimately, the model suggests that switching more often will lead 

to faster fill times for the NG storage tanks on this bimodal engine, NGV. The 

behavior predicted by this model will be compared against experimental data taken in 

the laboratory in Section 4.2.1. On the following page, Figure 21 is a flowchart 

illustrating the logic used for refueling this NGV, inspired by this modeling effort. 

The MATLAB code used for the optimization of the refueling rate is located in 

Appendix I. 
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Figure 21: Logic flowchart for 2-Stage refueling. 
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3 Experimental 

To perform tests on the prototype bimodal engine, an engine test cell was 

constructed in space leased from the Central Oregon Community College automotive 

program located in Bend, Oregon. The following section will describe the equipment 

and capabilities of the laboratory test cell as well as the particular experimental setups 

used with the bimodal engine. A detailed description of the modifications made to the 

stock diesel engine in order to convert it to an SI NG engine is also included. 

3.1 Engine Modifications 

As mentioned previously, the Cummins 12 valve, 6-cylinder, 5.9L B-series 

diesel engine acquired for this project has been modified to burn spark-ignited NG, as 

well as incorporate gas compressor functionality. This conversion required many 

modifications be made to the stock engine. This diesel engine was chosen because it 

is designed to handle higher pressures than an SI gasoline or SI NG engine and there 

is a good availability of high performance aftermarket parts, providing a solid base 

engine as a starting point. Peak in-cylinder pressures for modern boosted diesel and 

gasoline vehicles are on the order of 17 MPa and 7 MPa, respectively [29] [30]. The 

conversion from a diesel to NG fuel system is a well understood process; parts are 

commercially available and there are numerous companies in the United States which 

specialize in this conversion. For this prototype engine, the diesel fuel injectors were 

removed and replaced with spark plugs and coils to initiate combustion. In the 

compression cylinder (Cylinder 1), the spark plug was positioned vertically in the 

head, between the stock valves and the two additional valves, termed the main 

compressor valves (MCV), added to allow bimodal operation, seen in Figure 22. This 

location was chosen as a result of spatial constraints and the relatively central location 

within the combustion chamber which should promote a fast and complete burn, as 

will be discussed shortly. 
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Main Com 
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FFigure 22: Inteernal view of tthe compressioon cylinder, ddisplaying the spark plug location betweeen 
the stock inntake and exhhaust valves annd the main coompressor vallves (MCV) addded to the 

cylinder. 

The NNG fuel is injjected into thhe air intakee upstream of the intake mmanifold, 

wwhere it is miixed into an approximateely homogenneous mixturre before enntering the 

coombustion cchamber of eeach cylinderr. All equipmment neededd for the convversion was 

prrovided by NNorth Ameriican Repoweer, a NG connversion commpany basedd out of San 

DDiego, CA. AAdditional mmodifications, unique to tthis project, wwere requireed in order 

foor the enginee to endure ppressures of up to 248 baar [3600 psi]]. The pistonn rings on 

cyylinder 1 weere replaced with more roobust ones too better handdle high pressures and 

mminimize blo w-by. Alteraations to the cylinder heaad and pistons and the reesulting 

immplications oon combustiion performaance were thhe main focuus of the convversion. 

A custom cylinderr head was mmachined froom billet aluuminum usinng a detailed 

soolid model. TThe head waas modified tto accommoodate two adddition valve s in cylinderr 

1, the compreession cylindder. The addiitional valvees allow the flow of fuel tank-boundd 

NNG into and oout of the coompression ccylinder [31]]. Two valvees were usedd instead of 

onne simply too provide inccreased floww area, as seeen in Figure 88. Spark-ignnited gasolinne 

enngines have varying heaad geometriees, such as heemisphericall or pent rooof designs. 
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These head designs allow for larger diameter valves to improve volumetric efficiency 

(improved breathing), especially when running at high RPM. The head shape also 

plays a role in charge motion within the cylinder. In contrast, most modern diesel 

engines have flat heads. Flat heads are easier to manufacture, allow for linear, 

symmetrical valves, and a central vertical fuel injector. With a centrally located fuel 

injector, the fuel spray distribution is superior, spray wall impingement is less of a 

concern, and it allows air entrainment in every radial direction. There are also some 

benefits in terms of strength and stiffness with the flat head geometry. There was an 

opportunity to change the head geometry to one that is more suited for SI operation. 

However, the top priority of the head modification was not highly optimized 

combustion efficiency, rather, the unhindered flow of NG in and out of the bimodal 

compression cylinder as well as head integrity when exposed to extreme pressures. 

Therefore, the flat head design of the stock engine was maintained. In a diesel engine, 

the charge motion is induced by the intake runners and the piston bowl shape.  

In a CI to SI conversion, the original combustion chamber is ill-suited for use 

in SI operation, as it is optimized for spray combustion rather than flame propagation 

[32]. Olsson and Johansson investigated the influence different piston bowl 

geometries originally meant for use in diesel engines would have on naturally 

aspirated SI operation with NG. In this project, the turbocharger was removed to 

simplify the conversion process, leaving the intake naturally aspirated. To answer this 

question, they tested ten different piston geometries, ranging from a flat piston to a 

complex “nebula” bowl shape. The result of these experiments showed that all piston  

shapes performed well with few misfires, as measured by coefficients of variation of 

indicated mean effective pressure (COVIMEP) much less than one percent, when 

operating at lambda near unity . For clarity, lambda (λ) is the ratio of the actual mass 

air-fuel ratio (AFR) to the stoichiometric AFR for that fuel. The equivalence ratio (φ) 

is defined as the inverse of lambda. IMEP is defined as the indicated mean pressure 

within the cylinder over one cycle. It was not until the fuel mixture was leaned out to 

a lambda of 1.6 that the flat piston began to misfire. Robust and reliable combustion 
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iss the most immportant commbustion attrribute for thiis project, soo low misfiree rates were 

desired. Efficciency and emmissions were lesser conncerns for thhis prototypee engine—the 

fooremost focuus for this prroject is the iintegral commpressor—hoowever, for 

sttoichiometri c operation tthe indicatedd efficiencies were withiin ten percennt over the 

raange of shappes; emissionns ranges weere corresponndingly close as a functiion of shape.. 

Inn fact, the leaning out off the mixturee was the sinngle most immportant factoor in the 

sttudy, exceedding the influuence of pistton shape [322]. After revviewing this study, it was 

decided the bimodal engi ne will be ruun at a stoichhiometric AFFR for the prroof-of

cooncept. The aftermarket pistons usedd in the bimoodal engine have a straigght-sided 

“MMexican hatt” bowl shappe, seen in Fiigure 23. 

Figurre 23: Bimodaal engine pistoon modificatioon, isometric aand cutaway vviews. 

In ordder to prevennt knock wheen burning thhe NG-air mmixture, the ccompressionn 

raatio of the stock engine hhad to be lowwered. The ttypical conveersion approoach is to 
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evenly remove top land material from the CI piston, resulting in a lower compression 

ratio. In the end, a compression ratio balance was struck between avoiding knock at 

the stock compression ratio, while taking advantage of the thermal efficiency benefits 

of NG’s high octane rating of 120+ [33]. The compression ratio for the prototype 

engine is 13:1. For this particular bimodal engine, evenly removing piston top land 

material would result in interference with the MCV during refueling at top dead 

center. To remedy this, additional material was removed from the MCV side of the 

piston as shown in Figure 23, labeled the “valve pocket”. Interference is only an issue 

in cylinder 1. However, all six pistons were made identical because of concerns 

related to vibrations/harmonics that may be caused if the rotating loads are not 

perfectly balanced about its axis of rotation, which would be the case if pistons of 

unequal mass were used. 

All reciprocating compressors utilize inlet and outlet valves to allow gas to 

flow in and out of the compressor and to prevent backflow of high pressure gas. 

When operating in refueling mode, the MCV remain open during the compression 

and expansion strokes. Therefore, to enable this engine to function as a compressor, 

additional check valves were required to prevent backflow. This was accomplished by 

the addition of a “valve block” to the front of the engine, next to cylinder 1. The valve 

block holds three large inlet check valves and six smaller outlet check valves, all of 

the reed valve type. Reed valves were chosen because they allow gas to flow straight 

through and have minimal fluttering, and as a result have higher discharge 

coefficients compared to other types of check valves. Please refer to Figure 8 for an 

illustration of the valve block and compression cylinder.  

Below in Figure 24 is a photograph of the custom valve cover machined for 

this one-of-a-kind bimodal NG ICE engine. The author included this image to 

highlight the Oregon State University Beavers logo and the recently founded OSU 

Energy Systems Laboratory, located in Bend, Oregon.  
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Figure 24: View of cylinder 1 and the custom valve cover machined for this project. 

3.2 Lab Setup 

The Oregon State University Energy Systems Laboratory houses a 125 HP 

230V TECO-Westinghouse Max-E1 3-phase AC motor controlled by a Yaskawa 

A1000 variable frequency drive (VFD). The VFD is connected to two Yaskawa 

CBDR-2110B braking units which are each connected to two resistor banks. When an 

engine on the test stand undergoes combustion while coupled to the AC motor, the 

motor can generate electricity. The braking units and resistor banks allow this 

electrical energy to be dissipated as heat. Figure 25 shows a simple schematic of the 

VFD system and Figure 26 shows the actual system in the laboratory space. The next 

few sections will describe the various experimental setups used with the bimodal NG 

engine. 
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Figure 25:  VFD system schematic. 
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Figurre 26: Photogrraph of the VFFD system in tthe Energy Syystems Laboraatory. 
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3.2.1 Initial Experimental Setup 

While the custom prototype NG engine was being manufactured, air 

compression experiments were conducted on the stock Cummins model 6BT 5.9L 

diesel engine coupled to the AC motor. Specifications for the 6BT engine can be seen 

in Table 1. The stock engine valve timings are shown for reference, actual flow to and 

from the compression cylinder is controlled by the check valves [34]. The purpose of 

these experiments was to compress ambient and low pressure air using the engine and 

evaluate data acquisition capabilities. The experiments were conducted as a precursor 

to compression tests on the prototype bimodal engine.  

Table 1: Cummins 6BT Engine Specifications. 

Displacement/Cylinder .98 liters 
Stroke 120 mm 
Bore 102 mm 
Connecting Rod 129 mm 
Compression ratio 17:1 
Number of 2 
Intake Valve Open 0° CA* 
Intake Valve Close 202° CA* 
Exhaust Valve Open 482° CA* 
Exhaust Valve Close 8° CA* 

*0° CA is TDC prior to intake stroke; TDC combustion is ~360° CA 

Cooling the 6BT engine was accomplished with the stock cross flow heat 

exchanger from the donor vehicle, along with added dual electric 0.4 m [16 inch] 

diameter fans in a pull configuration. Engine coolant was circulated with a 50 GPM 

electric powered water pump that replaced the stock mechanical driven pump. The 

oil-laden exhaust air from cylinders 2-6 was exhausted from the test cell using a 

0.25m [10 inch] diameter duct fan and vented to the outdoors. 

For the tank filling experiments, the intake and exhaust valves in cylinder 1 

were deactivated by removing the push rods. In order to obtain access to the 

compression chamber in cylinder 1, the diesel fuel injector was removed and replaced 

with a through-hole adapter to allow the compression chamber to be connected to a 
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storage tank. A small oxygen tank was repurposed for use in these experiments as a 

storage vessel for compressed air. The compressed gas flow circuit, consisting of an 

inlet and outlet check valve, a pressure relief valve, a sintered breather filter, and a 

variable volume vessel, was constructed of ⅜” and ¼” high pressure stainless steel 

tubing using compression fittings. A detailed schematic of the compressed gas flow 

circuit can be seen in Figure 27.  Sensors in the flow path consist of two Omega 

pressure transducers (PX309-500G5V and PX309-2KG5V) with a static accuracy of 

±2.5% Full Scale Output Best Fit Straight Line (86.2 kPa [12.5 psi] and 276 kPa [40 

psi] at the maximum measureable limit, respectively) and two Omega type K 

thermocouples (TJ36-CASS-18U-6) with an accuracy of ±2°C. Measurements were 

taken just outside the cylinder volume (intermediate volume in Figure 27) and at the 

filling tank. 

Figure 27: Schematic of the experimental setup used for air compression on the stock engine. 

The pressure vessel and additional tubing sections that connect to the fuel 

injector port add additional volume to the compression chamber clearance volume.  

Because of this, the compression ratio ranged from 16.3:1 -a slight reduction from the 

stock 17:1- down to 3.9.  The addition of the adjustable volume pressure vessel to 
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lower the compression ratio greatly increases the clearance volume in the compressor, 

decreasing mass flow per cycle. The mass decreases because every cycle the gas 

trapped in the clearance volume is compressed to the discharge pressure and 

subsequently expanded back to the inlet pressure. This gas does not travel 

downstream to the filling tank and is considered a loss within the compressor. For the 

16.3:1 and 3.9:1 compression ratios, the clearance volumes are 0.064 L and 0.339 L, 

respectively. Because cylinder 1 is accessed through the fuel injector port, 

compression events happen every cycle of the engine. 

For the air compression experiments, a total of seventeen tests were run under 

varying conditions. The compression ratio for the compression cylinder was 

approximately 3.9:1 for the first twelve of these tests and 16.3:1 for five additional 

tests. A parametric study was performed by rotating the engine at three different 

speeds (840 or stock-idle, 1000, and 1800 RPM) and two different inlet pressures 

(89.1 kPa absolute [12.9 psia] (atmospheric), and approximately 103 kPa gauge [15 

psig]. Bend, OR, the location of the laboratory, is located at an altitude of 1067m 

[3,500 ft.] which has an atmospheric pressure of 89.1 kPa [7]. These six tests were 

run once with the intermediate stainless steel tubing from the cylinder to the storage 

tank covered in insulating fiberglass tape, or wrap, and once without, for a total of 

twelve runs. The wrap limits heat transfer to the ambient, bringing the results closer 

to that of an adiabatic system, whereas the without wrap scenario approximated 

isothermal conditions. These experiments are highly transient; nevertheless, one can 

compare the one dimensional, steady-state thermal resistance to conduction for both 

the insulated and non-insulated cases to estimate the effect of the fiberglass wrap. The 

thermal conductivity of stainless steel at 400K is approximately 17.3 W/m-K, while 

the conductivity of the fiberglass insulation is around 0.038 W/m-K at 300K [8]. For 

the unwrapped case, this yields, on a per unit length basis, a thermal resistance of 

0.0019 W/K and 0.0044 W/K for ⅜” and ¼” outer diameter tubing, respectively. For 

the wrapped case, the thermal resistances are 0.87 W/K and 2.00 W/K for ⅜” and ¼” 

outer diameters, respectively. This is again assuming a unit length. These resistances 
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are over 450 times higher than the unwrapped tubing and thus should substantially 

limit heat transfer. However, even when wrapped there is some heat transfer from the 

cylinder walls to the engine coolant during the compression stroke. When the tubing 

is left unwrapped, heat transfer occurs primarily via natural convection to the 

surroundings. The check valves used in the experiment had a maximum operating 

temperature limit of 473 K, which if exceeded would result in failure of the seals. For 

the compression ratio of 16.3:1, tests were only run without insulating wrap since the 

higher compression ratio produces higher temperatures at the end of a compression 

stroke. The temperature limit was reached too quickly when wrap was applied and no 

useful filling data could be obtained. This temperature limit was also the reason why 

1000 and 1800 RPM operation was not attempted with the pressurized inlet; the limit 

was reached before the AC motor reached the desired speed. In many cases for the 

compression ratio of 3.9:1, the tank pressure reached steady state and the test was 

ended prior to this temperature limit being reached. The results from these initial 

experiments are presented in Section 4.1. 

3.2.2 Final Setup: Three Heat Exchangers 

When the prototype bimodal engine arrived in the lab, the entire experimental 

setup changed drastically from that outlined in Section 3.2.1. Figure 28 shows a 

schematic of the initial experimental setup used to compress atmospheric air with the 

prototype bimodal engine; air was compressed rather than NG at this point as it was 

inherently safer. The following is a detailed description of the refueling system and 

how it functions. Please note, the terms gas and air will be used interchangeably. 

Figure 29 is the symbol key for the schematic. 
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Figure 28: Schematic of the first experimental setup with the custom bimodal engine used for air 
compression experiments. 

Figure 29: Symbol key for the lab schematics in Figure 28 and Figure 33. 
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This system requires three compression stages in order to reach storage tank 

pressures of 248 bar [3600 psi]. Stage 1 refers to when the system uses atmospheric 

air as the source, Stage 2 compression is when Tank 1 (the first of two intermediate 

staging tanks) is the source, and Stage 3 filling uses Tank 2 as the source of gas fed 

into the compressor. There are two three-way valves which control the origin of the 

to-be-compressed gas and the destination of the compressed gas, labeled A and B in 

Figure 28. When refueling is initialized with empty tanks, all three tanks will fill 

concurrently during Stage 1 filling. When three-way valve A is switched, Stage 2 

filling begins, draining gas from Tank 1 and pumping compressed gas into Tanks 2 

and 3. When Tank 1 is satisfactorily drained, three-way valve A switches back and 

Stage 1 filling resumes, this time only Tank 1 will build pressure since the other two 

tanks in the system are at a greater pressure and their respective check valves will not 

crack open. When Tank 1 is “full”, Stage 2 filling will occur until Tank 2 reaches a 

predefined pressure, at which point Stage 3 filling will commence. Both three-way 

valves must be switched from their default state in order for Stage 3 filling to occur. 

From this point onwards in the refueling cycle, Tanks 1, 2, and 3 will solely be filled 

during their corresponding stages, that is, during Stage 1, 2 and 3, respectively.   
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Air inlet 

To Tank 1 

To Ta 

3-Way 
Valves 

T 

1 

ank 2 
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To Tank 3 

Gas 

Check Valve B 

s Inlet 

Block Ga 

Stage 1 HX 

Stage 2 HX 

as Outlet 

Figure 30: PPhotograph off the engine teest cell used too conduct expeeriments on thhe prototype 
bbimodal enginee. 

Figuree 30 above ppresents the llaboratory sppace associaated with thee schematic iin 

Figure 28. Aiir is drawn innto the systeem through aa filter and innto a 1” diammeter 

hyydraulic hosse connectedd to the inlet of the valvee block. The outlet of thee valve blockk 

iss constructedd of ¾” stainnless steel tubbing, which routes gas tto the three-wway valves 

seeen on the wwall. During Stage 1 fillinng, compres sed gas is roouted into th e Stage 1 

heat exchangeer, constructted from ¾” diameter coopper tubing and 1½” PVVC tubing. 

LLooking at Fiigure 30, gass flows fromm left to rightt, down a smmall length off tubing, theen 

frrom right to left until it rreaches the ppoint where tthe tubing goes through the wall to 

TTank 1 on thee other side oof the wall. TThe oppositee side of the wall is showwn in Figuree 

31. The conceentric tube hheat exchangger is in a couunter flow cconfigurationn, with the 

cooolant waterr flowing in tthe oppositee direction ass the compreessed gas. Thhe 

arrrangement ffor Stage 2 iis nearly idenntical to thatt of Stage 1, except it is constructed 

of higher strength ¾” staiinless steel tuubing. The hheat exchangger is in the exact same 
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coonfigurationn as discussed previouslyy. Type K thermocoupless from the OOmega 

coorporation wwere placed aat the inlet annd outlet of the heat excchangers on bboth the gass 

annd water sidde in order too determine tthe heat rejeccted. 

Durinng Stage 3 fillling, the three-way valvves are orientted in such aa way that 

fllow is blockeed from enteering the valvves and the compressed gas flows ddirectly to thee 

otther side of tthe wall, whhere the Stagge 3 heat exc changer is loccated. Immeediately 

before enterinng the wall, tthe ¾” diammeter tubing iis reduced too ½” diameteer because 

thhat was the largest diameeter, reasonaably priced, hhigh pressurre heat exchaanger 

avvailable for Stage 3. 

Water 
Storage 
Vessel 

Compresse 
Methane G 

T 

T 

Ta 

ed 
Gas 

Tank 1 

Tank 2 

ank 3 

SStage 3 HX 

FFigure 31: Phootograph of thhe three CNG fuel tanks, co opper coil heatt exchanger foor Stage-3 heaat 
rrejection, wateer coolant tankk, and 6-pack k of compresseed methane gaas 
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In the top right corner of Figure 31, the Sentry model DTC-SSB/CUC-8-1-1 

compact copper coil tube-in-tube heat exchanger can be seen. This heat exchanger 

has a ½” stainless steel tube coiled inside of the 1” outer diameter copper tubing and a 

total surface area for heat transfer of 0.23 m2 [2.52 ft2]. A counter flow configuration 

was used once again and type K thermocouples were placed on the inlet and outlet of 

the gas and water sides of this heat exchanger, just like the other two heat exchangers 

used for Stage 1 and 2 filling. In the figure above, one can also see the three storage 

tanks which each have a volume of 140 L. This size of tank represents 12 GGE of 

NG. Also visible is a 55 gallon plastic barrel used to store coolant water for the 

various heat exchangers. Inside the barrel is a Dayton 12U598 1/10 HP submersible 

pump. On the left side of the figure is a 6-pack of compressed methane gas. This gas 

was used as fuel for the engine when experiments were conducted with the engine 

both coupled and decoupled to the AC motor dynamometer. The high pressure gas is 

fed to a fuel regulator that throttles the pressure down to 550 kPa [80 psig] before it is 

injected into the intake stream. 

3.2.3 Final Setup: Single Heat Exchanger 

After experimenting with the previous lab setup, possible simplifications were 

explored in order to shrink the footprint of the refueling system and work towards the 

ultimate goal of installing it on the truck which was acquired for this project. A clear 

first step was to use one heat exchanger to reject the heat generated by the 

compression process for all stages, rather than use one for each stage. It was decided 

that tests should be conducted using the ½” diameter compact copper coil heat 

exchanger near the exit of the valve block. Doing this reduced the minimum diameter 

of the tubing downstream of the compression cylinder from ¾” to ½”, hindering the 

free flow of gas to the storage tanks. However, using one heat exchanger allowed a 

large length of tubing to be removed from the system, as seen in Figure 32. With the 

frictional losses associated with that tubing no longer present, the slight increase in 
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losses caused by constricting the flow to ½” diameter tubing for the length of the heat 

exchanger was negated.  

To Tank 1 

To Tank 2 

Gas Inlet 
Gas Outlet 

Fins 

To Tank 3 

Heat Exchanger 

3-Way 
Valves 

Figure 32: Photograph of the experimental setup using a single heat exchanger. 

The schematic for the simplified single heat exchanger experimental setup can 

be seen in Figure 33. The system functions in the exact same manner as previously 

described. A number of different filling experiments were conducted using both 

setups. Initially the three-way valves were actuated manually (using the computer to 

flip a relay switch) and the filling times required to reach varying pressures goals 

such as 3,447, 6,895, and 13,790 kPa [500, 1000 and 2000 psig] were recorded. After 

the modeling effort, (presented previously in Section 2.4) was completed, actuation of 

the three way valves was automated using logic to determine the minimum and 

maximum cutoff pressures for Tanks 1, and 2. Experiments were conducted with 

various offsets in an effort to optimize the refueling time.  
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Figure 33: Schematic of the single heat exchanger experimental setup used for air compression 
experiments. Not to scale. 

3.3 Data Collection and Control 

The two pertinent physical quantities to be measured when conducting 

compression experiments are pressure and temperature. For experiments with the 

bimodal engine, in-cylinder pressure is monitored/recorded using a Kistler 6056AU20 

pressure transducer with a measuring range of 0-300 bar and a linearity accuracy of 

±0.3% FSO (Full Scale Output) (90 kPa [13 psi]). Pressure is recorded outside the 

compression cylinder in the valve block using a Kulite HEM-375-5000A pressure 

transducer with a measuring range of 0-34,500 kPa [0-5000 psia] and a typical 

accuracy of ±0.1% FSO BFSL and ±0.5% FSO maximum (34.5 kPa [5 psi] typical 

and 172.5 kPa [25 psi] maximum error, combined non-linearity, hysteresis, and 
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repeatability). Temperature is recorded using an Omega type-K thermocouple with a 

standard limit of error of ±2.2°C or 0.75% of the reading, whichever is greater. All of 

thermocouple probes used in the laboratory are of the same type, are 3.175 mm 

[0.125”] in diameter, and have the same accuracy of ±2.2°C. Most of the probes are 

6” in length and have an ungrounded junction, however, the probes used to measure 

the temperature of the gas on the inlet and outlet of the copper coil heat exchanger 

have an exposed junction for a faster response to changes in temperature. Each of the 

three storage tanks has a thermocouple and a pressure transducer to monitor tank 

temperature and pressure. Tank 1 has an Omega PX309-1KG5V transducer 

(measuring range of 0-1000 psig) and Tank 2 has an Omega PX309-2KG5V 

transducer (measuring range of 0-2000 psig), both have a total error band of ±2% 

FSO (138 kPa [20 psi] and 276 kPa [40 psi] maximum error, respectively), this 

includes error from linearity, hysteresis, repeatability, thermal hysteresis, and thermal 

errors. Tank 3 has a Kulite HEM-375-5000A transducer, the same model and 

accuracy of the transducer used with the valve block.  

The Energy Systems Laboratory utilizes a National Instruments CompactRio 

(cRIO) model 9074 control and monitoring system with FPGA (Field Programmable 

Gate Arrays) capabilities and several different I/O modules to both log necessary data 

and control the refueling process. These include the NI 9205 Analog Input Module, 

NI 9853 High-Speed CAN Module, NI 9263 Analog Output Module, NI 9223 High-

speed Analog Input Module, NI 9375 Digital Input/Output Module, NI 9403 

Bidirectional Digital I/O Module, and two NI 9213 Thermocouple Input Modules. In 

addition to the actuation of valves and the monitoring of vital engine ECU 

information such as current speed and engine oil pressure, data is recorded using the 

LabVIEW visual programming software. The cRIO and modules are housed inside of 

a data acquisition box located next to the driveshaft connecting the AC motor to the 

engine, the inside of which is seen in Figure 34 below.  
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cRIO and 
Modules 

Thermocouple 
Ports 

Analog Inputs 

Power & GND 

Analog Out 

High Speed 
Analog In 

Digital I/O 

Figure 34: Inside the data acquisition box which houses a National Instruments cRIO and 
several modules used to acquire temperature and pressure information, actuate valves, and read 

engine CAN sensor data. 

The cRIO and all of the modules mentioned are DIN rail mounted on the left 

side of the box. In the middle of the box are three rows of DIN rail terminal blocks 

that provide a central location where external wires from sensors can be connected to 

the cRIO modules. The screw clamp blocks save time when connecting or 

interchanging components and save valuable space inside the box. Thermocouple 

ports on the bottom right of the box allow thermocouples to be added and removed 

with ease, as seen on the exterior of the box pictured in Figure 35. 
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FFigure 35: Immage of the leftt and right extterior of the d ata acquisitio n box. The lefft photo showss 
all AC compponents. The rright photo shoows yellow theermocouple p orts and the ggray shielded 

cabling for tthe pressure ttransducers. 

In earr ns of the lab space, AC bbleed-through noise was sometimes lier iteration g

apppearing in tthe DC analoog signals. TTo solve thiss, high qualitty shielded ccabling was 

used for the ppressure trannsducers and , as a precauution, all commponents thaat used AC 

power were mmounted to thhe exterior oof the data accquisition boox. The cRIOO

coommunicatees to a compuuter with LaabVIEW via an Ethernet connection. Two 

prrograms werre written to log data andd allow the ccontrol of thhe three-way valves, one 

inn scan mode and the otheer in FPGA mmode. Scan mode is the  simpler, moore user 
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friendly programming mode. A virtual instrument (VI) can be written and then 

LabVIEW will do all of the work to program the cRIO to work with the variables 

created. The maximum sampling rate scan mode can achieve is approximately 1 kHz. 

For the majority of experiments conducted in the lab, the scan mode program was 

used and at a sampling rate of 10 Hz.  

Some experiments required a sampling rate of 20 kHz in order to adequately 

resolve the pressure trace inside the compressor valve block. In order to sample at this 

rate, FPGA needed to be used. FPGA is a very low level programming mode which 

requires the user to do much more coding and make sure all of the data types and bit 

sizes are compatible; however, faster sampling rates can be reached. A good example 

of how much more work is required in FPGA is how data is logged. Initially, an 

FPGA VI programs how the gate arrays will function and stores the binary data 

output in a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue on the RAM of the cRIO device. Then, 

the data is pulled, in user-defined chunks, from the FPGA side to the real-time side of 

the cRIO using a different FIFO queue. The FPGA side can sample faster than the 

real-time side of the cRIO, which is why chunks are pulled into another queue. Next, 

the user must determine the size of another FIFO queue on the real-time side (that 

pulls data from the previous queue) and decide how often it should send the queue 

over Ethernet to the host computer. The data is then converted to engineering units on 

the computer and stored. This process is illustrated in Figure 36. 
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Figure 36: Flowchart describing how FPGA mode works on the NI cRIO. 

If not done efficiently, one or more of the FIFO queues will grow until no 

RAM is available and the cRIO will stop storing new data. In Scan mode, all of those 

steps are done automatically for the user. For example, in Scan mode if you want to 

read the output from a thermocouple, you simply select the thermocouple type (K for 

this project) and signal location you want to read and LabVIEW will present the 

temperature. In contrast, FPGA requires the user to use a sub-VI that contains the 

NIST ITS90 polynomial table for type-K thermocouples. The raw output of the 

thermocouple is input into the sub-VI and then converted to engineering units and 

recorded. This is, of course, after the data has been sent over the FIFO queues to 

reach the host computer. The front panel of both the Scan mode and FPGA mode 

programs resembles Figure 37 below. 
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Figure 37: Screenshot of the LabVIEW front panel created to monitor and control the refueling 
process. 

This front panel corresponds to the single heat exchanger experimental setup.  

On top are three dial gauges to monitor the pressure, from left to right, in Tanks 1, 2, 

and 3. Below the dial gauges are three temperature indicators, one for each tank. At 

the very bottom, there are four numeric indicators which show the temperature of the 

gas and water on the inlet and outlet sides of the heat exchanger. On the bottom right 

corner there is a switch that, when activated, flips a relay and deactivates the intake 

and exhaust valves in cylinder 1. 

Recall the conversation presented in Section 2.4 concerning the use of offsets 

to determine the maximum cutoff pressure for each staging tank. Below and to the 

left of the dials displaying Tank1 and Tank 2 pressures are offset inputs that can be 

adjusted on the fly. To the right of each offset input is an indicator displaying the 

calculated minimum cutoff pressure for Tanks 1 and 2, as well as a green LED that 

illuminates when this value is reached. On the bottom left, there are two of three 

switches used to control the three-way valves that determine what tank is being filled. 

The top switch is a manual override which turns off the automated valve logic. The 

switch below this manual override controls three-way valve A and the switch above 
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the stop button on the right side of the screen controls three-way valve B. These 

switches can be operated manually if desired, but under normal operation the 

automated valve logic controls when three-way valves are actuated.  
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4 Results 

In the preceding section, the laboratory space and equipment was described 

and experimental setups used with the bimodal engine were outlined. In the 

subsequent section of this thesis experimental results from compression of air along 

with NG are presented. A discussion of these results will take place in Section 5.  

4.1 Initial Experimental Results 

First, the results from initial experiments using the stock engine to compress 

air, outlined in Section 3.2.1, are summarized. Table 2 lists the compression ratio 

(CR), the engine RPM, the gage inlet pressure in kPa, and the resulting peak cylinder 

pressure and peak tank pressure in kPa. The runs in which header (fiberglass) wrap 

was used are labeled with a check mark and those without wrap are labeled with an 

“x” in the Wrap column. The measured peak cylinder pressures for all of the testing 

conditions are compared to the calculated pressures that would result from reversible 

adiabatic and isothermal ideal gas compression. Adiabatic compression represents the 

highest possible pressure (and temperature), whereas isothermal compression 

represents the lowest possible pressure (and temperature, assuming the air in the 

cylinder is the same temperature as the ambient environment). 
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Table 2: Experimental matrix of operating conditions for compression of air using the bimodal 
engine. All pressures listed are gauge. Wrap refers to insulating tape. 

Peak Peak
Pin Adiabatic Isothermal 

CR RPM Wrap Tank Cylinder 
[kPa] [kPa] [kPa] 

[kPa] [kPa] 

1800 

840 0  1430 2500 5028 1646 

164616
.3

:1
3.

9:
1 

1800 

840

1000 

1800

840 

1000

1800 

840

1000 

1000 0  1220 2250 5028 1646 

0  880 2350 5028 

840 164  4000 5700 13192 4320 

840 0  250 520 679 394 

1000 0  210 480 679 394 

0  140 430 679 394 

113  660 1320 1438 835 

119  625 1370 1479 858 

103  520 1200 1371 796 

0  240 600 679 394 

0  210 550 679 394 

0  140 540 679 394 

102  640 1225 1365 792 

102  530 1200 1365 792 

1800 104  380 1150 1378 800 

Figure 38 shows the data from Table 2 in graphical form, with the adiabatic 

and isothermal limits presented as solid lines. The recorded peak cylinder pressures 

are triangular markers for the unwrapped cases and circular markers for the wrapped 

cases. This plot verifies, at a minimum, that the experiment is within theoretical 

boundaries. 
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Figure 38: Peak cylinder pressures from Table 2 compared to theoretical adiabatic and 
isothermal bounds. 

Figure 39 is a plot of the cylinder pressure, cylinder temperature, tank 

pressure, and tank temperature versus time. This was for the case which had a 

compression ratio of 3.9:1, with atmospheric inlet pressure, running at 1000 RPM 

with no header wrap (Table 2, second row of CR=3.9:1). Figure 40 shows further 

detail of the compression events in the cylinder and the associated pressure rise in the 

storage tank where filling time was 121 seconds and final pressure of 210 kPa. 
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Figure 39: Air Filling tesst for CR = 3.99:1, atmospheeric inlet presssure and 10000 RPM. The 
pressures appear as thicck lines from ooscillations, teemperatures aappear as thinn lines with 

markers. TTank filling timme was 121 secc and Pfinal tankk = 210 kPa. 

Figgure 40: Zoommed in view off the cylinder and tank presssure variationns. 

Thesee particular results will bbe discussed in detail in SSection 5.1. The purposee 

of these experriments was  to compresss ambient annd low pressure air usingg the engine 

annd evaluate data acquisittion capabiliities. The exxperiments wwere conductted as a 

prrecursor to ccompressionn tests on the prototype bbimodal engiine. 
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4.2 Bimodal Engine Experimental Data 

In the following pages, experimental data (consisting of pressures, 

temperatures) acquired in the laboratory for compression of air using the prototype 

bimodal ICE (i.e., a different ICE than in Section 4.1 above) will be shown. Results 

from experiments conducted using the single heat exchanger experimental setup, 

shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33, are presented below in Table 3.  

Table 3: List of some relevant air compression experiments run in the engine test cell using a 
single heat exchanger. 

DATE RUN TIME FINAL PRESSURE NOTES 
04/16/14 11 min 572 kPa [83 psig] 1-stage, single tank fill, 1500 RPM 
04/21/14 69.5 min 6895 kPa [1000 psig] 3-stages, 1500 RPM 
04/28/14 15 min 600 kPa [87 psig] 1-stage, single tank fill, 1500 RPM 
04/28/14 32.5 min 3447 kPa [500 psig] 3-stages, 1500 RPM 
06/03/14 15 min 641 kPa [93 psig] 1-stage, single tank fill, 1500 RPM 
07/22/14 60 min 3827 kPa [555 psig] 2-stage, 1500 RPM 

The table lists the date, approximate run time, final pressure achieved, and any 

relevant information concerning the test run. Additional experimental results from the 

three heat exchanger setup are presented in Appendix H and results from the 

compression of NG in the laboratory and in-vehicle are located in Appendix F. 

The three stage filling process is highly transient and difficult to study. The 

simplest case to study and draw insight into the refueling system is the filling of a 

single tank to the maximum possible pressure (dependent upon the CR and ratio of 

specific heats for a given gas). A perfect example of this type of fill was conducted on 

June 3rd, 2014 and Figure 41 below shows a plot of the tank pressure versus time. 

This experiment was conducted using the single heat exchanger experimental setup. 
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Figure 41: Plot of the tank pressure over time for a single tank fill using the single heat 
exchanger experimental setup. Manufacturer reported (A) and empirically attained (B) 

uncertainty error bars are included. 

Two different magnitude error bars are included in the plot above. Error bar A 

represents the uncertainty from the pressure transducer manufacturer, whereas error 

bar B comes from independent dead weight testing conducted in the laboratory. How 

the uncertainties were estimated is discussed in Section 4.3. From this point onwards, 

any error bars associated with pressure are from the experimentally determined 

uncertainty. As one can see, the error bars are roughly the width of the line. At higher 

pressures it becomes difficult to distinguish these error limits, but they are indeed 

present. 

Recall the first order response model that was described in Section 2.3. This 

empirical model was developed using pressure data like that seen in Figure 41, for 

this specific experiment, Figure 42 shows both the experimental data and the fitted 

FOR curve. For convenience, equation (4.1) is listed below shows the FOR equation 
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and time constant presented previously. The effective CR and pumping efficiency 

factor used to create this curve are also included.  


t  60 CR V    eff Tank P t( )   Pmax (1   e )  ,       V N  (4.1) p BDC   

Where P  P CR   P , CR  4.51,    0.26  max atm eff atm eff p 

Figure 42: First Order Response Curve and Experimental data taken on 6-3-2014 for the filling 
of a single tank volume. 

Type-K thermocouples were placed at the inlet and outlet of the water coolant 

stream as well as the inlet and outlet of the compressed gas stream. Exposed tip 

junction thermocouples were used in the gas stream and the coolant stream had 

thermocouples of the ungrounded junction type. Exposed tip thermocouples are ideal 

for measuring the temperature of gases because of their inherently lower thermal time 

constant (around 0.2 seconds for a 0.125” diameter probe). A drawing of the copper 
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coil heat exchanger containing arrows and labeled coolant and gas ports can be seen 

in Figure 43. 

Figure 43: Illustration of the cooper coil heat exchanger, showing the inlet and outlet locations 
the gas and water coolant. This is a slightly modified version of an image from the Sentry model 

DTC-SSB/CUC-8-1-1 heat exchanger datasheet. 

As evident from Figure 43, the heat exchanger was in a counter-flow 

configuration. The average water coolant mass flow rate was found to be 0.31 kg/s. 

This number was estimated by filling a five gallon bucket with the steady-state outlet 

coolant stream and using an Advanced Test Products 9010A Slimline Electronic 

Scale (resolution of 2 grams and an accuracy of ±0.5% of the reading) to measure the 

mass of water in the bucket after thirty seconds. A stopwatch was used to time the 

event and at 30 seconds the flow was diverted into a second bucket. This was 

repeated five times, after which the average value was taken. The uncertainty of this 

result is discussed in Section 4.3. 

A plot of the heat exchanger temperatures recorded during the single tank fill 

can be seen in Figure 44. Raw data (Pressures and Temperatures) for this specific 

experiment is located in Appendix E; the data has been decimated to one sample 

every five seconds (originally sampled at 10 Hz). Again, two different error bars are 
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included in this plot, with error bar A from the manufacturer uncertainty and error bar 

B from independent laboratory testing. The laboratory determined uncertainty is used 

in subsequent error propagation calculations.  

Figure 44: Temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the water coolant and compressed gas streams, 
respectively. Data is from the single tank filling experiment on June 3rd, 2014. Error bars from 

the manufacturer (A) and empirically determined (B) uncertainty are included. Error bars from 
empirical uncertainty are barely visible at ±0.62 K. 

Notice that when the test begins, after 60 seconds in Figure 44, there is a 

sudden drop in the outlet gas temperature below the inlet water temperature. This 

phenomenon occurred at the beginning of nearly every experiment and while it seems 

unrealistic, a possible explanation as to why this happens is evaporative cooling. 

During the first sixty seconds of this experiment, the heat exchanger coolant pump is 

running, while the engine is not. Once testing begins, the compressed gas is very hot 

and semi-dry while the tubing walls are very cold in comparison. Thus it is plausible 

that condensation can occur inside the tubing walls on the gas-side of the heat 

exchanger, which absorbs thermal energy as it evaporates. The amount of water 
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required to evaporate in order to produce this temperature drop is on the order of a 

single gram (approximately 1mL), which is reasonable. A more detailed investigation 

into this matter is outlined in Section 5.2.1. 

Since all four temperatures and the mass flow rate of coolant through the heat 

exchanger were known, the estimated mass flow rate of passing through the heat 

exchanger could be calculated using a 1st law analysis. Equation (4.2) is the standard 

form of the 1st law of thermodynamics in rate of change form.  

dE dKE dPE dU
   (4.2)

dt dt dt dt 

Assuming negligible changes in potential and kinetic energy compared to 

changes in the internal energy of the fluid, the simplified equation for this case is 

below in equation (4.3). 

dU Q W  (4.3)
dt 

Since no work (other than flow work included in enthalpy) is done in the heat 

exchanger, the previous equation can be further simplified to the final form seen 

below, where h1 is the enthalpy of the fluid at the inlet, h2 is the enthalpy of the fluid 

at the outlet and ṁ is the mass flow rate of the fluid.  

Q m    h  h  (4.4)water 2 1 water 

Equation (4.4) allows the heat transfer rate (in Watts) to be calculated for the 

water coolant side of the heat exchanger. Assuming negligible heat transfer to the 

surroundings from the water side (reasonable since the water is stored in a large barrel 

in the testing area), the heat transfer rate should be of equal magnitude on both sides 

of the heat exchanger. With the mass flow rate of water known, the mass flow rate of 

the gas can be estimated using equation (4.5) 

h  h 2,water 1, water m gas  m water (4.5)
h1, gas  h2 , gas  

A NIST thermodynamic properties program called Refprop was used in 

conjunction with MATLAB to solve for the enthalpy at every data point. Assuming 
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ideal gas behavior, the enthalpy terms could have been separated into the product of 

the specific heat at constant pressure and the temperature difference between the inlet 

and outlet, but the author has found Refprop to be a very robust program and decided 

to simply lookup the enthalpy instead. Below in Figure 45 and Figure 46 are plots of 

the calculated heat transfer rate and estimated mass flow rate of gas with respect to 

time, calculated with equations (4.4) and (4.5), respectively. 

Figure 45: Plot of the heat transfer rate from the compressed gas to the coolant stream in the 
copper coil heat exchanger. 

At the beginning of every experiment in the test cell, data acquisition began 

with an approximately one minute baseline recording of all sensors to serve as a 

reference. In the plot above, one can see that initially there is a 220 watt heat transfer 

rate in the copper coil heat exchanger; even though at this point in time the engine is 

not compressing gas (mass flow rate is zero) and therefore no heat transfer is 

occurring. The mass flow rate plot seen below is dependent on the heat transfer rate, 
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which is why there is an apparent mass flow rate at the beginning when in reality 

there is not. 

Figure 46: Plot of the estimated mass flow rate of gas through the heat exchanger before 
adjustment. 

A correction was applied to the calculated heat transfer rate, and thus the 

calculated mass flow rate, by setting the water coolant temperatures at the inlet and 

outlet of the heat exchanger equal to one another during the initial baseline period. 

The purpose of this was to set the initial heat transfer rate to zero watts, as shown in 

Figure 47. 
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Figure 47: Corrected heat transfer rate from the compressed gas to the water coolant. The error 
bar is an estimate of the propagation of error using empirical thermocouple uncertainty.  

 Because the mass flow rate of water coolant was so great, even small 

differences in temperature produce significant heat transfer rates. This also greatly 

affected the uncertainty in the heat transfer rate calculation, as will be discussed in 

Section 4.3. One consequence of this correction is an apparent negative heat transfer 

rate, which is not real and an artifact of bringing the water temperatures into 

agreement initially. The negative heat transfer rate is a result of the inlet water 

temperature becoming warmer than the outlet water, but by less than one tenth of one 

degree. This correction will be discussed in further detail in Section 5.2.1. The result 

of the correction on the gas mass flow rate is plotted in Figure 48. One can see that 

the mass flow rate, while noisy, now oscillates around zero during the initial baseline 

recording. 
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Figure 48: Plot of the estimated mass flow rate of gas through the heat exchanger after 
adjustment. 

Recall the first order response model that has been discussed previously. If the 

derivative of equation (2.31) is taken with respect to time and the ideal gas law used 

to solve for mass, equation (4.6) below is the result. This equation predicts the mass 

flow rate of gas into the tank volume over time.  

dm t ( )  VTank  Pmax  Patm  t
 e (4.6) dt R T   gas Tank 

In Figure 49 below, the experimentally determined mass flow rate of gas 

through the heat exchanger, without the temperature correction, is compared to that 

predicted by the FOR model.  
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Figure 49: Comparison of the FOR model and experimental mass flow rate without a correction 
applied to the water-side temperatures. 

Figure 50 shows the comparison to the experimental mass flow rate with the 

correction applied. 
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Figure 50: Comparison of the FOR modeled and experimentally estimated mass flow rate of gas 
through the heat exchanger. Error bars include the manufacturer uncertainty of ±2.64°C for the 
gas-side thermocouples. Note that the error bars would be one order of magnitude smaller if the 

empirical thermocouple uncertainty was used. 

The model shows good correlation with the experimental data until the mass flow rate 

of gas nears zero. After this point the calculated mass flow rate becomes negative, 

which does not reflect reality. As the mass flow rate is determined by the heat transfer 

rate, this is partially an artifact of applying the water side temperature correction. 

Another reason this occurs is due to the very small mass flow rate, which can affect 

the temperature reading of the gas side thermocouples. The check valve block of the 

engine is very hot and the compressed gas tubing connected to it acts as a large fin. 

As the gas mass flow rate decreases, the forced convection acting on the 

thermocouple probe begins to dwindle and natural convection from the hot tubing 

begins to influence the thermocouple reading. Additionally, the thermocouple is 
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connected to the tubing using compression type fittings and may in fact act as a fin 

itself. This will be further discussed in Section 5.2.1. 

4.2.1 Comparison to 2-Stage Optimization Model 

 Recall the hypothesis posed in Section 2.4 about optimization of the refueling 

rate. Modeling of a simplified two-stage system suggested that using a lower pressure 

offset would allow the tanks to reach high pressures more quickly than using a higher 

pressure offset. This was because using a lower pressure offset allowed the system to 

stay on a more favorable portion of the filling curve, with higher mass flow rates. 

Below in Figure 51 is a plot of pressure versus time highlighting two different fixed 

Tank 1 maximum cutoff pressures, 310 kPa [45 psig] and 414 kPa [60 psi], 

respectively. 

Figure 51: Plot of Pressure in Tank 1 over time for two different maximum cutoff pressures, 45 
psig and 60 psig. 

This plot experimentally proves that, for a two-stage system, the hypothesis 

was correct. Please look back at Figure 19 for a plot of the predicted results. 

Additional experiments were conducted using a two-stage system to verify the 
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behavior seen in Figure 20 using offsets. Five different Tank 1 pressure offsets were 

used in five separate experiments: 69 kPa [10 psig], 138 kPa [20 psig], 207 kPa [30 

psig], 276 kPa [40 psig], and 345 kPa [50 psig]. Please refer to equation (2.31) to 

review the pressure offset terminology.  

Figure 52: Plot of the experimental results for a 2-Stage fill with air using five different pressure 
offsets. This plot shows Tank 2 pressures versus time versus Tank 1 pressure offset. Error bars 

are included and are approximately the width of the lines, thus hard to distinguish. 

The experimental results are seen in Figure 52. Air was used as the working fluid and 

the single heat exchanger experimental setup was used for these particular tests. For 

these same offsets, Figure 53 is a plot showing the model predicted pressure versus 

time. Note that an approximate drain time from Tank 1 into Tank 2 is now included in 

the model. Specifically how this drain time was incorporated will be discussed in the 

next section, but the average drain times from the experimental data for all of the 

offsets, starting from 69 kPa [10 psi] and moving upwards are 7, 13, 16, 19, and 23 

seconds, respectively. 
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Figure 53: Plot of pressure versus time versus the Tank 1 pressure offset value generated by the 
simple 2-Stage refueling model. 

It appears that the model, which does not include any transient effects/losses 

that occur when switching between tanks, over-predicts the pressures that can be 

achieved in the 2-Stage system. However, and most importantly, the trends in 

refueling rate between the different offsets largely reflect what was hypothesized; a 

smaller Tank 1 pressure offset results in faster refueling to higher pressures. This 

conclusion can also be extended to a 3-Stage system. The results indicate there are 

further improvements that could be made to the system to increase the refueling rate. 

Possible improvements to the system are discussed in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. Two 

examples are shown below to better compare the experimental and model results. 

Figure 54 and Figure 55 directly compare the model to the experiment for the 345 

kPa [50 psi] and 69 kPa [10 psig] offsets, respectively. 
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Figure 54: Comparison between the 2-Stage model and the experimental data for the 345 kPa [50 
psig] Tank 1 pressure offset. 

Figure 55: Comparison between the 2-Stage model and the experimental data for the 69 kPa [10 
psig] Tank 1 pressure offset. 
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From these plots, it is clear that there are some un-modeled effects in play that 

slightly change both the time it takes to refill Tank 1 before pumping into Tank 2, and 

the change in Tank 2 pressure with each filling event. Also note that there is 

substantial noise in the pressure transducer signal and all of the experimental data 

shown has been smoothed in MATLAB. Additional details and an explanation as to 

why the simple 2-Stage model does not perfectly reflect the experimental results will 

be discussed in Section 5.2.2. Simple constants can be introduced into the model to 

account for pressure losses that were previously ignored for the sake of simplicity in 

the MVM and the effect of those losses on refueling time. The results of these 

modifications can be observed in Figure 56 and Figure 57. 

Figure 56: Comparison between the adjusted 2-Stage model and the experimental data for the 
345 kPa [50 psig] Tank 1 pressure offset. 
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Figure 57: Comparison between the adjusted 2-Stage model and the experimental data for the 69 
kPa [10 psig] Tank 1 pressure offset. 

These additional losses were incorporated by including a pressure drop coefficient 

(which was <1) and a filling time penalty (which was >1). These constants could be 

static or a function of the number of filling cycles. More information about this effort 

can be found in Section 5.2.2. 

In Table 4 the power consumption as measured by the VFD (minus the power 

required to spin the dynamometer at 1500 RPM decoupled from the engine) is 

presented. Additionally, by using the total change in pressure in both Tank 1 and 

Tank 2 from the start, to the end of the experiments, a filling efficiency is estimated 

as if the fluid in the tanks was methane gas rather than air. This was done by using the 

specific gas constant for methane, rather than air, when calculating the mass present 

in the tanks using the ideal gas law. This mass was then multiplied by the lower 

heating value (LHV) of methane gas, which is 50 MJ/kg. This is likely an 

overestimate for refueling efficiency and the reasons why will be discussed later. The 
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formulas used for compression efficiency and the parasitic load are defined by 

equations (6.4) and (6.2), located in Appendix F. Essentially, the efficiency is defined 

as the chemical energy in the tanks divided by the sum of the energy required to 

compress the gas and the chemical energy in the tanks. The parasitic load is the ratio 

of the energy used to compress the gas over the chemical energy in the tanks. 

Table 4: Energy use, refueling compression efficiency and parasitic load for the 2-Stage 
experimental data. 

OFFSET 

69 kPa [10 psig] 
138 kPa [20 psig] 
207 kPa [30 psig] 
276 kPa [40 psig] 
345 kPa [50 psig] 

DYNO 
ENERGY 
44.45 MJ 
37.83 MJ 
35.56 MJ 
33.30 MJ 
31.46 MJ 

TANK 
ENERGY 
201.26 MJ 
200.09 MJ 
186.72 MJ 
167.23 MJ 
148.65 MJ 

EFFICIENCY 

0.819 
0.841 
0.840 
0.834 
0.825 

PARASITIC 

0.221 
0.189 
0.190 
0.199 
0.212 

All of the experimental data for the 2-Stage testing, as well as the VFD data, has been 

decimated and placed in Appendix E. To be thorough, the author investigated whether 

or not compressibility was a significant factor for air at these pressures and 

temperatures. Using Refprop and MATLAB, the compressibility factor of air at 3,964 

kPa [575 psig] and 300 K was determined to be just over 0.99—indicating 

compressibility is negligible and not a factor in the 2-Stage model.  

4.2.2 High Speed Valve Block Data Acquisition 

High speed data was taken using a Kulite HEM-375-5000A pressure 

transducer mounted to the check valve block. This data was acquired to help the 

designer and manufacturer of the valve block corroborate the overall discharge 

coefficient of the check valves and improve performance. Below in Figure 58 is an 

example of the pressure data acquired, which was sampled at a rate of 20 kHz. There 

is a noticeable ramp up of pressure that lasts around one second. This can be 

attributed to the time it takes the three-way valve to fully open (around 0.25 seconds) 

and the time it takes to pressurize the intermediate tubing that connects the three-way 

valve to the compressor cylinder. 
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Figure 58: A plot of check valve block pressure versus time for a third Stage filling event. 
Sampling rate of 20 kHz used. Initial conditions: Tank 1 at 345 kPa [50 psig],  Tank 2 at 690 kPa 

[100 psig], and Tank 3 at 3447 kPa [500 psig]. 

The plot in Figure 59 is a zoomed in view of the previous figure highlighting the 

individual compression and expansion strokes of the compressor and the subsequent 

changes in check valve block pressure. 
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Figure 59: A close up view of the valve block pressure during a third Stage fill. Typical 
uncertainty error bars are included. 

Recall the difference between DEM and MVM. Essentially, a MVM is a 

higher level model that gives insight into a system’s overall performance, whereas a 

DEM resolves all the fine details at the smallest timescales. This high speed data is an 

example of what a DEM is capable of predicting. Figure 60 is a comparison of 

experimental data acquired by the author and the Simulink DEM predicted pressure 

under the same initial conditions.  
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Figure 60: Comparison between the discrete event model and experimental pressure trace inside 
the check valve block. This plot is from Echter, N. et al. [26]. 
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5 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this section the experimental results presented in Section 4 will be 

discussed in detail and their significance examined. First, the initial experimental 

results found using the stock diesel engine are considered, followed by the testing 

results acquired with the project’s unique, bimodal NG ICE. Finally, 

recommendations to improve the performance and possible future work will be 

outlined.  

5.1 Discussion of Initial Experimental Results 

In Table 2, there is a downward trend in both peak cylinder pressure and peak 

tank pressure as the engine speed is increased from 840 RPM to 1800 RPM. This 

indicates increased losses from friction and flow through constrictions in the tubing, 

resulting in a reduction in volumetric efficiency as engine speed is increased. The 

tank pressures are considerably lower than the peak cylinder pressures. This indicates 

low mass flow rates and substantial losses as the compressed air traveled from the 

compression cylinder into the filling tank. In future NG compression tests, larger 

diameter tubing will be used to reduce losses. It is relevant to note that, for the high 

compression ratio runs, the maximum temperature limit of the check valves was 

reached sooner as engine speed was increased, thus the length of the filling 

experiment was shorter at high RPM. This may partially contribute to the fall in tank 

pressure. The tank pressure would usually plateau in the lower compression ratio tests 

before the maximum temperature was reached. All of the measured pressures fall 

within the range bounded by the adiabatic and isothermal compression cases, 

indicating realistic results (see Figure 38).  All of the compression tests for the 16.3:1 

compression ratio were closest to the isothermal limit. Compression at this ratio 

creates very high temperatures, which generates a large driving force for heat transfer 

to the surroundings, much larger than is present for the 3.9:1 compression ratio. 

Therefore, these results are not surprising. 
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Interestingly, the unwrapped filling tests with a 3.9:1 compression ratio and an 

atmospheric inlet pressure were also closer to the isothermal limit, although not as 

close as the high compression ratio tests. This indicates the temperatures produced 

were sufficiently high enough for significant heat transfer to occur as the compressed 

air flowed to the filling tank. However, when the inlet pressure is increased, the 

resulting pressures are closer to the adiabatic case. The higher pressure inlet results in 

a faster flow velocity, which would increase the overall convection coefficient for 

heat transfer. However, the time spent by the gas within the intermediate tubing 

volume where heat transfer can occur is also reduced. It is believed that for the high 

pressure inlet cases, a smaller percentage of compression heat is transferred across the 

tubing walls compared to the atmospheric inlet pressure. When the wrap was added, 

the peak cylinder pressure for both the atmospheric and pressurized inlet pressures 

was nearest the adiabatic condition. For both cases, the measured pressure was close 

to 90% of the adiabatic value at 840 RPM and about 80% at 1800 RPM, indicating 

the header wrap was effective. 

Figure 39 shows data collected during the entire fill period. In this figure, the 

cylinder pressure initially increases as the dynamometer ramps up to 1000 RPM, this 

takes approximately 10 seconds.  After about 30 seconds, the peak cylinder pressure 

is reached, indicating the rate of change of mass flowing into the tank has reached a 

near constant level. Notably, the tank pressure had a first order time response of 

approximately 31sec. for the 1000 RPM case shown. Figure 40 shows a close up view 

of the individual compression strokes and the accompanying spikes in cylinder and 

tank pressure. The spike in tank pressure appears slightly after the cylinder pressure 

spike and is smaller in magnitude because the volume of the tank is just over 4 times 

the displacement volume of the compression cylinder. For the filling test seen in 

Figure 39, the tank temperature only rose by 2 K. This suggests that most of the 

thermal energy generated during the compression stroke of the compressor was 

dissipated by the time it reached the tank. The thermocouples used in the experiment 

had a slow response time (over 0.5 sec) to changes in temperature; thus, the variation 
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of cylinder temperature during compression and expansion strokes was not 

discernable. In future experiments for NG compression, smaller diameter 

thermocouples with a lower mass, and thus a faster response time, will be used. 

5.2 Discussion of Bimodal Engine Testing Results 

The following is a discussion of the results presented in Section 4.2 for air 

compression experiments using the bimodal engine and the effort to optimize the 

refueling process. As mentioned previously, the refueling process was designed to 

have 3-Stages and is a highly transient process. One of the simplest cases to study and 

draw insight into the refueling system is the filling of a single tank to the maximum 

possible pressure. Studying this case is how the first order response approximation 

model was developed. Figure 42 compares experimental data acquired in the 

laboratory to the FOR model. As one can see, the model produced curve does not 

perfectly match the experimental pressure data. Initially it slightly under-predicts the 

rate which pressure is accumulated in the tank until about three minutes into the 

experiment, at which point the model slightly over predicts the rate pressure increased 

in the tank. Eventually the model plateaus at the same final pressure as the tank. 

Despite these small differences, the FOR curve in Figure 42 has an R2 value of 

0.9967 and the FOR model will be discussed further in Section 5.2.2. 

5.2.1 Heat Exchanger 1st Law Balance 

Figure 44 shows a plot of temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the gas and 

water sides of the copper coil heat exchanger used in the engine test cell. One piece of 

this plot that sticks out is the sudden drop in the gas outlet temperature when the 

experiment begins and the engine starts to compresses gas. The temperature drops 

below that of the inlet coolant water temperature, which is theoretically impossible. 

This abnormality is not unique to the data set presented, the same phenomenon occurs 

at the beginning of nearly every experiment. The root cause of this behavior is not 

entirely understood. One possible explanation is evaporative cooling of the gas. 

During compression experiments with air, the engine compressor is pumping hot, 
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high pressure, semi-dry air through the heat exchanger and there is certainly some 

condensation occurring as the gas cools in the heat exchanger. The author has 

personally seen and drained water in the intermediate tubing and storage tanks when 

the experimental setup in the lab was re-done (every few months). The relatively cold 

water circulating in the heat exchanger very likely produces condensate on the gas 

tubing walls, which have a surface area for heat transfer of 0.23 m2 [2.52 ft2]. This 

hypothesis can be assessed by performing a simple 1st law calculation. 

In Figure 44, one can see that the temperature of the outlet gas falls from just 

below 299 K to just below 295 K over an approximately seven second period. The 

FOR model for the mass flow rate through the heat exchanger, seen in Figure 50, can 

be integrated over the same time period to yield the approximate mass of air that was 

pumped through the heat exchanger. Using this mass and the difference in the 

enthalpy of air at 299 K and 295 K, an estimate for the amount of heat energy 

removed from the air stream can be found using equation (5.1), where mair = 0.05 kg 

and Δhair = 40.9 kJ/kg. 

Q  m h (5.1)air air air 

The result is a removal of approximately 2.06 kJ of energy from the air stream. The 

next step is to get an idea of exactly how much water must evaporate in order to 

sequester this heat energy. At 298 K (25°C) and atmospheric pressure, the specific 

enthalpy of vaporization for water is 2441.7 kJ/kg. Assuming that the change in heat 

energy in the air is the same as the change in the water, equation (5.2) is used to 

estimate the mass of water evaporated over the course of seven seconds.  

Qwater Qair m   (5.2)water h hfg fgwater water 

The result of this calculation is 0.843 grams of water condensate evaporated, which is 

equivalent to 0.843 ml (assuming a density of 1000 kg/m3). From personal 

experience, this seems like a very reasonable amount of water condensate to be 

present (in the heat exchanger and intermediate tubing) and is likely why the drop in 

temperature is present.  
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A correction was applied to the temperature data on the water side of the heat 

exchanger in order to bring the difference between the inlet and outlet temperatures to 

zero. This was done by taking the mean value of the inlet and outlet temperatures 

during the initial baseline recording. The difference between these two means was 

subtracted from the outlet water temperature. This correction allowed the heat transfer 

rate calculated by equation (4.4) to be zero during the baseline period when no gas 

was being compressed, as seen Figure 47. One consequence of this correction is an 

apparent negative heat transfer rate at times greater than 400 seconds. This occurs 

because at this point the inlet water temperature becomes warmer than the outlet 

water, but by less than five hundredths of one degree. Even when the time reaches 

800 seconds, the temperature difference is still less than one tenth of a degree. There 

is also a relatively large uncertainty associated with the measured heat transfer rate. It 

turns out that while the water coolant pump used in the laboratory was great at 

keeping the compressed gas cool, having such a high mass flow rate of coolant 

resulted in a very small temperature difference between the inlet and outlet coolant 

ports. Due to the uncertainty associated with the thermocouples, this small ΔT made it 

very difficult to experimentally determine the heat transfer rate with reasonable 

uncertainty. This was an unfortunate, unforeseen consequence of using such a 

powerful pump. In hindsight, what could have been done was limit the coolant mass 

flow rate such that an appreciable temperature difference between the inlet and outlet 

would occur, at least on the order of ten degrees. This would have reduced the error 

propagation from thermocouple uncertainty considerably, at the expense of the gas 

temperature in the storage tanks.  

The calculated mass flow rate of gas seen in Figure 48 and Figure 50 is 

dependent upon the heat transfer rate and the enthalpy difference of the gas at the 

inlet and outlet of the heat exchanger, as seen in equation (4.5). After the correction to 

bring the inlet and outlet water temperatures into alignment, the first order response 

model appears to accurately predict the mass flow rate through the heat exchanger. As 

the experiment run time nears 300 seconds, the experimental mass flow rate falls 
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below zero, which is caused by the applied correction. The FOR model predicts that 

the flow rate is less than one gram per second (8.3x10-5 m3/s or 0.083 L/s) at this 

point in time and at such low flow rates, the thermocouples may not reflect to true 

temperature of the flowing gas. The calculated mass flow rate without the 

temperature correction applied is seen in Figure 46. Around the 400 second mark, the 

mass flow rate suddenly appears to increase. This ‘phantom’ mass flow is possibly 

the result of natural convection on the hot gas side of the heat exchanger between the 

inner walls of the tube and the thermocouple. The tubing connected to the inlet of the 

heat exchanger acts as a large fin, conducting heat away from the hot gas and the very 

hot valve block attached to the front of the ICE. The exit of the heat exchanger, after 

the gas tubing passes through the coolant water, is relatively cool compared to the 

inlet regardless of whether or not the engine is running. At a certain point, natural 

convection from the tubing walls beginnings to overpower the forced convection of 

the free flowing gas and the thermocouples no longer accurately reflect the true 

flowing gas temperature. This difference in temperature could produce the apparent 

mass flow increase. 

5.2.2 Comparison to 2-Stage Optimization Model 

Recall Figure 52 and Figure 53, which show plots of Tank 2 pressure versus 

time versus different Tank 1 pressure offsets for experimental 2-Stage refueling 

results and model predicted results, respectively. Approximate drain times (the time it 

takes to deplete Tank 1 to the minimum pressure cutoff) were added to the model data 

first by looking at the experimental results and computing the mean drain time for 

each offset. While the time it takes to refill Tank 1 to the maximum cutoff pressure 

increases at an exponential rate, the time it takes to drain Tank 1 when filling Tank 2 

is a constant dependent on the pressure offset. In other words, if the offset is 69 kPa 

[10 psig], then every cycle the pressure in Tank 1 needs to decrease by approximately 

69 kPa [10 psig] before hitting the minimum pressure cutoff. Please consult Section 

2.4 to review the pressure switching terminology. Using this information, a linear 
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correlation was developed to predict the drain time as a function of the pressure offset 

(in psi) and the average time it took Tank 1 to reach the maximum pressure cutoff. 

t  0.025 * mean  t * [ Offset psi ] (5.3)drain Refill Tank 1 

When comparing the model to the experimental results, it is clear that the 

model does not include many flow losses, which are highly transient in nature. Direct 

comparison between the model and experimental results for the 345 kPa [50 psi] and 

69 kPa [10 psig] offsets are seen in Figure 56 and Figure 57. When looking at the 

unadjusted green curves in these figures (Figure 56 is easier to observe), it appears 

that the mass transferred with each cycle drops as the number of filling cycles 

increases. Also, it look as if the time required to refill Tank 1 to the maximum cutoff 

pressure is variable, sometimes taking less time than expected and other times taking 

longer. These additional losses were modeled by including a pressure drop coefficient 

(which was <1) and a filling time penalty (which was >1). Furthermore, both of these 

numbers could be multiplied by a ratio consisting of the current refilling cycle 

number (1, 2, 3 etc.) divided by the total number of filling cycles run in the 

simulation. Doing this allowed the losses to be adjusted as a function of cycle 

number. This is how the red “adjusted model” curves were produced in Figure 56 and 

Figure 57. 

However, the addition of approximate drain times and additional empirical 

constants is not tremendously important for this model. In reality, there are some very 

transient behaviors going on and additional, un-modeled losses present which are 

difficult to quantify with a MVM and more suitable for a DEM type modeling effort, 

as was discussed in Section 2.2.1. These un-modeled losses include, but are not 

limited to, leakage and backflow in the check valve block, blow-by past the piston 

rings in the compression cylinder, and losses from the intermediate tubing volumes. 

Additionally, the MVM model assumes that when the compression cylinder piston is 

at BDC, the entire cylinder volume is uniform at the pressure and temperature of the 

source gas. Depending on the engine speed and volumetric efficiency, this may not be 
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true. It is certainly possible that a slight vacuum could be drawn and that mass would 

continue to flow into the cylinder if the piston did not leave BDC. This would result 

in a decreased amount of mass in the cylinder at BDC than the model assumed, which 

would explain why the tank pressure does not build as quickly as anticipated. Another 

reason why the model is slightly off is that the single tank first order response curve, 

seen in Figure 42 for example, does not perfectly align with the experimentally 

acquired curve. There are some differences which certainly contribute to the temporal 

deviations that occur when attempting to predict 2-Stage filling behavior. Also note 

that there is substantial noise in the transducer signal and all of the experimental data 

shown has been smoothed using the “rlowess” filter in MATLAB with a sample 

window of ten points. This robust filter performs a local regression using weighted 

linear least squares and a 1st degree polynomial model and also assigns lower 

weightings to outliers in the regression [35]. Figure 61 below is an example of this 

which shows the filtered pressure data in red and the raw data in blue1. In the author’s 

experience, there is no appreciable phase shift induced by using this smoothing filter. 

1 When the deadweight testing was conducted to determine an empirical uncertainty 
for the Omega pressure transducers, the voltage produced was filtered using a five 
second (50 samples) window in LabVIEW to allow a relatively stable voltage reading 
to be recorded. Thus, the empirical uncertainty is applicable to the filtered pressure 
data. If the voltage signal had not been filtered, then the uncertainty would have been 
greater and been suitable for the raw, unfiltered pressure data. 
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Figure 61: Plot showwing an exampple of raw andd MATLAB filltered pressurre data. 

The fiilling logic thhat was utiliized in LabVVIEW, seen iin Figure 21, relied on aa 

twwo second avverage presssure reading before switcching the thrree-way valvve and fillingg 

TTank 2. Additionally, the  average preessure readinng was requiired to remaiin above the 

TTank 1 maximmum cutoff ppressure for one second.. If the presssure reading dropped 

below that cuutoff, the onee second timmer would resset. Thus, vaariability in tthe pressure 

trransducer siggnal and the resulting incconsistency in switchingg logic causeed cycle-to

cyycle variatioons in refueliing time andd final tank ppressure. No two refuelinng 

exxperiments wwould behavve exactly thhe same. 

Modiffying and finne-tuning thee MVM to pperfectly mattch the presssure versus 

tiime curves aacquired expeerimentally wwas not the foremost gooal of the moodeling efforrt. 

RRather, what is most impoortant is valiidation of thhe idea that thhe tanks cann be filled to 

higher pressuures in less tiime with smaaller offsets (and thus, mmore 3-way vvalve 

swwitching). The experimeental data fullly supports this conclussion. There aare some 

mminor differe nces at the ssmaller offseets, which innfer that furthher optimizaation of the 

reefueling ratee of this systeem can be acchieved. 
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As seen in Figure 52, at the ten minute mark and earlier, there is some overlap 

between all five of the offsets. By the twenty minute mark, the overlap is limited to 

the two smallest offsets. It is not until the 50 minute mark that the 69 kPa [10 psig] 

offset pressure curve separates itself from the 138 kPa [20 psig] offset. This suggests 

that there are some losses associated with switching the 3-way valve orientation. 

Recall that the MVM used a single tank fill and the FOR pressure curve as the basis 

for all refueling calculations. Valve switching and any potential losses associated with 

this were not a part of the original 2-Stage refueling model. There is a substantial 

length of tubing between the outlet port of the compressor check valve block and the 

3-way valve used to control the source and destination tanks (referred to as outlet 

tubing). The 3-way valve location in relation to the compressor cylinder is seen in 

Figure 32. There is also a substantial length of tubing connecting the inlet port of the 

check valve block to the 3-way valve (referred to as inlet tubing). These sections of 

tubing are what have been referred to as the intermediate tubing volumes. The smaller 

this volume, the better.  

For example, say that the system is currently performing a 2nd Stage fill. 

When the refueling system moves from 2nd Stage compression back to 1st Stage 

compression, the outlet tubing volume is pressurized at Stage-2 pressure (say 2,758 

kPa [400 psig]), but the 3-way valve has changed orientation, directing this 

compressed gas back into Tank 1, from where it once came. Ideally, all of this 

pressurized gas would be inside Tank 2. Every time this transition occurs, including 

when transitioning from 3rd Stage back to 2nd Stage, work has been wasted and the 

overall compression efficiency suffers. At lower pressure offsets the valve is switched 

more frequently, increasing the overall impact of the transition/switching losses. It 

seems that, for this particular experimental setup, it would be more efficient to fill 

Tank 1 to a constant maximum pressure set point, say 276 kPa [40 psig]. Then once 

the difference between this set point and the minimum cutoff pressure is less than the 

chosen pressure offset, the maximum cutoff pressure is once again determined by 

equation (2.42). Additionally, one could create a function that initially has a relatively 
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large pressure offset, but decreases the offset by a small amount (6.9 kPa [1 psig], for 

instance) every time the 3-way valve is switched until a minimum offset is reached. 

Judging from the experimental data, this should increase the overall refueling rate. 

The refueling efficiency estimates for 2-Stage filling are listed in Table 4. 

These numbers were attained by changing the specific gas constant to that of methane 

instead of air when solving for mass using the ideal gas law equation of state. As 

mentioned previously, these are likely slight over estimates. This is due to methane’s 

smaller ratio of specific heats (1.3 versus 1.4) which decreases the pressure ratio of 

the compressor, defined by equation (2.36). Therefore, the peak pressures reached for 

each offset would have been lower. There is a slight downward trend in efficiency as 

the offset is increased (though hardly significant), with the exception of the smallest 

offset of 69 kPa [10psig]. The 69 kPa [10psig] offset was the first experiment 

conducted that day and the engine was cold. Thus, this discrepancy is very likely due 

to increased levels of friction in the ICE, such as greater oil viscosity at low 

temperatures. However, the true test of compression efficiency must be conducted 

using NG as the working fluid. Since, after all, the purpose of this project is to 

compress and refuel a NGV’s fuel storage tanks. In-Truck testing, efficiency 

estimates, and discussion of these results are located in Appendix F. 

5.3 Recommendations and Future Work 

From all of the experiments conducted to characterize the performance of the 

prototype bimodal engine, several recommendations can be made to improve future 

designs. A lot of what was done in the lab was focused on simply proving the concept 

of a bimodal engine and making the prototype work. Safety was the number one 

concern, not minimizing sources of pressure loss or maximizing the compressor 

efficiency. One way that the refueling rate could be vastly improved is to increase 

compression ratio of the compressor cylinder. This would greatly increase the mass 

flow rate into the tanks and allow higher pressures to be reached in Tank 1. The 

maximum pressure ever achieved in Tank 1 was about 655 kPa [95 psig]. If this limit 
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was doubled or tripled, then the main high pressure storage tank would be capable of 

reaching the U.S. standard NGV CNG tank pressure of 248 bar [3600 psig] in less 

time. Residential NG is delivered to the consumer at pressures of less than 6.9 kPa [1 

psig] (typically 1.7 kPa [1/4 psig]). Commercial consumers may receive gas at 34.5 

kPa [5 psig]. The low pressure of the gas source is one of the most limiting factors in 

the refueling system. Since the CR of the compressor is fixed the pressure ratio, 

governed by equation (2.36), is also fixed. Therefore, the highest possible pressure 

that can be achieved at TDC of a compression stroke is dictated by the inlet pressure. 

Thus, the greater the NG source pressure, the higher the pressure that can be reached 

from one stage of compression. One idea to improve the source gas pressure is to 

incorporate some kind of blower or a turbocharger or supercharger to take the low 

pressure residential NG and boost the pressure to 138 or 207 kPa [20 or 30 psig] 

before feeding the gas into the ICE reciprocating compressor. This will practically 

eliminate the need for one stage of compression and improve the refueling rate.  

Another way that refueling performance could be significantly improved is by 

minimizing the intermediate tubing volume between the engine, the three-way valves, 

and the tanks, while maintaining a large flow area. Ideally, the tanks and three-way 

valves would have been right next to the compressor cylinder, but that was not 

feasible. A possible way to do this is to perhaps use two or more cylinders for 

compression in a V-8 gasoline ICE, thereby eliminating the need for three separate 

stages. Using staging tanks introduces significant flow losses, removing the two 

intermediate staging tanks would significantly improve compression performance. If 

multi-cylinder compression were to be pursued, then a novel method of rejecting 

massive amounts of heat in a small area—the distance between two compressor 

cylinders in a V-8 for example—needs to be investigated. This seems like a great 

opportunity for the development of a low pressure drop micro-channel heat exchanger 

to be placed on or near the engine cylinder head. The more heat that can be rejected in 

between compressor cylinders, the less work the engine will do to compress gas.  If 

the engine does not need to do as much work, then less fuel will be consumed. Since 
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the engine burns NG from the same fuel tank that is being refilled, any improvements 

in compression efficiency can also reduce the parasitic energy draw of the engine. If a 

method of rejecting heat during the compression stroke inside the cylinder was 

developed to bring the compression process closer to the isothermal theoretical limit, 

even greater gains in efficiency could be achieved. 

Further product development will occur, as a spin-off company called 

Onboard Dynamics Inc. has been created based on the prototype technology outlined 

in this thesis. The continued research and development is facilitated by additional 

DOE ARPA-E financial support. Finally, please read the appendices, especially 

Appendix F. This appendix will present and discuss NG compression experiments 

that occurred in the lab and on the prototype truck.  
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Appendix A: Uncertainty Analysis 

To estimate the quality of the experimental measurements, it is necessary to 

conduct an uncertainty analysis for the pressure transducers and thermocouples used 

in the engine test cell. Additionally, the uncertainty associated with the mass flow rate 

of water coolant in the heat exchanger measurement is discussed. It is also important 

to investigate the propagation of error in subsequent calculations which rely on 

measured quantities. First, the uncertainty associated with the National Instruments 

(NI) data acquisition modules will be investigated, then the uncertainty of the 

instruments will be examined, and finally the combined uncertainty and error 

propagation will be explored. 

The NI 9213 24-bit thermocouple input module has a measurement sensitivity 

of <0.25°C for type-K thermocouples when operating in high-speed mode, which is 

the mode used for this project. The zero-order uncertainty of an instrument is defined 

by equation (4.7) below [36]. 

1 
u  (resolution ) (6.1)o 2 

Therefore, the zero-order uncertainty is 0.125°C. The typical measurement error in 

degrees Celsius for this module is a function of temperature; the chart in Figure 62 is 

the measurement error for type-K thermocouples provided by the NI specifications 

document. This figure includes gain errors, offset errors, differential and integral 

nonlinearity, quantization errors, noise errors, 50 ohm lead wire resistance, and cold-

junction compensation errors. The temperatures  typically witnessed in the laboratory 

range from 15°C to 200°C, which yields a typical error of 1.1°C and a maximum 

error of about 2.6°C over that range. 
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Figure 62: Type-K thermmocouple erroors for the NI 99213 thermoccouple input mmodule [37]. 

CConversationns with NI appplication enngineers coulld not determmine whetheer or not this 

chhart includess the instrumment resolution. Howeveer, including the bit resollution 

inncreases the combined uncertainty byy an insignifficant 0.007°°C and thus is left out off 

suubsequent unncertainty caalculations. 

Two ddifferent brannds of pressuure transduccers were useed in this prooject from 

thhe Omega C orporation aand Kulite Seemiconductoor. The Omeega PX309 trransducers 

have a full-sccale-output (FFSO) of 0-5V, and the KKulite HEM--375 transduucers on a 0

100mV rangee. The NI 9205 16-bit Annalog Input MModule has four differennt voltage 

raange selectioons, ±10V, ±±5V, ±1V, annd ±0.2V [388]. The Omeega transduccers operatedd 

inn the ±5V range which hhas a sensitivvity of 46.4µµV and thus zzero-order uuncertainty oof 

23.4µV. The Kulite transducers used the ±0.2V range with ann associated sensitivity oof 

4.0µV and a zzero-order uuncertainty of 2.0µV. Thhe absolute acccuracy at fuull scale in 

thhe ±5V and ±±0.2V rangees is 3230µVV and 174µVV, respective ly. These twwo sources off 

unncertainty arre combinedd using the rooot-sum-squuares (RSS) mmethod, giveen by 
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equation (4.8) [36]. Therefore, for the analog input module, the combined uncertainty 

of the ±5V and ±0.2V ranges is 3.23mV and 0.174mV, respectively.  

2 2 2u  u u ... (6.2)  ux 1 2 k 

The Omega type-K thermocouples have a standard limit of error of ±2.2°C or 

0.75% of the reading, whichever is greater. For this case, 2.2°C is always the greater 

value and is considered the thermocouple measurement uncertainty. Using the RSS 

method to combine the typical thermocouple module error and the instrument error, 

the typical uncertainty of a thermocouple temperature reading is ±2.46°C. This 

uncertainty value will be referred to as the “manufacturer uncertainty” of a 

thermocouple. This uncertainty is much greater than what was typically experienced 

in the laboratory. For instance, in the copper coil heat exchanger seen in Figure 43, 

there are thermocouples located at the inlet and outlet of water coolant stream. At the 

beginning of every experiment, before the engine is run, a one minute baseline 

reading is recorded. The water coolant pump is circulating cold water during this time 

and the inlet and outlet thermocouples should be measuring the exact same 

temperature since the flow rate is so high. Furthermore, a few leak-down tests were 

conducted where the tanks were filled with compressed air and then data was 

recorded for over an hour to see if the storage tanks lost pressure. During this time, 

the water coolant was still being circulated and after an hour, the temperature at both 

thermocouple locations should be the same. Since the temperature difference between 

the two thermocouples is of primary concern, it is logical to quantify the uncertainty 

by looking at points where the temperature difference should be zero. Using this 

information, the author was able to find nine different points in time (with three of 

those points at a temperature of about 15°C in April and the other six at 23°C in June) 

when the two thermocouples should have read the same temperature. The mean and 

standard deviation of the temperature difference between the two thermocouples was 

calculated to be 0.13°C and .081°C, respectively. The random standard uncertainty is 
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defined by equation (4.9) where sx is the standard deviation and N is the number of 

samples [36]. For this case N=9. 

sx  sx / N (6.3) 

u1  t , sx (6.4)v P  

The first-order uncertainty of the measurement is found using equation (4.10) where v 

is the degrees of freedom (N-1) and the value of tv,P comes from a student t 

distribution. With eight degrees of freedom at a 95% confidence level, t8,95=2.306. 

Thus the empirical uncertainty for these two thermocouples is ±0.062°C.   

The Omega pressure transducers have a total error band of ±2% FSO and 

since the FSO is 5V, this comes to 0.1V. The uncertainty of the analog input module 

is two orders of magnitude smaller than this value and the RSS of the two values 

results in a combine uncertainty of 0.1V. For the 0-1000 psig transducer the 

calibration gives a sensitivity of 200.06 psig/V and thus there is an uncertainty of 

±138 kPa [20 psi] for that sensor. The 0-2000 psi transducer has a sensitivity of 401 

psig/V and the resulting uncertainty is ±276 kPa [40.1 psi]. These two numbers 

represent the manufacturer uncertainty for the 1000 and 2000 psi pressure 

transducers. An Aschroft Type 1300 Dead Weight Gauge Tester, pictured below in 

Figure 63 was used to produce an estimated empirical uncertainty for the two Omega 

pressure transducers. 
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Figure 63: Aschroft Type 1300 Dead Weight Gauge Tester, with weights. This was used to 
inspect pressure transducer readings. 

The transducer voltage at fifteen discrete pressures was recorded eight 

different times. First, the weight was incrementally increased from 34.5 kPa up to 

3034 kPa [5 psi to 440 psi], and then the weight was decreased back down to 34.5 

kPa [5 psi]. This was then repeated four times for each Omega pressure transducer. 

Any errors as a result of hysteresis, non-linearity, and repeatability should have been 

captured by this sample testing. Using equations (4.9) and (4.10) together with the 

standard deviation of the eight voltage readings at each pressure level, the empirical 

uncertainty at each pressure was attained with a 95% confidence level and 8 degrees 

of freedom. The maximum uncertainty for the 1000 and 2000 psi pressure transducers 
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were ±0.0058 V and ±0.0055 V, respectively. The combined uncertainty from the 

transducer and the NI analog module becomes ±0.0066 V and ±0.0048 V. The 

experimental sensitivity, in psi/V, determined from the dead weight testing was the 

same as reported by the manufacturer. Thus, if we extrapolate beyond the maximum 

pressure tested, the empirical uncertainty of the 1000 psi and 2000 psi Omega 

pressure transducers converts to ±9.1 kPa and ±13.2 kPa [±1.32 psi and ±1.92 psi], 

respectively. It was not often that these transducers reached pressures greater than 

3447 kPa [500 psi], Tank 1 never went above 689.5 kPa [100psi]. A smaller range 

pressure transducer was originally on Tank 1, but was rendered unusable due to an 

unfortunate mishap. The replacement transducer, while underutilized, operated 

perfectly fine and thus was not replaced. Thus, the uncertainty from the deadweight 

pressure testing results is considered a reliable empirical uncertainty. 

The Kulite pressure transducers have a typical error of ±0.1% FSO and a 

maximum error of ±0.5% FSO. With a FSO of 100mV, the typical and maximum 

uncertainties are ±0.1mV and ±0.5mV, respectively. Again, using the RSS method, 

the typical and maximum combined uncertainty for the Kulite and NI module is 

±0.20mV and ±0.53mv, respectively. The sensitivity of the Kulite transducer in the 

check valve block is 20.260 mV/kpsia which results in a typical uncertainty of ±68 

kPa [9.87 psi] and a maximum uncertainty of ±180 kPa [26.16 psi]. The dead weight 

tester was used on the Kulite, but since the transducer range was 0-5 kpsia and the 

pressure tester could only reach 440 psi (8.8% of the FSO), the manufacturer’s typical 

uncertainty is considered the best estimate. 

Recall how the mass flow rate of water in the copper coil heat exchanger was 

determined. A bucket was placed on an Advanced Test Products 9010A Slimline 

Electronic Scale (with a resolution of two grams and an accuracy of ±0.5% of the 

reading) and filled with the outlet stream for 30 seconds, at which point the flow was 

diverted into another bucket. The test was repeated five times and a hand operated 

stopwatch was used to time the event. The zero-order uncertainty of the scale is 

±0.001 kg and the instrument error at 9.337 kg is ±0.047 kg. The combined 
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uncertainty of the scale is ±0.047 kg. The average time on the stopwatch was 30.05 

seconds with a standard deviation of 0.05 seconds. The random standard uncertainty 

is defined by equation (4.9) where for this case N=5.The first-order uncertainty of the 

measurement is found using equation (4.10). With four degrees of freedom and 95% 

confidence level, t4,95 = 2.770 [36]. Thus the uncertainty associated with the 

stopwatch is 0.062 seconds. There is also some uncertainty in regards to how quickly 

the flow was diverted from the measurement bucket at the 30 second mark. There is 

no way to calculate this, so the author is going to assume it took no longer than 0.25 

seconds to divert the flow. Using the RSS method, the combined uncertainty for the 

timer is 0.258 seconds.  

In order to ascertain the total uncertainty of the mass flow rate calculation, 

m  m t , the propagation of uncertainty in the variables to the result had to be 

taken into account. One way to do this, when the function in question can be 

differentiated, is shown in equation (4.11) 

1/ 2 
 L  R 

2  
uR   uxi   (6.5)

x i1  i    

Where R is the result, xi is the ith variable and uxi is the uncertainty associated with 

the ith variable. For the mass flow rate of water calculation, the total uncertainty 

looks like equation (4.12) below. 

1/ 2 1/ 2 2 2 2 2    m   m  1   m  
m  u   ut    um      

2 
u   (6.6)u   m    t

 m   t    t   t      

For this example, t = 30 sec, m = 9.337 kg, um = 0.047 kg, and ut = 0.258 sec. 

Substituting these values into equation (4.12) yields an uncertainty in the mass flow 

rate of water coolant of ±0.003 kg/s. 

Now the propagation of errors in the 1st law balance of the heat exchanger will 

be investigated. As mentioned previously, the enthalpy at the inlet and outlet of the 

water coolant streams was used to calculate the heat transfer rate in the heat 

exchanger in equation (4.4). The enthalpy was found using Refprop in MATLAB and 
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to determine the effect of the thermocouple temperature uncertainty on the resulting 

water enthalpy value, a sequential perturbation technique was used. Recall that the 

uncertainty for the water thermocouples was been experimentally determined to be 

±0.062°C (or K, since this uncertainty is for a temperature difference the units are 

interchangeable). For brevity, an explanation of the sequential perturbation method is 

not provided. Please consult chapter five of Figliola et al. for more information [36]. 

The result of the sequential perturbation was an uncertainty associated with the 

enthalpy of the water, which was uh,water = ±366.6 J/kg-K. Next, equation (4.11) was 

used to determine the extent of error propagation in the heat transfer rate equation. 

The specific form appears below in equation (4.12) 

1/ 2
 2 2 2  Q   Q   Q  

u   u  u  u  
m water,  h ,water m water   h1,water   h2,water   (6.6) 

Q    1,water 
  h2 

 
  

1/2
 2 2 2 u  (h  h )u   m u 

1,water   m u 
2,water Q 2,water 1,water  , water h waterm water h   

where the water coolant mass flow rate uncertainty is the value found using equation 

(4.12) above and uh1,water = uh2,water. There is insignificant uncertainty in the pressure 

used to find the enthalpy since the water is at atmospheric pressure. The end result is 

an average uncertainty in the calculated heat transfer rate of uQ = ±114 W. For 

thoroughness, the uncertainty in the heat transfer rate calculation was done using an 

ideal gas assumption with a constant specific heat and the end result was nearly 

identical. 

The propagation of errors in the calculations for the mass flow rate of gas 

given by equation (4.5) is now explored. Recognizing that the numerator is equivalent 

to the water-side heat transfer rate, the uncertainty in the gas mass flow rate 

estimation is given by equation (4.12). A sequential perturbation method was again 

used to find the uncertainty in the air enthalpy calculations. Note that the 

thermocouple uncertainty used was that of the manufacturer for this case because no 

empirical study was done to determine otherwise, which should produce much greater 
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gas enthalpy uncertainty. The uncertainty in the enthalpy of air was found to be ugas = 

±3528 J/kg-K. 

1/ 2 
 2 2 2        mgas  mgas mgas um   uQ    uh1,gas 

   uh2 ,gas  
 

 Q h h gas 

   1,gas   2 , gas   

 2 
1/ 2 (6.6) 

 u   Q 
2 

 Q 
2 

 Q u      u    u  
m gas 2 h1,gas 2 h2 , gas  h2  h1  gas 

  h2  h1    h2  h1    
   gas   gas    

where uQ is the uncertainty in the heat transfer rate found previously and uh1,water = 

uh2,water. The end result is an average uncertainty in gas mass flow rate of ± 4.88x10-4 

kg/s. Interestingly, the reason this uncertainty is so low is because the enthalpy 

difference between the inlet and outlet of the air stream, and the square of enthalpy 

difference, in the denominators of equation (4.12) are much greater than the 

seemingly high uncertainty in heat transfer rate and gas enthalpy.   

Another case where the propagation of errors must be considered is when 

using the ideal gas law to calculate mass from pressure and temperature 

measurements. The mass present in a CNG tank is calculated using equation (2.23). 

The total uncertainty takes the form of equation (4.13) below, where the manufacturer 

uncertainties are uP = ±138 kPa [20 psi] and uT = ±2.46°C. 

1/ 2 1/ 2 2 2 2 2    m   m   V   PV   
um   uP    uT     uP     uT   (6.7)

 P   T    RT   RT 2     

For the 2-Stage filling efficiencies previously estimated, the volume of a single tank 

is 0.14 m3, the specific gas constant for methane is 0.5183 kJ/kg-K, and the greatest 

cumulative change in pressure was 4440 kPa [644 psig], which is the pressure used in 

the following uncertainty calculation. The result is a mass uncertainty of um = ±0.128 

kg. If the empirical uncertainty for pressure is used then the uncertainty becomes um = 

±0.034 kg. No statistical empirical accuracy testing was conducted on the tank 

thermocouples; therefore, the manufacturer specified thermocouple uncertainty is 

used in the uncertainty reported above.  Moreover, if the LHV of methane is assumed 
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to have zero uncertainty, then the manufacturer and empirical uncertainty of the 

energy content in the tanks is uE = ±6.40 MJ and uE = ±1.70 MJ, respectively. Table 5 

summarizes all of the uncertainties discussed.  

Table 5: Summary of the typical uncertainty values for experimental measurements and the 
uncertainty caused by the propagation of errors in resultant calculations. Both the manufacturer 

and experimentally observed instrument uncertainty are reported. 

Measurement/ 
Calculation 

Uncertainty 
Manufacturer Empirical 

Pressure – Omega 1k ±138 kPa [20 psi] ±9.1 kPa [1.32 psi] 
Pressure – Omega 2k ±276 kPa [40.1 psi] ±13.2 kPa [1.92 psi] 

Pressure – Kulite ±68 kPa [9.87 psi] ±68 kPa [9.87 psi]2 

Temperature ±2.46°C ±0.062°C 
H2O Mass Flow Rate N/A ±0.003 kg/s 

Heat Transfer Rate N/A ±114 W 
Gas Mass Flow Rate N/A ± 4.88x10-4 kg/s 

Mass Tanks ±0.128 kg ±0.034 kg 
Energy Tanks ±6.40 MJ ±1.70 MJ 

2 The typical Kulite error was used as the empirical uncertainty. 
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AAppendix BB: Test Ceell Resonaances 

Whenn the first feww low pressuure air comprression expeeriments werre conductedd 

inn the Energyy Systems Laaboratory, thhe engine waas run at 10000 RPM. Theere was no 

particular reason why thiss speed was chosen, otheer than the faact it was higher than thhe 

sttock idle speeed of 840 RRPM. Howevver, as the re search teamm began to feeel more 

coomfortable ccompressionn gas to higheer and higheer pressures, there was n oticeable 

vibration of thhe engine te st stand wheen performinng 2nd and 3rrd stage fills. At 3rd stagee 

prressures of ggreater than 44,826kPa [700 psig], thee vibrations were alarmi ng. To 

develop a bettter sense of the resonantt frequenciess of this partticular enginne test stand, 

a speed sweepp was conduucted by incrreasing the eengine RPM from 1000 RRPM, up to 

1700 RPM, and then backk down to arround 800 RRPM. The efffect of the sppeed sweep 

onn the VFD ooutputs is seeen below, whhere the bluee line is the AAC motor sppeed, the 

black is the cuurrent outpuut, and the grreen is the poower output. 

Figure 64: VVFD Trend Reecorder screenn used to moniitor AC motorr output frequuency (blue), 
current (black), and powwer (green). 
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Focusing on the power output near the hill-shaped speed sweep profile, one can see 

that there are large oscillations in the VFD power consumption indicating a system 

resonance. From observations in the laboratory, these oscillations are greater in 

magnitude when the test stand vibrations are more pronounced. The vertical black 

line in the center of the screenshot is a cursor which is located at a point in time 

where the engine RPM was 1499 RPM. It is clear that at this engine speed and 

greater the power fluctuations are much smaller than at 1000 RPM.  Therefore, most 

of the compression experiments conducted in the laboratory after this point were done 

at a single engine speed, 1500 RPM. At 3rd stage pressures in excess of 13,790 kPa 

[2000 psig], engine test stand vibrations once again became more noticeable at 1500 

RPM. 

When uncoupled from the AC motor during combustion tests, the harmonics 

on the test stand were much different. Vibration levels were much less significant at 

all but the lowest engine speeds (less than 800 RPM).  
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Appendix C: Pressure Amplifier 

In order to reach 248 bar [3,600 psig] in the laboratory, an external pressure 

amplifier was used. While the custom engine built for this project was designed and 

manufactured to handle in-cylinder pressures greater than 248 bar, it was determined 

that compressing air or NG to this pressure posed an unnecessary risk. If the engine 

failed at pressures this high there could have been serious injury to the researchers 

and it would have abruptly ended the project. In the interest of moving forward to 

reach project milestones, it was decided that reaching 248 bar once with the use of an 

external device was acceptable, so long as 138 bar [2,000 psig] was reached at least 

five times using in-cylinder compression with the engine. Below in Figure 65 is a 

photo of the pressure amplifier used to reach 248 bar, the Haskel AGD-32. It is not 

plumbed into the system at this time. 

Figure 65: Haskel AGD-32 model pressure amplifier, seen in the bottom right corner of the 
image. It is not connected in this photo. 

A pressure amplifier is a double sided piston-cylinder assembly with different 

piston areas on each side. A mockup drawing of a simple example is seen in Figure 
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66. On the left side, labeled x, low pressure enters the cylinder and acts upon a 

relatively large piston area. The force generated travels down the connecting rod into 

the second, much smaller chamber labeled y. Since the area of the piston on the right 

side of the amplifier is small, higher pressure gas can be fed into chamber y and the 

force acting upon the piston will be less than that created by the gas in chamber x. 

The result is that gas in chamber y is compressed and directed into the main storage 

tank. The piston moves back to the left by venting the gas inside chamber x, allowing 

chamber y to draw in a fresh charge of gas. The piston will move back and forth as 

long as the gas in chamber y is not at the critical pressure where the force generated 

on the small piston face is equal to the force acting on the larger piston face. 

Figure 66: Schematic of a pressure amplifier sometimes referred to as an intensifier. X is the low 
pressure driver side and y is the high pressure compression side. 

For this particular application, initially the engine was used to fill Tank 3 up 

to about 5516 kPa [800 psig] and Tank 2 up to about 2068 kPa [300 psig]. After this 

point, the amplifier was turned on and the engine was used to compress atmospheric 

air to relatively low pressure (around 241 kPa [35 psig]) and this air was used to drive 

the amplifier (fed into chamber x). The pressurized air in Tank 2 was fed into 

chamber y of the amplifier, compressed and routed into Tank 3. This transition can 

clearly be seen in Figure 67, as the refueling rate dramatically decreases once the 

amplifier is used. 
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Figure 67: Ploot of Tank 3 ppressures versuus time for thrree in-cylindeer compressionn experimentss 
andd one using thhe pressure ammplifier (in bluue). 

The particular typpe of amplifier used had a compressiion ratio of 220:1 and wass 

caapable of prooducing 3100 bar [4,500 ppsig] at the ooutlet with aa minimum iinlet pressuree 

too chamber y of 3 bar [433.5 psig]. Perriodically, thhe amplifier was turned ooff and the 

prressure in taank 2 was repplenished viaa in-cylinderr compressioon to allow ffurther gainss 

too be made inn Tank 3. Hoowever, it waas painfully slow to fill aa 12 GGE CNG tank 

(wwater volumme of 140 L) up to 248 baar, as one cann see in Figuure 68. 
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Figure 68: Plott of Tank 3 preessures versuss time. The paarasitic loss asssociated with the in-cylindeer 
and the amplifier is inncluded. 

Over tthe course o f three days and 27 hourrs of run timme, a pressuree of over 2488 

bar was achieeved. The ennergy requireed to compreess that air ennded up beinng 88% of 

thhe energy in the tanks, iff it was treateed as methanne gas. One reason the eefficiency is 

soo poor is beccause the enggine was connstantly runnning to comppress atmosppheric air in 

orrder to drivee the amplifi er, but that ggas was thenn vented, reppresenting a hhuge waste 

of work. Onc e the goal off hitting 248 bar was commplete, the aamplifier waas put away 

annd the focus of the reseaarch team waas solely on improving thhe in-cylindder 

coompression performancee. 
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Appendix D: Experimental Data for 1st Law Balance 

These data have been decimated to a 5 second interval; it was originally 

acquired at a 10 Hz sampling rate. The mass flow rate predicted by the FOR model is 

in the far right column. Note that the water side temperatures listed are corrected to 

have no temperature difference during the initial baseline period. This data was taken 

on June 3rd, 2014. 

Table 6: Experimental data used in the 1st law balance, located in Section 4.2. Calculated heat 
transfer rate and mass flow rates are included. 

  Heat Exchanger Temperatures (K) 

Time 
(s) 

Pressure 
Tank 1 
(kPa) 

Inlet 
H2O 

Outlet 
H2O 

Inlet 
Gas 

Outlet 
Gas 

Q (W) 
m 

(g/s) 
m 

model 
(g/s) 

0.03 -1.88 298.05 298.05 310.09 298.73 4.40 0.38 0.00 

5.03 -1.88 298.04 298.05 310.12 298.73 13.71 1.20 0.00 

10.03 2.88 298.07 298.06 310.13 298.72 -10.31 -0.90 0.00 

15.03 -4.31 298.06 298.05 310.12 298.74 -10.31 -0.90 0.00 

20.03 -0.41 298.05 298.07 310.11 298.73 23.61 2.06 0.00 

25.03 0.07 298.07 298.06 310.11 298.73 -13.31 -1.16 0.00 

30.03 1.28 298.06 298.06 310.11 298.73 -0.10 -0.01 0.00 

35.03 4.13 298.05 298.05 310.11 298.74 2.30 0.20 0.00 

40.03 -1.88 298.06 298.06 310.10 298.74 0.50 0.04 0.00 

45.03 -1.94 298.07 298.07 310.08 298.73 -2.20 -0.19 0.00 

50.03 -1.19 298.06 298.05 310.06 298.74 -5.50 -0.48 0.00 

55.03 -0.41 298.05 298.06 310.04 298.73 9.21 0.81 0.00 

60.03 -4.17 298.06 298.08 310.04 298.74 17.31 1.52 0.00 

65.03 5.86 298.05 298.04 312.63 297.58 -19.01 -1.26 7.37 

70.03 32.17 298.06 298.09 315.99 294.79 42.52 1.99 7.11 

75.03 60.91 298.07 298.14 318.83 295.79 86.34 3.72 6.87 

80.03 93.03 298.08 298.17 321.38 296.83 124.45 5.03 6.63 

85.03 102.05 298.08 298.20 323.56 297.58 158.06 6.04 6.40 

90.03 126.01 298.09 298.22 325.37 297.68 174.57 6.26 6.18 

95.03 144.60 298.07 298.21 326.65 297.73 175.17 6.01 5.97 

100.03 168.75 298.09 298.22 327.55 297.80 174.27 5.81 5.76 

105.03 187.01 298.09 298.21 328.35 297.89 158.66 5.17 5.56 

110.03 205.13 298.11 298.23 329.08 297.92 157.45 5.01 5.37 

115.03 225.57 298.08 298.22 329.65 297.95 176.97 5.53 5.18 
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120.03 239.61 298.10 298.22 330.01 297.97 157.76 4.88 5.01 

125.03 245.62 298.09 298.21 330.35 297.99 155.06 4.75 4.83 

130.03 271.35 298.11 298.22 330.47 298.01 146.65 4.48 4.67 

135.03 276.26 298.11 298.23 330.62 298.04 155.95 4.74 4.51 

140.03 289.02 298.11 298.22 330.76 298.06 135.84 4.12 4.35 

145.03 304.85 298.11 298.22 330.95 298.07 138.24 4.17 4.20 

150.03 316.90 298.11 298.21 331.06 298.10 135.24 4.07 4.05 

155.03 326.11 298.11 298.22 331.10 298.12 137.64 4.13 3.91 

160.03 333.23 298.12 298.22 331.12 298.13 127.44 3.83 3.78 

165.03 343.95 298.12 298.22 331.04 298.15 128.04 3.86 3.65 

170.03 359.71 298.13 298.22 330.92 298.17 115.13 3.48 3.52 

175.03 367.18 298.12 298.21 330.82 298.19 121.14 3.68 3.40 

180.03 378.88 298.12 298.21 330.68 298.21 116.03 3.54 3.28 

185.03 379.55 298.12 298.20 330.53 298.21 104.93 3.22 3.17 

190.03 393.44 298.12 298.21 330.36 298.24 117.53 3.62 3.06 

195.03 393.29 298.13 298.22 330.19 298.26 113.03 3.51 2.96 

200.03 404.32 298.14 298.22 330.04 298.28 112.73 3.51 2.85 

205.03 412.23 298.14 298.22 329.90 298.29 97.72 3.06 2.75 

210.03 419.59 298.14 298.22 329.81 298.30 107.63 3.38 2.66 

215.03 426.90 298.14 298.23 329.72 298.31 108.22 3.41 2.57 

220.03 432.01 298.16 298.22 329.65 298.31 80.31 2.54 2.48 

225.03 438.42 298.14 298.22 329.57 298.32 101.92 3.23 2.39 

230.03 443.98 298.15 298.21 329.48 298.32 73.41 2.33 2.31 

235.03 451.12 298.16 298.22 329.42 298.32 83.91 2.67 2.23 

240.03 464.01 298.16 298.23 329.34 298.33 84.81 2.71 2.15 

245.03 454.22 298.16 298.21 329.23 298.31 71.01 2.27 2.08 

250.03 472.42 298.15 298.21 329.10 298.32 85.42 2.75 2.01 

255.03 477.16 298.17 298.21 329.03 298.33 63.20 2.04 1.94 

260.03 480.84 298.16 298.21 328.88 298.32 55.40 1.79 1.87 

265.03 495.55 298.15 298.21 328.79 298.32 75.81 2.46 1.81 

270.03 487.10 298.14 298.18 328.66 298.33 50.30 1.64 1.74 

275.03 497.14 298.16 298.20 328.55 298.33 43.40 1.42 1.68 

280.03 503.01 298.15 298.19 328.41 298.33 52.40 1.72 1.63 

285.03 498.60 298.16 298.20 328.27 298.34 54.50 1.80 1.57 

290.03 503.05 298.16 298.19 328.09 298.33 44.30 1.47 1.52 

295.03 518.25 298.16 298.20 327.95 298.34 52.70 1.76 1.46 

300.03 516.98 298.16 298.20 327.80 298.34 46.40 1.56 1.41 

305.03 516.69 298.16 298.20 327.61 298.34 56.90 1.92 1.36 
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310.03 523.15 298.17 298.22 327.49 298.36 56.30 1.91 1.32 

315.03 528.86 298.16 298.21 327.31 298.37 62.30 2.13 1.27 

320.03 525.94 298.18 298.22 327.15 298.38 40.69 1.40 1.23 

325.03 531.43 298.18 298.21 327.02 298.37 47.89 1.65 1.19 

330.03 536.31 298.20 298.21 326.84 298.39 21.78 0.76 1.14 

335.03 540.60 298.20 298.21 326.71 298.39 10.37 0.36 1.10 

340.03 544.30 298.21 298.23 326.50 298.40 21.78 0.77 1.07 

345.03 553.65 298.20 298.22 326.34 298.40 23.88 0.85 1.03 

350.03 555.87 298.19 298.21 326.19 298.43 28.38 1.01 0.99 

355.03 552.18 298.21 298.23 326.04 298.43 26.58 0.95 0.96 

360.03 557.69 298.22 298.22 325.88 298.43 4.37 0.16 0.93 

365.03 557.77 298.20 298.21 325.68 298.43 11.58 0.42 0.89 

370.03 565.52 298.21 298.20 325.49 298.44 -5.23 -0.19 0.86 

375.03 558.81 298.22 298.22 325.30 298.44 5.27 0.19 0.83 

380.03 570.90 298.23 298.21 325.09 298.45 -22.04 -0.82 0.81 

385.03 572.72 298.21 298.21 324.90 298.45 1.07 0.04 0.78 

390.03 565.23 298.22 298.22 324.66 298.45 4.37 0.16 0.75 

395.03 579.51 298.20 298.22 324.44 298.45 16.98 0.65 0.72 

400.03 572.33 298.22 298.22 324.22 298.45 2.27 0.09 0.70 

405.03 573.42 298.23 298.22 324.04 298.46 -15.14 -0.59 0.68 

410.03 576.69 298.23 298.22 323.89 298.46 -7.34 -0.29 0.65 

415.03 580.92 298.24 298.22 323.74 298.45 -13.94 -0.55 0.63 

420.03 587.87 298.24 298.23 323.60 298.45 -10.64 -0.42 0.61 

425.03 583.77 298.24 298.23 323.44 298.46 -6.14 -0.24 0.59 

430.03 585.18 298.24 298.24 323.29 298.47 4.06 0.16 0.57 

435.03 585.82 298.25 298.23 323.17 298.47 -15.74 -0.63 0.55 

440.03 589.96 298.24 298.24 323.02 298.47 -1.64 -0.07 0.53 

445.03 590.83 298.24 298.23 322.85 298.47 -15.44 -0.63 0.51 

450.03 593.19 298.24 298.23 322.71 298.46 -3.44 -0.14 0.49 

455.03 592.78 298.24 298.25 322.55 298.47 10.37 0.43 0.48 

460.03 592.32 298.24 298.24 322.37 298.45 4.67 0.19 0.46 

465.03 596.92 298.25 298.24 322.20 298.46 -13.94 -0.58 0.44 

470.03 594.50 298.24 298.23 322.05 298.47 -17.24 -0.72 0.43 

475.03 602.87 298.25 298.24 321.87 298.46 -4.94 -0.21 0.41 

480.03 599.99 298.25 298.25 321.71 298.47 0.16 0.01 0.40 

485.03 599.56 298.25 298.23 321.56 298.48 -29.85 -1.28 0.38 

490.03 603.53 298.24 298.24 321.39 298.48 -7.34 -0.32 0.37 

495.03 607.61 298.26 298.24 321.25 298.50 -24.75 -1.08 0.36 
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500.03 604.72 298.25 298.24 321.12 298.51 -8.84 -0.39 0.35 

505.03 604.21 298.26 298.24 320.97 298.51 -29.85 -1.31 0.33 

510.03 609.07 298.25 298.25 320.84 298.53 -5.24 -0.23 0.32 

515.03 608.74 298.26 298.25 320.71 298.53 -5.54 -0.25 0.31 

520.03 603.69 298.25 298.24 320.56 298.54 -15.44 -0.69 0.30 

525.03 610.22 298.27 298.25 320.40 298.54 -20.85 -0.94 0.29 

530.03 608.27 298.26 298.26 320.27 298.53 1.36 0.06 0.28 

535.03 614.67 298.26 298.24 320.14 298.55 -26.85 -1.23 0.27 

540.03 611.50 298.27 298.24 320.01 298.55 -33.15 -1.53 0.26 

545.03 611.95 298.26 298.24 319.89 298.57 -26.25 -1.22 0.25 

550.03 617.10 298.27 298.25 319.75 298.56 -20.85 -0.97 0.24 

555.03 616.85 298.28 298.25 319.62 298.57 -28.05 -1.32 0.24 

560.03 620.09 298.27 298.26 319.47 298.57 -16.05 -0.76 0.23 

565.03 622.00 298.27 298.26 319.35 298.59 -13.35 -0.64 0.22 

570.03 615.66 298.29 298.27 319.22 298.61 -22.65 -1.09 0.21 

575.03 617.57 298.28 298.27 319.09 298.61 -12.45 -0.60 0.20 

580.03 619.49 298.28 298.25 318.97 298.64 -36.16 -1.76 0.20 

585.03 619.81 298.28 298.25 318.84 298.64 -42.16 -2.06 0.19 

590.03 624.81 298.27 298.24 318.71 298.63 -34.65 -1.71 0.18 

595.03 619.32 298.27 298.24 318.57 298.63 -41.26 -2.05 0.18 

600.03 624.02 298.27 298.25 318.45 298.64 -28.35 -1.41 0.17 

605.03 624.78 298.28 298.25 318.34 298.64 -38.86 -1.95 0.17 

610.03 621.03 298.28 298.25 318.24 298.66 -43.36 -2.19 0.16 

615.03 622.89 298.28 298.25 318.14 298.66 -37.36 -1.90 0.15 

620.03 623.35 298.28 298.26 318.01 298.65 -25.35 -1.29 0.15 

625.03 626.24 298.29 298.25 317.91 298.67 -43.96 -2.26 0.14 

630.03 629.68 298.29 298.27 317.80 298.68 -31.06 -1.61 0.14 

635.03 627.41 298.28 298.24 317.71 298.70 -44.86 -2.33 0.13 

640.03 628.92 298.29 298.24 317.62 298.70 -65.27 -3.41 0.13 

645.03 623.69 298.29 298.25 317.49 298.71 -52.06 -2.74 0.13 

650.03 626.38 298.29 298.26 317.38 298.73 -35.56 -1.88 0.12 

655.03 628.79 298.29 298.26 317.29 298.73 -45.46 -2.42 0.12 

660.03 626.43 298.30 298.27 317.16 298.73 -35.26 -1.89 0.11 

665.03 624.95 298.30 298.27 317.05 298.75 -38.26 -2.07 0.11 

670.03 627.68 298.30 298.28 316.94 298.79 -33.46 -1.82 0.10 

675.03 632.58 298.31 298.29 316.84 298.79 -30.16 -1.65 0.10 

680.03 631.93 298.31 298.29 316.74 298.79 -22.36 -1.23 0.10 

685.03 634.05 298.31 298.29 316.61 298.80 -29.56 -1.64 0.09 
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690.03 632.68 298.31 298.30 316.53 298.82 -16.66 -0.93 0.09 

695.03 636.63 298.32 298.28 316.41 298.81 -47.57 -2.67 0.09 

700.03 637.34 298.33 298.29 316.31 298.83 -41.87 -2.37 0.08 

705.03 633.32 298.31 298.29 316.21 298.84 -32.56 -1.85 0.08 

710.03 634.56 298.31 298.28 316.09 298.84 -34.96 -2.00 0.08 

715.03 635.63 298.32 298.29 316.00 298.86 -41.87 -2.41 0.08 

720.03 637.21 298.31 298.29 315.90 298.86 -28.66 -1.66 0.07 

725.03 632.20 298.32 298.28 315.81 298.88 -48.77 -2.85 0.07 

730.03 638.68 298.32 298.29 315.72 298.90 -35.86 -2.11 0.07 

735.03 635.15 298.33 298.30 315.63 298.91 -46.97 -2.78 0.07 

740.03 634.55 298.32 298.30 315.51 298.91 -33.76 -2.01 0.06 

745.03 637.96 298.32 298.29 315.42 298.92 -28.96 -1.73 0.06 

750.03 637.90 298.33 298.29 315.32 298.93 -57.17 -3.45 0.06 

755.03 642.66 298.34 298.28 315.21 298.94 -77.88 -4.73 0.06 

760.03 634.92 298.33 298.29 315.11 298.95 -43.97 -2.69 0.06 

765.03 637.35 298.34 298.29 315.01 298.97 -61.07 -3.76 0.05 

770.03 635.84 298.34 298.29 314.92 298.97 -62.57 -3.88 0.05 

775.03 640.35 298.34 298.30 314.81 298.99 -57.47 -3.59 0.05 

780.03 644.69 298.34 298.29 314.73 298.99 -58.07 -3.65 0.05 

785.03 630.62 298.33 298.31 314.63 299.00 -28.06 -1.78 0.05 

790.03 634.32 298.34 298.31 314.55 299.01 -37.37 -2.38 0.05 

795.03 640.16 298.36 298.33 314.45 299.03 -40.37 -2.59 0.04 

800.03 644.41 298.35 298.32 314.36 299.05 -34.37 -2.22 0.04 

805.03 641.12 298.35 298.33 314.27 299.06 -19.66 -1.28 0.04 

810.03 642.40 298.36 298.34 314.17 299.07 -28.97 -1.90 0.04 

815.03 641.01 298.34 298.35 314.08 299.07 4.34 0.29 0.04 

820.03 642.10 298.35 298.34 313.97 299.09 -19.06 -1.27 0.04 

825.03 640.06 298.35 298.34 313.90 299.09 -7.96 -0.53 0.04 

830.03 644.60 298.36 298.34 313.82 299.11 -34.37 -2.31 0.03 

835.03 641.26 298.36 298.32 313.73 299.12 -46.07 -3.12 0.03 

840.03 642.04 298.36 298.35 313.66 299.14 -19.07 -1.30 0.03 

845.03 644.92 298.35 298.34 313.58 299.15 -10.66 -0.73 0.03 

850.03 639.54 298.37 298.35 313.51 299.17 -28.97 -2.00 0.03 

855.03 639.78 298.37 298.35 313.46 299.18 -18.47 -1.28 0.03 

860.03 643.60 298.37 298.35 313.37 299.20 -25.97 -1.81 0.03 

865.03 648.17 298.37 298.34 313.31 299.20 -46.07 -3.23 0.03 

870.03 647.14 298.38 298.35 313.23 299.22 -39.17 -2.76 0.03 

875.03 643.92 298.38 298.35 313.15 299.23 -38.57 -2.74 0.02 
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880.03 637.85 298.39 298.36 313.08 299.26 -45.48 -3.25 0.02 

885.03 644.03 298.39 298.36 312.99 299.27 -40.68 -2.93 0.02 

890.03 642.22 298.39 298.35 312.91 299.27 -49.98 -3.62 0.02 

895.03 651.11 298.39 298.34 312.84 299.30 -57.18 -4.17 0.02 

900.03 643.74 298.39 298.35 312.76 299.31 -47.28 -3.47 0.02 

905.03 641.94 298.40 298.35 312.67 299.31 -62.58 -4.63 0.02 

910.03 644.91 298.39 298.35 312.61 299.33 -51.78 -3.85 0.02 

915.03 645.40 298.39 298.35 312.52 299.34 -46.68 -3.50 0.02 

920.03 642.49 298.40 298.35 312.42 299.39 -64.08 -4.86 0.02 
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Appendix E: Experimental Data for Two-Stage Optimization 

Below is a table listing the pressures acquired when performing 2-Stage 

compression experiments at different Tank 1 pressure offsets. The data has been 

decimated to one sample every thirty seconds. It was originally sampled at 10 Hz on 

July 22nd, 2014. 

Table 7: Experimental data collected for Section 4.2.1, decimated to one sample every 30 
seconds. 

Tank 2 Pressure (kPa) for Different Offsets 
Time 69 kPa 138 kPa 207 kPa 276 kPa 345 kPa 

(s) [10 psig] [20 psig] [30 psig] [40 psig] [50 psig] 

0 -2.91 5.37 3.13 -3.73 1.12 

30 100.48 84.21 74.17 84.66 80.22 

60 192.14 159.15 143.56 139.00 134.83 

90 247.25 240.82 207.51 198.26 193.53 

120 298.42 363.06 347.53 244.86 248.89 

150 406.43 396.20 394.39 291.69 281.36 

180 480.42 453.64 389.39 485.13 325.16 

210 529.06 572.61 564.70 535.11 344.49 

240 599.48 626.91 539.66 519.95 374.06 

270 690.93 669.58 718.19 533.64 672.93 

300 743.28 779.30 695.58 747.54 686.74 

330 786.67 792.70 760.30 736.27 668.69 

360 865.37 858.67 850.92 726.12 654.76 

390 945.24 978.56 851.03 945.65 647.44 

420 984.58 968.83 1006.50 932.40 972.72 

450 1024.50 1078.50 993.23 921.62 943.89 

480 1124.10 1092.80 1111.50 914.95 926.73 

510 1177.40 1179.00 1144.90 1149.10 924.63 

540 1213.00 1276.50 1129.10 1129.20 912.76 

570 1268.30 1263.60 1285.00 1119.40 1135.70 

600 1318.40 1374.40 1270.80 1103.40 1214.60 

630 1409.50 1349.10 1377.20 1335.40 1187.60 

660 1435.20 1468.20 1419.10 1311.30 1183.40 

690 1473.30 1524.60 1418.70 1299.60 1172.00 

720 1509.10 1542.30 1492.50 1299.90 1165.60 

750 1584.50 1640.50 1557.00 1534.00 1458.10 

780 1628.30 1613.90 1540.20 1504.30 1462.10 
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810 1669.50 1717.70 1654.10 1492.90 1446.30 

840 1705.00 1705.30 1699.50 1489.90 1441.10 

870 1764.60 1808.30 1690.50 1712.80 1420.60 

900 1823.40 1798.40 1662.50 1689.70 1419.20 

930 1848.50 1901.30 1843.00 1680.90 1424.20 

960 1904.30 1877.20 1829.70 1661.80 1730.60 

990 1927.50 1983.50 1815.60 1668.70 1697.40 

1020 1992.90 1964.50 1981.00 1910.60 1680.30 

1050 2031.50 2056.20 1961.70 1884.60 1670.30 

1080 2085.70 2041.00 1956.60 1871.70 1660.80 

1110 2109.80 2130.90 1946.80 1859.40 1660.80 

1140 2158.20 2114.90 2096.50 1853.30 1662.90 

1170 2183.00 2225.10 2083.20 1993.10 1977.70 

1200 2225.90 2209.20 2071.00 2079.90 1943.30 

1230 2251.80 2302.60 2214.20 2076.50 1926.50 

1260 2281.80 2289.30 2212.00 2048.40 1921.60 

1290 2309.90 2340.00 2192.20 2044.90 1909.20 

1320 2351.90 2355.50 2200.00 2036.40 1899.00 

1350 2404.20 2352.90 2336.10 2267.80 1899.40 

1380 2427.20 2454.80 2326.70 2247.10 1900.90 

1410 2470.20 2445.90 2320.10 2228.00 1890.70 

1440 2522.80 2538.90 2312.40 2222.30 2220.00 

1470 2546.90 2516.20 2467.20 2213.90 2189.40 

1500 2578.50 2511.90 2447.30 2212.70 2175.10 

1530 2613.40 2604.90 2437.50 2368.80 2164.10 

1560 2647.90 2591.70 2438.00 2418.70 2156.60 

1590 2637.40 2695.00 2577.80 2411.40 2141.60 

1620 2679.40 2676.00 2563.40 2398.60 2144.20 

1650 2717.20 2671.60 2558.00 2383.90 2140.50 

1680 2748.20 2762.80 2548.40 2378.60 2139.10 

1710 2775.50 2750.30 2708.80 2368.60 2136.50 

1740 2808.70 2743.90 2686.40 2499.70 2131.80 

1770 2845.20 2831.00 2673.90 2597.10 2336.80 

1800 2883.10 2819.70 2669.10 2574.60 2435.40 

1830 2886.80 2847.50 2671.10 2580.20 2421.90 

1860 2901.50 2853.40 2818.60 2550.70 2406.60 

1890 2910.10 2886.90 2797.30 2548.70 2396.90 

1920 2949.90 2956.20 2790.70 2544.80 2403.30 
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1950 2979.20 2981.90 2784.80 2541.30 2386.00 

1980 3000.90 2967.90 2781.70 2543.10 2381.10 

2010 3030.50 3060.00 2920.60 2764.80 2382.10 

2040 3053.70 3038.80 2907.00 2746.00 2383.70 

2070 3076.80 3011.80 2900.50 2732.20 2377.00 

2100 3099.60 3089.60 2895.20 2720.80 2379.80 

2130 3131.60 3123.10 2880.50 2720.20 2372.40 

2160 3145.10 3105.70 3057.10 2717.10 2374.50 

2190 3166.80 3135.60 3038.80 2713.80 2372.10 

2220 3197.20 3189.40 3027.90 2710.30 2370.40 

2250 3221.70 3183.20 3017.60 2699.80 2374.70 

2280 3241.50 3167.10 3003.00 2710.70 2368.20 

2310 3255.20 3261.50 3010.70 2859.40 2361.20 

2340 3264.00 3244.20 3093.80 2937.00 2450.40 

2370 3291.30 3235.10 3161.00 2913.80 2671.70 

2400 3307.40 3340.20 3153.00 2918.90 2648.60 

2430 3328.20 3322.30 3142.20 2912.80 2635.00 

2460 3354.60 3318.80 3131.30 2901.60 2631.30 

2490 3363.50 3327.90 3135.30 2898.00 2623.10 

2520 3387.40 3387.10 3128.70 2892.20 2619.20 

2550 3402.40 3382.60 3123.60 2885.70 2610.90 

2580 3423.10 3375.50 3279.40 2890.80 2606.50 

2610 3435.60 3463.90 3273.80 2871.30 2603.70 

2640 3467.90 3459.80 3266.70 2889.90 2609.20 

2670 3471.00 3449.30 3260.80 2873.70 2613.90 

2700 3491.00 3432.20 3247.30 2882.10 2614.50 

2730 3521.60 3524.90 3247.60 2890.90 2604.90 

2760 3539.70 3514.80 3242.40 2885.90 2598.70 

2790 3540.90 3508.20 3249.40 2878.60 2601.50 

2820 3566.10 3499.60 3240.40 2874.60 2596.10 

2850 3587.10 3573.00 3394.80 2871.40 2597.70 

2880 3616.10 3586.10 3385.80 2919.90 2607.60 

2910 3602.30 3572.50 3371.60 3115.50 2606.40 

2940 3632.20 3566.30 3380.40 3098.10 2597.30 

2970 3647.70 3565.00 3372.60 3084.40 2607.10 

3000 3678.10 3658.10 3381.10 3082.90 2593.90 

3030 3658.60 3640.00 3366.50 3077.30 2595.00 

3060 3692.20 3638.00 3352.50 3071.90 2595.10 
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3090 3720.90 3619.80 3360.20 3072.60 2595.20 

3120 3735.10 3626.10 3352.60 3065.10 2592.70 

3150 3770.30 3716.80 3346.70 3062.20 2591.60 

3180 3740.20 3705.80 3352.10 3054.80 2594.40 

3210 3768.40 3700.10 3410.30 3062.80 2605.10 

3240 3777.00 3690.80 3511.40 3054.40 2605.10 

3270 3807.30 3702.00 3500.20 3060.80 2605.10 

3300 3818.90 3743.60 3498.40 3061.00 2605.10 

3330 3808.90 3776.20 3491.10 3061.00 2605.10 

3360 3828.20 3766.70 3487.20 3061.00 2605.10 

3390 3840.50 3760.20 3479.70 3061.00 2605.10 

3420 3867.60 3752.80 3486.90 3061.00 2605.10 

3450 3858.90 3752.30 3474.20 3061.00 2605.10 

3480 3887.10 3750.40 3478.00 3061.00 2605.10 

3510 3913.50 3838.60 3479.10 3061.00 2605.10 

3540 3898.10 3838.00 3471.40 3061.00 2605.10 

3570 3907.50 3825.50 3477.20 3061.00 2605.10 

3600 3939.50 3822.80 3472.40 3061.00 2605.10 

3630 3929.40 3816.40 3475.40 3061.00 2605.10 

3660 3927.80 3822.10 3465.80 3061.00 2605.10 

3690 3929.30 3811.40 3467.40 3061.00 2605.10 

3720 3911.80 3810.80 3473.50 3061.00 2605.10 

3750 3911.90 3807.10 3480.60 3061.00 2605.10 

3780 3918.00 3808.50 3480.60 3061.00 2605.10 

3810 3909.30 3808.50 3480.60 3061.00 2605.10 

Table 8 is a sample dataset of the power consumption logged from the VFD 

trend recorder used for the 2-Stage efficiency calculations. This particular data comes 

from the 345 kPa [50psig] offset experiment. The data has been decimated to 

approximately one sample every thirty seconds. 

Table 8: VFD Power consumption during the 345 kPa [50 psig] 2-Stage compression testing 
presented in Section 4.2.1. 

Time (s) RPM Power (kW) Power Sum (kJ) 

0.0 1501 14.77 0.88 

29.7 1501 12.67 363.77 

59.0 1502 11.77 714.42 
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89.0 1502 12.77 1064.74 

118.3 1502 11.97 1402.42 

147.7 1502 10.27 1736.26 

177.2 1502 10.37 2066.06 

206.9 1502 10.67 2393.04 

236.2 1502 10.77 2711.70 

265.6 1502 12.37 3122.18 

295.3 1502 11.67 3460.79 

324.5 1502 9.67 3782.11 

354.1 1502 11.37 4100.85 

383.4 1502 10.97 4410.64 

412.8 1502 12.67 4818.78 

442.4 1502 11.07 5147.08 

471.6 1502 11.57 5461.66 

501.2 1502 10.77 5772.45 

530.4 1502 11.37 6074.28 

560.0 1502 15.87 6436.75 

589.3 1500 11.47 6800.79 

618.8 1500 10.17 7112.10 

648.3 1500 11.87 7416.11 

677.7 1500 10.17 7714.88 

707.4 1500 11.37 8012.63 

737.2 1500 14.07 8396.36 

766.9 1500 10.87 8739.53 

796.2 1500 11.77 9040.26 

825.6 1500 10.27 9336.90 

855.2 1500 9.07 9636.11 

884.5 1500 9.67 9928.41 

913.9 1500 8.57 10221.09 

943.0 1500 14.57 10608.65 

972.1 1500 10.27 10935.65 

1001.3 1500 11.17 11235.37 

1030.4 1500 10.07 11530.30 

1059.8 1500 8.37 11825.24 

1088.7 1500 10.27 12113.18 

1118.0 1500 9.57 12402.71 

1147.1 1500 16.77 12778.15 

1176.6 1500 10.97 13131.51 
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1205.6 1500 10.77 13428.76 

1234.7 1500 9.97 13721.93 

1264.0 1500 9.57 14017.02 

1292.9 1500 9.17 14303.35 

1322.2 1500 10.57 14592.61 

1351.2 1500 9.87 14878.67 

1380.4 1500 10.27 15163.13 

1409.4 1500 20.17 15482.01 

1438.4 1500 9.17 15884.99 

1467.9 1500 10.87 16187.22 

1496.9 1500 9.47 16480.24 

1526.3 1500 9.47 16773.09 

1555.5 1500 9.97 17062.43 

1584.7 1500 8.67 17349.38 

1614.0 1500 11.27 17635.43 

1642.9 1500 10.87 17916.14 

1672.3 1500 10.17 18199.95 

1701.4 1500 8.77 18481.59 

1730.8 1500 9.57 18765.44 

1760.1 1500 15.47 19133.53 

1789.5 1500 10.57 19498.08 

1818.8 1499 10.47 19792.18 

1847.8 1499 10.77 20081.75 

1877.1 1500 11.27 20370.85 

1906.1 1500 9.67 20653.79 

1935.5 1500 9.97 20941.18 

1964.7 1500 9.17 21222.92 

1993.9 1500 10.17 21504.28 

2023.4 1500 10.97 21787.06 

2052.5 1499 10.37 22066.55 

2082.0 1499 9.67 22349.77 

2111.0 1499 8.17 22627.75 

2140.5 1499 11.07 22908.31 

2169.5 1499 8.17 23186.26 

2198.5 1499 8.67 23462.94 

2227.6 1499 9.77 23741.54 

2256.8 1499 8.47 24021.61 

2286.4 1499 10.47 24304.26 
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2315.7 1499 9.97 24585.58 

2345.5 1499 15.57 25011.78 

2374.9 1499 9.57 25332.07 

2404.2 1499 10.57 25626.63 

2433.4 1499 10.47 25918.57 

2462.5 1499 8.27 26208.44 

2491.9 1499 11.57 26498.77 

2521.1 1499 10.77 26785.58 

2550.8 1499 10.87 27076.25 

2579.8 1499 8.17 27362.08 

2609.1 1499 8.97 27649.81 

2638.2 1499 8.97 27934.61 

2667.5 1499 9.17 28221.95 

2696.7 1499 8.97 28508.31 

2725.9 1499 10.87 28793.22 

2755.4 1499 9.27 29081.58 

2784.7 1499 9.17 29367.34 

2814.2 1499 10.17 29655.35 

2843.4 1499 10.07 29939.96 

2872.6 1499 9.17 30224.39 

2901.9 1499 10.47 30508.50 

2931.1 1499 10.67 30792.50 

2960.2 1499 9.57 31074.75 

2989.4 1499 8.77 31357.06 

3000.0 1499 10.5 31455.61 
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Appendix F: Natural Gas Compression and Efficiency 

The following will present and discuss NG compression experiments 

conducted in the laboratory and then on the truck. Finally, a detailed analysis to 

estimate the refueling efficiency in the truck is presented. 

When the transition between air and NG compression occurred, it was decided 

to simplify the experimental setup. The first step was to eliminate one of the three 

stages. A two tank system has only one 3-way valve and is overall much simpler to 

test. The next step was to replace as much of the ¾” stainless steel tubing as possible 

with high pressure copper tubing, while still using the stainless steel compression 

fittings and connections. The advantage of copper tubing is a remarkable 

improvement in thermal conductivity over stainless steel (roughly 20 times). No heat 

exchanger was used in this setup, instead all heat rejection was handled by the copper 

tubing itself. At the time, it was not known if the tubing would be capable of 

dissipating the required thermal energy. Since only two stages were to be used and 

the absolute maximum pressure that could be reached with NG was in the ballpark of 

500 psig, the compression process would not generate nearly as much thermal energy 

as the three-stage, 2000 psig experiments conducted with the single and three heat 

exchanger configurations. Figure 69 is a schematic of the NG compression laboratory 

setup, which is identical to the setup used in the truck. 
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Figure 69: Schematic of the 2-Stage system used for compression experiments using natural gas. 
The same setup was used both in the laboratory and in the truck. 

Only a few compression tests were run in the laboratory, successfully reaching 

tank pressures of 2,413 kPa [350 psig] on July 29th, 2,551 kPa [370 psig] on August 

1st. The testing in the lab was done primarily to shake down the system and 

troubleshoot any problems before moving to the truck.  For example, the logic 

implemented to switch from driving to refueling mode and vice versa was tested first 

in the lab. Figure 70 below presents the finished product, a working NGV running off 

of CNG compressed using the vehicle’s own engine. The passenger seat was removed 

and replaced with the data acquisition box seen in Figure 34 and Figure 35. 
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Figure 70: Photo of the self-refueling natural gas vehicle right before going on a drive. 

This truck was successfully driven over 161 km [100 miles] around the greater Bend 

area on residential natural gas that the bimodal engine compressed itself. Thus, the 

project was a success. 

Figure 71 on the next page shows two images of the refueling system installed 

in the 1998 Dodge Ram 2500 truck. The left image shows all of the tubing and tanks 

placed in the bed of the truck. Since only one 3-Way valve (in yellow) was used for 

this setup, only two stages of compression were performed. Thus, Tanks 2 and 3 are 

essentially one large storage volume at 2nd stage pressure. The third tank was included 

to improve the driving range of the vehicle. The image on the right of Figure 71 

shows the underside of the truck bed. The flexible high pressure blue hose was used 

to connect the copper tubing in the bed of the truck to the length of copper tubing that 

ran from the back to the front of the vehicle. This was done to allow vibration and 

deflection of the truck bed to occur without placing stress on the high pressure tubing 

connections. 
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FFigure 71: Phootos showing tthe tubing useed to connect tthe tanks to thhe compressio n cylinder. Onn 
the left is a vview of the th ree tanks and the yellow 3-wway valve. Onn the right is aa view of the 

undersside of the trucck bed. 

TTwo approximmately sevenn foot lengthhs of copper tubing weree run underneeath the 

vehicle near tthe frame, onne connectedd to the inlett and the othher to the outtlet of the 

chheck valve bblock. This ccopper tubingg, with its hiigh thermal conductivityy, served as 

thhe heat rejection apparatus for the truuck. The coppper tubes wwere mated too another 

leength of bluee flexible hoose which rann to the engiine in the froont of the truuck, seen in 

Figure 72. 
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Figure 72: Photo of the bimodal engine installed in the vehicle. 

Now that the prototype self-refueling vehicle has been presented, let us 

discuss a very important topic concerning this technology, efficiency. With the 

massive reserves of NG available for the United States, one might ask a very 

important question, what would be the most efficient use of NG in the transportation 

industry? A recent article published by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory attempts 

to address this question [9]. In this paper, the authors investigated the well-to-wheel 

efficiency of using NG in passenger vehicles by using the GREET model created by 

Argonne National Laboratory. The authors also looked at greenhouse gas emissions, 

but this topic will not be addressed in the following discussion. The following is an 

adaption of some of the results that pertain to this thesis, if the reader is interested in 

learning more please locate and read the article in its entirety. On the next page in 

Figure 73 are the two scenarios investigated in the article, using the gas indirectly to 

power an electric vehicle (EV) or using the NG directly to fuel a compressed natural 

gas vehicle (CNGV). 
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Figure 73: Efficiency analysis diagram showing two options for the use of methane gas in 
transportation. The top line is indirect use in an electric vehicle with natural gas burned at a 

thermal power plant; the bottom is direct use in a NGV. 

The efficiencies in black in the figure above are sourced from the article and 

those in red are estimates for the prototype bimodal ICE and compressor, which will 

be discussed in detail at a later point. The first possibility is to burn the NG in a 

turbine at a combined cycle power plant (that is, using both a gas turbine and a 

secondary steam turbine to boost plant efficiency, commonly referred to as NGCC) to 

generate electricity. Losses from transmission and distribution of that electricity 

amount to 8% before the energy reaches a consumer charging station with an 

efficiency of 88%. Once the energy is in the vehicle’s batteries, the article estimates 

an EV efficiency of 79%. The product of these efficiencies yields a “pump-to

wheels” efficiency of 33%. The second possibility is to use the NG directly, with a 

typical NG combustion driven compressor efficiency of 95% (The efficiency equation 

used to reach this number is defined later).  The average efficiency of a NGV varies, 

but in this paper is assumed to be 20%. This number is corroborated by Stodolsky et 

al. [39]. The product of these efficiencies yields a pump-to wheels efficiency of about 

19%. This study suggests that EV’s are a more efficient use of the CH4 molecule than 

directly burning them in an ICE. The fundamental reason for this is the relatively high 

thermal efficiency of turbines in a combined-cycle NG fueled power plant compared 

to that of a reciprocating ICE. If the power plant considered is a simple-cycle turbine 

(which have lower capital cost), then the average efficiency becomes 34%, yielding a 

pump-to-wheels efficiency of under 22%.  
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Now, the questionn is how doees the efficienncy of this pprototype, seelf-refueling,, 

CCNGV comp are to the efficiency estiimated in thee article writtten by reseaarchers at 

OOak Ridge? TThe followinng describes what data wwas recorded d and the expperimental 

prrocedures ussed to ultimaately determ ine refuelingg efficiency metrics for tthe first 

prrototype bimmodal, integrral compresssor, NG ICE. A Sankey ddiagram highhlighting thee 

different enerrgy flows forr the refuelinng process iss below in Figure 74. 

Figure 74: SSankey energyy flow diagramm that shows tthe energy flows for the OSSU ESL self-
rrefueling NGVV. 

Inn the figure aabove, the enngine is usinng fuel from its own storrage tank to idle and 

coompress NGG. Figure 75 is a similar eenergy flow diagram. Thhe only diffeerence beingg 

thhat the enginne is using ann external soource of CNGG fuel. 

FFigure 75: Sannkey energy flow diagram tthat shows thee energy flowss for the self-rrefueling NGVV 
when using aan external soource of fuel. 

In ordder to determmine the efficciency for thhis refueling process, twoo quantities 

had to be deteermined: thee energy conttent present in the vehiccle storage taanks at the 

ennd of the reffueling periood and the ennergy consummed by the IICE in order to fill the 

sttorage tanks with comprressed gas. TThe first of thhese two quaantities is rellatively easyy 
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to determine. Pressure transducers and thermocouples measured the pressure and 

internal temperatures of the tanks, allowing the mass of NG present to be calculated 

using the ideal gas equation of state. The compressibility factor was significant 

enough to warrant inclusion in these calculations and was found using a Refprop 

MATLAB function assuming methane as the fluid. In order to quantify the NG fuel 

consumed by the ICE to idle and power the compression process, an external source 

of high pressure CNG (6-pack of 49.8L, 2400psi bottles) was connected to the fuel 

regulator on the vehicle. The regulator throttles the pressure to approximately 552 

kPa [80 psig] before being injected upstream of the intake manifold. The pressure in 

the external source of CNG used to fuel the ICE was monitored in two ways: one, 

using an analog pressure gauge connected to the six-pack and two, logging the fuel 

storage pressure transducer located inside the previously mentioned vehicle fuel 

regulator, using the aftermarket NG conversion engine control unit (ECU). The fuel 

regulator pressure transducer was not properly calibrated, so the reading was 

compared to the recorded dial gauge pressure on the six-pack, which in this case 

acted as the calibration standard. The dial was read every five minutes for the entirety 

of the experiment. The plot in Figure 76 shows the linear relationship between the 

ECU pressures and the dial readings. The linear equation on the right side of the plot 

was used to correct the fuel storage pressures logged by the ECU. 
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Figure 76: Plot of the ECU reported fuel storage pressure versus the analog gauge recorded 
measurements. The linear relationship was used to correct the ECU logged fuel storage pressure. 

On 9-19-14, a refueling experiment was conducted using low pressure (1/4 

psig) NG, from the lab building, connected to the refueling port of the vehicle. This 

NG flows to the compressor cylinder of the engine, is compressed, and then flows to 

the storage tanks. Over the course of 40 minutes, the main storage tanks were taken 

from a pressure of approximately 13.8 kPa [2 psig] to 1,813 kPa [263 psi], with a 

temperature rise of 10°C. The staging tank was taken from an initial pressure of 

approximately 27.6 kPa [4 psi] to 317 kPa [46 psi]. A Cascades Natural Gas 

Company donated bellows type commercial gas meter (Elster AL-1000 capable of 

measuring 28.3 m3/h [1000 SCFH]) was installed at the low pressure source and the 

quantity of gas used—in cubic feet—was recorded. The bellows meter was used as 

opposed to other technology (e.g. a Coriolis meter or an orifice plate) because 

bellows meters are known to give simple reliable volumetric flow information and 

constant inlet gas properties were expected for the duration of the experiment. Figure 

77 shows the meter dials. 
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Figure 77: Commercial gas meter usage dials. 

To do this accurately, a webcam was used to safely watch the highest 

resolution dial (10 cubic feet per revolution) during the entirety of the experiment and 

the total volume of NG used was recorded. A diagram of the experimental setup is 

below. 

Figure 78: Experimental setup for the in-vehicle NG compression experiment conducted on 9-19
14. 

The volume flow was later converted to mass of CNG using the ideal gas 

equation of state using a pressure of 7.1 kPa [1/4 psig] and the average source gas 

temperature reading of 36°C.  The engine speed in RPM was logged by the ECU. The 
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goal/result off this particcular test waas quantifyiing the mass (Energy) oof NG that 

wwas requiredd to fuel thee engine to bboth idle andd compress gas at the ssame time, 

as well as thee quantity oof NG pumpped from thee low pressuure source iinto the 

sttorage tanks during thaat time. In oorder to turn the mass off NG into eneergy contentt, 

puublicly availlable gas chrromatographh data was reetrieved fromm the local ppipeline 

coompany for the Bend, OOR area as weell as the Seattle area, wwhere the 6-ppack of CNGG 

orriginated froom. For bothh pipelines, thhe gas compposition, speecific gravityy (relative 

density), and the gross heeating value data on a peer volume baasis were avaailable for a 

raange of datess. Figure 79 shows an exxample of thhe gas qualityy informatioon available 

frrom the Willliams Northwwest pipelinee. 

FFigure 79: Gass chromatograaph data fromm the Chehalis compressor sstation, near thhe origin of thhe 
6-pacck of CNG bo ottles. 

This information wwas used to estimate thee Higher (Grross) Heatingg Value 

(HHHV) of thee NG. There was a less thhan 2% diffeerence betweeen the NG HHHV in 

BBend and Seaattle, howeveer, for a truee apples-to-appples compaarison, the HHHV from thhe 

6-pack of CNNG bottles was used for bboth sourcess of gas. Thee Lower Heaating Value 

(LLHV) wouldd have been ppreferable foor this particcular applicaation since prrimarily 

wwater vapor l eaves the taiilpipe of the vehicle afteer combustioon, but this innformation 

wwas not readiily available from the ga s company. Since the iteem of concerrn is 

effficiency, the use of the HHV does nnot affect thee ratio givenn by equationn (7.1). The 

raatio of gross energy conttent requiredd to compresss NG into thhe storage taanks to the 

ennergy contennt present in  the tanks att the end of aa refueling ccycle providees a gross 

parasitic valuue of ~40%. 

E , 80MMJGross Comprression   40% (7.11)
E 200MMJMeter 

Howeever, this effiiciency cannnot be compaared apples-tto-apples wiith the 

AARPA-E MOOVE FOA gooal of a parassitic load forr an at-homee refueling sttation goal oof 
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<5% [40]. This is because that number is defined as a ratio of electrical energy 

consumed to the energy content in the vehicle storage tanks, as defined by equation 

(7.2). 

Ecompression 1.78 kWh 
    5%   (7.2)

E GGENG Tank 

EGross , Compression BTE  80MJ 0.3
    12% (7.3)

E 200MJ  Meter 

The parasitic value seen above (Ψ) in equation (7.3) is directly comparable to that 

defined by the FOA goal. The brake thermal efficiency (BTE) of the engine is 

assumed to be 0.3. Though the ESL engine test cell is capable of BTE measurements 

for the engine; the primary goal was to study and evaluate performance of the 

prototype integral compressor, not the ICE.  For both ratios, consider the numerator to 

represent the energy required at the shaft to operate the compressor and the 

denominator to represent the energy acquired in the tank over the same time span. 

After combustion, the shaft energy that was consumed by the bimodal ICE 

during refueling is split between overcoming friction to idle the engine and powering 

the compressor cylinder. The energy needed to simply overcome friction and idle the 

engine can be considered an unavoidable penalty, one which has already been paid by 

the electrical energy (used in the FOA goal) at the thermal power plant location 

(efficiency of the gas and/or steam turbines) and during transmission and distribution 

to the consumer (T&D efficiency). In order to quantify how much energy was used to 

simply idle the engine another experiment was conducted.   

On 9-30-14, an experiment was designed to determine the fuel used by the 

ICE when idling on 5 cylinders. To do so, the compressor cylinder was operated as an 

air-spring by turning off the intake and exhaust valves, while keeping the compressor 

valves closed. The six-pack of CNG previously mentioned was again used to fuel the 

ICE and the pressure in a single bottle was monitored in the same manner. After the 

engine was thoroughly warmed, it was idled at four different engine speeds (ranging 
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from 750 to 1600 RPM) for fifteen minutes at each point. The mass of fuel consumed 

at each speed was calculated using the ideal gas law equation of state and the 

compressibility factor. A second order polynomial was fit to the data, as seen in 

Figure 80, to give a reasonable estimate of the fuel consumption rate in g/s versus 

engine RPM, with an R2 value of 0.992. 

Figure 80: Plot of the fuel consumption rate versus engine idle speed. The four idle speeds tested 
are plotted along with a line of best fit. The vertical lines show the upper and lower RPM limits 

during the compression experiment on 9-19-14. 

This fuel consumption rate relationship was then used with the engine RPM 

data logged during the experiment on 9-19-14 in which NG was compressed into the 

vehicle storage tanks. The engine RPM varied by 500 RPM or so during the 

compression experiment, due to transient behavior that occurred when switching 

between Stage 1 and Stage 2 filling. The idle controller in the ECU was not properly 

calibrated, despite many efforts of the research team to do so, however, idle control 

was not critical to the overall success of the project. The result of this experiment was 

a function for estimating the quantity of fuel energy that would be needed just to idle 
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the ICE during the compression experiment on 9-19-14 at given speeds. Additionally, 

the approximate amount of energy that was solely used to compress NG—the 

“useful” energy—was able to be determined by taking the difference between the 

gross energy used and the estimated idle energy. A diagram of the experimental setup 

used on 9-30-14 can be seen in Figure 81. 

Figure 81: Diagram of the experimental setup used to estimate the idle fuel consumption. 

Using the same compression energy efficiency formula used by the Argonne 

National Laboratory GREET model, in equation (7.4), the overall efficiency of this 

prototype can be estimated. According to Andrew Burnham at Argonne National 

Laboratory, this efficiency equation originates from a General Motors study. The 

formula is located on page 23 of the study [41]. 

LHV CH 4  (7.4)compression  wadiabatic theoretical LHV CH 4  

 
  


 compressor , adiabatic     engine bte  

, 

,  
This equation is the ratio of the LHV of methane (in kJ/kg) divided by the 

LHV of methane, plus the actual amount of work it took to compress the low pressure 

methane gas. Dividing the theoretical adiabatic compression work (in kJ/kg) by the 

adiabatic efficiency of the compressor gives the amount of energy required at the 

shaft. Dividing that number by the efficiency of the ICE yields the specific methane 

energy required for compression. For the prototype bimodal engine the compression 

efficiency formula is similar, except, since the mass/energy of NG used is known 
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(using the HHV) and the compressor and engine efficiencies are not, the units will be 

kJ rather than kJ/kg. Using the HHV is not different than using the LHV in this 

particular case, since this quantity cancels out. It is possible to estimate the product of 

the adiabatic compressor efficiency and the engine BTE from experimental data if the 

theoretical adiabatic compression work is known. This quantity is not reported here 

because while the compression process in-cylinder is approximately adiabatic, the 

system as a whole (treating the vehicle as a black box with low pressure gas input and 

tank pressure as the output) is isothermal. The product of the isothermal compressor 

efficiency and engine BTE could be estimated using the theoretical isothermal 

compression work. However, this quantity is not used in equation (7.4). The author is 

not certain why the adiabatic work and efficiency are used in the compression 

efficiency equation in the GREET model rather than the isothermal values.  

The energy required to both idle the engine and compress gas is known from 

the experiment conducted on 9-19-14. This quantity will be placed in the denominator 

to give what the author is calling the gross compression efficiency. In other words, 

this is the compression efficiency including the energy that would have been required 

to simply idle the engine while the compressor was deactivated. The net compression 

efficiency represents the estimated energy the ICE required to compress NG without 

the idle penalty. A visual break down of the energy flows into the truck is in Figure 

82. As one can see, for this prototype, more energy is spent idling the engine than 

compressing gas. Ideally the opposite would be true. 
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FFigure 82: Approximate breeakdown of thhe total energyy that flowed iinto the self-r efueling NGVV. 

The net efficiencyy only includdes the energgy in the gre en bar, wherreas the grosss 

effficiency inccludes both tthe blue and green bars. Both efficieencies are callculated 

below in equaations (7.5) aand (7.6). 

E 190.4 MJTaankscompression ,ggross    0.70 (7.55)
ETanks  EICE (1900.4  81.5 ) MMJ 

E 190.4 MJTankks ,    0.885 (7.66)compression net ETanks  Ecompressor (1990.4  24.7) MJ 

TThe gross effficiency is thhe actual efficiency of thiis prototype during a favvorable 

portion of a reefueling cyccle3. The net efficiency ssuggests an uupper boundd on the 

3 The refuelinng started wiith low tank pressures, wwhich alloweed the greateest mass floww 
raates to occurr. As tank pressure buildds, the mass fflow rate decclines. Also note that thee 
trruck used 2-sstage comprression, while being desiigned to use 3-stages. Thhe third stagee 
wwould have bboosted overaall compresssion efficienncy, but was not includedd due to 
saafety and timme constraintts. 
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theoretical efficiency that could be attained if the energy required to idle (to 

overcome friction and pumping losses) was negligible compared to the energy used to 

power the compression process; a situation which could be approached by designing 

the engine and compression process for optimum efficiency, not high pressure 

operation as was done here. 

One of the largest factors influencing efficiency is the compression ratio of the 

compressor. With every ICE there is going to be energy used to overcome friction 

and pumping losses during idle operation. This is unavoidable. These losses are a 

function of engine speed, increasing as RPM increases. The energy used by the 

compressor is in addition to this idle energy. If the compression ratio of the 

compressor is higher, then more of the total energy being used by the ICE would be 

going towards compression of gas rather than idling the engine. A higher 

compression ratio would allow the fuel storage tanks to reach higher pressures in less 

time and improve the overall compression efficiency of the integral compressor by 

devoting more energy towards compression than idling. This idea is one reason why a 

3-Stage system is more efficient than a 2-Stage one. The third stage uses a larger 

proportion of the fuel energy consumed for compression than the first or second 

stages. 
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Appendix G: Pressure Drop in Storage Tanks Investigation 

As evident in Figure 51 and Figure 52, after a 2nd Stage compression event 

(pumping pressurized gas from Tank 1 into Tank 2) is complete, and the system is 

performing Stage 1 compression to replenish Tank 1, the pressure in Tank 2 falls. It 

also appears that the higher the tank pressure, the more pressure is lost. Ideally, the 

pressure in Tank 2 would resemble a staircase with no loss in pressure after each 

Stage 2 fill. This pressure drop could only be caused by two things, a mass leak or 

cooling of the gas inside the tank volume. All of the tubing connections had been 

thoroughly leak checked and no leaks were detected. Thus, it was presumed that this 

pressure drop must be the result of unmeasured cooling within the tank volume. That 

is, cooling that was not detected by the thermocouple associated with the storage 

tank. The CNG tanks are made of an aluminum inner shell and are wrapped in carbon 

fiber. It is possible that the excess heat is transferred into the aluminum. According 

the manufacturer, Optimum Composite Technologies, the particular CNG tank model 

used in the laboratory contains about 33.1 kg [73 lbs.] of aluminum, a substantial 

thermal reservoir. In order to confirm this suspicion, a 24” exposed tip type-K 

thermocouple was purchased and placed deep inside the CNG tank volume. Figure 83 

below illustrates the locations of the original thermocouple, located in the flow path 

of the incoming gas, and the new 24” long one inside Tank 3.  

Figure 83: Diagram of Tank 3 highlighting the location of the two thermocouples used. 

The exposed tip on the 24” thermocouple has a time constant of around 0.2 

seconds, compared to about 0.55 seconds for the original ungrounded junction type 

used in the flow path. Note that these numbers are from an Omega technical study in 

water, not gas [42]. Nevertheless, the exposed tip thermocouple should certainly 

allow for a faster response to changing temperatures within the tank. An experiment 
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was specifically conducted to investigate this matter. The experimental procedure was 

as follows. Tank 1 was filled up to moderate pressure (172 kPa [25 psig] to 241 kPa 

[35 psig]) and then a 2nd Stage compression event would occur. Tank 1 would then 

refill and during the second Stage-2 compression event, Tank 3 would be manually 

shut off mid-fill with a ball valve. This was done to minimize the risk of leaks by 

limiting the number of tubing connections in the tank volume. Shutting off during the 

process of a fill ensured no backflow out of the tank, just in case there was a problem 

with the check valve located upstream of Tank 3. Then, the engine was shut off for 

five to ten minutes and the pressure in Tank 3 was allowed to settle. This process was 

repeated five times. Figure 84 compares the temperature readings for the two 

thermocouples used during the experiment.  

Figure 84: Temperature plot showing the temperatures recorded in Tank 3 using two different 
type thermocouples in two different locations. 
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It appears that the temperature of the gas (air) inside the tank actually 

increased dramatically more than what was originally thought. There were 

discrepancies of greater than 10°C during the first three events and slightly less 

during the last two. This supports the idea that cooling is the cause of the pressure 

drop. Using the ideal gas law the mass present in Tank 3 versus time was estimated 

and is show in Figure 85. There is apparently still mass leaving the system, but it is 

much more likely that this is additional cooling occurring, cooling undetected by the 

exposed thermocouple. 

Figure 85: Graph showing the ideal gas law calculated mass in Tank 3 versus time. The blue line 
used the old ungrounded thermocouple temperature data and the green line used the new 

thermocouple data. 

Most of the pressure drop occurs within a time span of one and a half minutes, and 

then flattens out. This is more characteristic of cooling than a mass leak, as the 

pressure would continue to decline at a steady rate if there was a substantial leak. It 
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was concluded that the pressure drop seen after 2nd and 3rd Stage filling events is a 

result of cooling occurring within the tank volume. The excess heat is likely 

transferred into the aluminum inner shell of the CNG tank. 
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Appendix H: Three Heat Exchanger Experimental Results 

The experimental setup with three heat exchangers is depicted in Figure 28 

and Figure 30. Table 9 below highlights some pertinent experiments run with this 

setup, showing the runtime, final pressure in the main storage tank, and any relevant 

information for that particular test. In many of the experiments the engine was 

motored by the dynamometer because it was easy to hold a constant RPM and safer 

than burning NG. If not noted otherwise in the table, this is how the engine was 

powered during experiments. In later compression experiments, NG was burned in 

five cylinders while the engine was coupled to the AC motor in order to determine the 

effect of combustion on the temperature of compressed gas leaving cylinder 1 (the 

compression cylinder).  

Table 9: List of relevant air compression experiments run in the engine test cell using seperate 
heat exchangers for each filling stage. 

DATE 

1/25/14 

1/26/14 

1/28/14 

2/5/14 

2/8/14 

2/12/14 

2/13/14 

3/14/14 

3/18/14 

3/20/14 

4/21/14 

RUN TIME 

27 min 

45 min 

55 min 

7 min 

1 hr. 35 min 

45 min 

1 hr. 4 min 

2 hr. 30 min 

2 hr. 30 min 

2 hr. 45 min 

1 hr. 8 min 

FINAL 
PRESSURE 

1,930 kPa 
[280 psig] 
2,482 kPa 
[360 psig] 
2,861 kPa 
[415 psig] 
572 kPa 
[83 psig] 
5,378 kPa 
[780 psig] 
32,516 kPa 
[510 psig] 
5,764 kPa 
[836 psig] 
13,927 kPa 
[2020 psig] 
13,927 kPa 
[2020 psig] 
14,479 kPa 
[2100 psig] 
6,964 kPa 

[1010 psig] 

NOTES 

2 stages, 1000 RPM, 45 psi cutoff 

2 stages, 1000 RPM, 60 psi cutoff 

2 stages, 1000 RPM 

Single tank fill, 1000 RPM 

3 stages, 1000 RPM 

3 stages, 1000 RPM 

3 stages, 1000 RPM 

3 stages, 1500 RPM 

3 stages, 1500 RPM 

3 stages, 1500 RPM 

3 stages, 1500 RPM, 30 psi offset 
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Later, the engine was decoupled from the dynamometer and allowed to spin 

freely under its own power while air was compressed. Without the aid of the 

dynamometer, the speed of the engine is a function of the load torque and the throttle 

position. Depending upon the pressure of the source gas and the back pressure of the 

destination tank, each filling stage loads the engine a different amount. For example, 

when switching to Stage 2 filling (that is, filling Tank 2 using the pressurized gas in 

Tank 1) from Stage 1, the load on the engine is increased and the RPM will decrease 

if the throttle is not opened a sufficient amount. When the Stage 2 fill is complete and 

the refueling system returns to Stage 1, the engine load is decreased and unless the 

throttle is also decreased the engine speed will increase rapidly. For all free-spinning 

tests conducted in the laboratory, a well-trained member of the lab team manually 

controlled the throttle position and attempted to keep the engine RPM relatively 

stable. In the truck, the idle speed set point of the truck was adjusted for the refueling 

mode. 

The reader may notice that the highest pressure reached in the main storage 

tank was about 2100 psig, below the standard U.S. NGV CNG storage tank pressure 

of 3,600 psig. While the prototype bimodal engine was designed to handle these 

pressures, it was decided that doing so in the laboratory posed an unnecessary risk. If 

a catastrophic failure occurred, the project would be over and done with before the 

engine could be put into a vehicle and driven. With the approval of the project 

sponsor (ARPA-E), it was agreed that if the 2000 psig threshold was reached five 

times by a certain deadline the project would continue. This goal was achieved and no 

attempts were made to reach 2000 psig in the test cell again, merely as a precaution.  
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Appendix I: MATLAB Scripts 

Here are some of the important MATLAB scripts used in this thesis to post-

process experimental data acquired in the laboratory, create the First Order Response 

model, optimize the 2-Stage refueling rate, and determine the NG refueling efficiency 

from NG compression experiments in the truck. 

Appendix I.1: Import and Store data logged by LabVIEW 

A function called SimpleConvertTDMS was used to convert the .tdms file 

format used by LabVIEW into MATLAB structures. This function is available on the 

online MATLAB File Exchange.  The following script was used to store the imported 

data in a special structure containing multiple experiments. 

%% This script will use the DATA.mat structure which

stores all Experimental Data

% Created By: Robert Elgin 1/27/14
 

%% Pull new testing data from tdmsConvert generated

files, process and store in new variables

% NOTE: should verify the zero offset is corrected before

running
 

time = ConvertedDataTimems.Data(2:end);

P_Tank1 = 

smooth(ConvertedDataTank1Pressurepsig.Data(2:end),10,'rlo
 
wess'); %offset to start at 0 psig

% P_Tank1 = ConvertedDataTank1Pressurepsig.Data(2:end);

T_Tank1 = ConvertedDataTank1TempC.Data(2:end);

P_Tank2 = 

smooth(ConvertedDataTank2Pressurepsia.Data(2:end),10,'rlo
 
wess'); %offset to start at 0 psig

% P_Tank2 = ConvertedDataTank2Pressurepsig.Data(2:end);

T_Tank2 = ConvertedDataTank2TempC.Data(2:end);

P_Tank3 = 

smooth(ConvertedDataTank3Pressurepsia.Data(2:end),10,'rlo
 
wess'); %offset to start at 0 psig

% P_Tank3 = ConvertedDataTank3Pressurepsia.Data(2:end);

T_Tank3 = ConvertedDataTank3TempC.Data(2:end); 
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T_Valve = ConvertedDataValveBlockTempC.Data(2:end);

P_Valve = 

ConvertedDataValveBlockPressurepsia.Data(2:end);

% P_Tank1_low_switch = 

ConvertedDataLowSwitchpsia.Data(2:end);
 

T_HXInletH2O = ConvertedDataHXH2OIn.Data(2:end);

T_HXOutletH2O = ConvertedDataHXH2OOut.Data(2:end); 


T_Cylinder_Head =

ConvertedDataCylinderHeadTempC.Data(2:end); 


T_HXInletGas = ConvertedDataHXGasIn.Data(2:end);

T_HXOutletGas = ConvertedDataHXGasOut.Data(2:end); 


FillingTank1 = ConvertedDataFillingTank1.Data(2:end);

FillingTank2 = ConvertedDataFillingTank2.Data(2:end);

FillingTank3 = ConvertedDataFillingTank3.Data(2:end);

%% Store new testing data into the DATA.mat file. 


% MUST RENAME THE SUBSTRUCTURES WITH TESTING DATE AND 

TYPE OF TEST RAN!
 
load('DATA.mat')

% Store Time 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_3_Tank_1st_Order_Response =

struct('Time', time); 


%Store Pressure 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_3_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Pressures

= struct('Pressure_Tank1', P_Tank1,'Pressure_Tank2',

P_Tank2, 'Pressure_Tank3', P_Tank3,

'Valve_Block_Pressure', P_Valve); 


%Store Temperature

DATA.June3.Single_HX_3_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es = struct('Temp_Tank1', T_Tank1, 'Temp_Tank2', T_Tank2,

'Temp_Tank3', T_Tank3, 'Temp_Valve_Block', T_Valve,

'T_Cylinder_Head', T_Cylinder_Head,'T_HXInletH2O',

T_HXInletH2O, 'T_HXOutletH2O', T_HXOutletH2O,

'T_HXInletGas', T_HXInletGas, 'T_HXOutletGas',

T_HXOutletGas); 


%Store Filling State 
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DATA.June3.Single_HX_3_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Filling_St
ate = struct('FillingTank1', FillingTank1,
'FillingTank2', FillingTank2,'FillingTank3',
FillingTank3); 

save('DATA') 

Appendix I.2: First Order Response 

This script was used to create the first order response model. First, 

experimental single tank fill data is imported. Then the model is developed and two 

constants, the effective compression ratio and the pumping efficiency, are adjusted 

until the model falls into alignment with the experimental data. The equation was then 

used in the curve fitting toolbox to determine the coefficient of determination (R2). 

%% First Order Response Model

% Robert Elgin

% Created: 12-12-13
 

%% Import experimental data

addpath('C:\Users\elginr\Documents\MATLAB\export_fig')

close all
 

load('6_3_14_1_Tank_Pressure_Test_convertedData.mat') % 1 

tank 635:end, 2 tank 772:end, 3 tank
 

% 

load('4_28_14_ConvertedDataTest_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response

_Lab_3.0.mat') % two tanks % one tank 622, two 622:8500,

three 692:13430
 
offset = 

mean(ConvertedDataTank2Pressurepsig.Data(1:635));

Time = (ConvertedDataTimems.Data(635:end)-
ConvertedDataTimems.Data(635))/1000;

Pressure_Tank = 

ConvertedDataTank2Pressurepsig.Data(635:end) - offset;

Pressure_Tank_Smooth = 

smooth(Pressure_Tank,10,'rlowess');

% load('12-9-13_FOR.mat')

% Time = x;
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% Pressure_Tank_Smooth = y;
 

%% create model
 
comp_cycles = 23000; %38000 for 3 tanks, 32000 for 2

tanks, 23000 for 1 tank

V_Tank = 0.14; %m^3
 
w = 1500; %rpm

time_model = 0:60/w:comp_cycles; %s
 
T_atm = 300; %K
 
P_atm = 89.1; %kPa
 
R_air = .287; %KJ/kg-K

gamma = 1.4; 


%engine specs

diameter_bore = 4.02*0.0254;

stroke = 4.72*0.0254;

compression_ratio = 12; %for combustion
 
CR_Cyl = 4.7; % fo rcompression

area_piston = pi*diameter_bore^2/4; % m^2 Piston area
 
V_displaced = area_piston*stroke; % m^3 Displaced volume

V_clearance = V_displaced/(compression_ratio-1); % m^3 

Clearance volume
 
V_intermediate = (V_clearance*(CR_Cyl-1)-V_displaced)/(1-
CR_Cyl);

V_BDC = V_clearance+V_displaced + V_intermediate;

V_TDC = V_clearance+ V_intermediate; 


P_cyl_TDC = (CR_Cyl^gamma)*P_atm; %kPa cylinder pressure

at TDC
 
m_cyl_disp = P_atm*V_BDC/(R_air*T_atm); %kg mass in

cylinder at BDC
 

%% Find Tau and create FOR equation

num_tanks = 1;

Pump_Eff = .2675; % 4/28 0.26 for 1 tank volume, 0.278

for 2 tank volume, 0.29 for 3 tank volume; % for june3: 1

tank: 0.2675, 2 tank: 0.2726 


CR_eff = 4.5; % 4/28 4.34 for 1 tank volume, 4.34 for 2

tank volume, 4.3 for 3 tank volume; % for june3: 1 tank:

4.477, 2 tank: 4.447 
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tau1 = 

60*CR_eff^gamma*num_tanks*V_Tank/(Pump_Eff*V_BDC*w); %tim
 
e constant
 
P_tank1_tau_abs = P_atm*CR_eff^gamma + (P_atm -

P_atm*CR_eff^gamma)*exp(-time_model/tau1); %first order 

response equation 


P_tank1_tau = (P_tank1_tau_abs - P_atm)/6.89475729;

P_max = (P_atm*CR_eff^gamma-P_atm)/6.89475729; 


Pressure_Tank_Smooth_plot =

Pressure_Tank_Smooth*6.89475729+P_atm;

%% Take derivative
 
dP_dt = (P_atm*CR_eff^gamma - P_atm)/tau1*exp(-
time_model/tau1);

dm_dt = dP_dt*V_Tank/(R_air*T_atm); 


%% Plot
 
u_P = NaN(length(Time),1);

u_P(ceil(end/1.1),1) = 1.32*6.89475729; %empirical

uncertainty

u_P(ceil(end/5),1) = 20*6.89475729; %manufacturer 

uncertainty
 

f1 = figure(1);

plot(time_model/60,P_tank1_tau_abs-
P_atm,'b','LineWidth',2)

hold on
 
h = errorbar(Time/60,Pressure_Tank_Smooth_plot-
P_atm,u_P,'color',[0 0.5 0]);

hc = get(h, 'Children');

set(hc(1),'color', [0 0.5 0],'LineWidth',2) % data
 
set(hc(2),'color','k') % error bars
 

text(13,Pressure_Tank_Smooth_plot(ceil(end/5))+30,'B')

text(2,Pressure_Tank_Smooth_plot(ceil(end/5)),'A') 


grid on
 
xlabel('Time [min]')

ylabel('Pressure [kPa]')

ylim([0 700])

title('Tank Pressure vs. Time')

% legend('Model','Model Effective CR','Model Effective CR

& Pumping Eff','Experimental','location','SouthEast')
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% legend('Experimental','location','SouthEast')

legend('Model','Experimental','location','SouthEast')

ylim([0 700])

xlim([0 15])

set(gca,'FontSize',18,'LineWidth',1.5)

set(findobj(gca,'type','line'), 'LineWidth', 2);

set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'fontSize',20) 


set(f1,'color','white','PaperPositionMode','auto','Positi
 
on',[423 394 884 568])

export_fig(f1,'Tank_Pressure_EXP_6-3-
14_kPa_errorbar_empirical','-painters','-png','-r150'); 


Appendix I.3: Refprop 

The code seen below is a snippet from the Refpropm MATLAB function, the 

code itself is far too long to be pasted in its entirety here. The purpose of including it 

here is to give the reader an idea how to use function. This function must be in the 

same directory as the fluid substance file. Small selections of .FLD files are freely 

available from NIST for their standalone Refprop Mini Application, made for 

students. Air, water, and methane are luckily three of those available. Many more 

substances are available with the full version of their Refprop application. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 
%%%%%%%%%%%
 
% refpropm Thermophysical properties of pure substances

and mixtures. 

% 

% Calling sequence for pure substances:

% result=refpropm(prop_req, spec1, value1, spec2,

value2, substance1)

% 

%
 
% Calling predefined mixtures:

% result=refpropm(prop_req, spec1, value1, spec2,

value2, mixture1)

% 

%
 
% Calling user defined mixtures:
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% result=refpropm(prop_req, spec1, value1, spec2,
value2, substance1, substance2, ..., x)
% 
% 
% where 
% prop_req
% character string showing the requested
properties
% 
% 
character: 

Each property is represented by one 

% 
% 
% 

% 
% 
% 

% 
% 
% 
% 

% 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

0 
A 
B 

C 
D 
F 

G 
H 
I 
J 

K 

L 
M 
N 
O 
P 
Q 

S 
T 
U 
V 
X 

Z 
$ 
% 
^ 
) 

Refprop DLL version number
Speed of sound [m/s]
Volumetric expansivity (beta)
[1/K]
Cp [J/(kg K)]
Density [kg/m^3]
Fugacity [kPa] (returned as an
array)
Gross heating value [J/kg]
Enthalpy [J/kg]
Surface tension [N/m]
Isenthalpic Joule-Thompson
coeff [K/kPa]
Ratio of specific heats (Cp/Cv)
[-]
Thermal conductivity [W/(m K)]
Molar mass [g/mol]
Net heating value [J/kg]
Cv [J/(kg K)]
Pressure [kPa]
Quality (vapor fraction)
(kg/kg)
Entropy [J/(kg K)]
Temperature [K]
Internal energy [J/kg]
Dynamic viscosity [Pa*s]
Liquid phase & gas phase
comp.(mass frac.)
Compressibility factor
Kinematic viscosity [cm^2/s]
Thermal diffusivity [cm^2/s]
Prandtl number [-]
Adiabatic bulk modulus [kPa] 
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% | 	 Isothermal bulk modulus [kPa]
% = 	 Isothermal compressibility

[1/kPa]
% + 	 Liquid density of equilibrium

phase
% -	 Vapor density of equilibrium

phase
% 
% E 	 dP/dT (along the saturation

line) [kPa/K]
% # 	 dP/dT (constant rho)

[kPa/K]
% R 	 d(rho)/dP (constant T)

[kg/m^3/kPa]
% W 	 d(rho)/dT (constant p)

[kg/(m^3 K)]
% ! 	 dH/d(rho) (constant T)

[(J/kg)/(kg/m^3)]
% & 	 dH/d(rho) (constant P)

[(J/kg)/(kg/m^3)]
% ( 	 dH/dT (constant P)

[J/(kg K)]
% @ 	 dH/dT (constant rho)

[J/(kgK)]
% * 	 dH/dP (constant T)

[J/(kg kPa)]
% 
% spec1 first input character: 	 T, P, H, D, C,

R, or M
% 	 T, P, H, D: see above 
% C: 	 properties at the critical

point
% R: 	 properties at the triple point
% M: 	 properties at Tmax and Pmax
% (Note: if a fluid's lower limit

is higher
% 	 than the triple point, the lower

limit will 
% 	 be returned)
% 
% value1 first input value
% 
% spec2 second input character: P, D, H,

S, U or Q 
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% 
% 
% 

value2 second input value 

% substance1 file name of the pure fluid (or
the first 

% 
% 

component of the mixture) 

% mixture1 file name of the predefined fluid
mixture 

% with the extension ".mix" 
included 

% 
% substance2,substance3,...substanceN
% name of the other substances in the 
% mixture. Up to 20 substances can be

handled. 
% Valid substance names are equal to the

file names 
% in the C:\Program Files\REFPROP\fluids\'

directory.
% 
% x vector with mass fractions of the 

substances 
% in the mixture. 
% 
% Examples:
% 1) P = refpropm('P','T',373.15,'Q',0,'water') gives
% Vapor pressure of water at 373.15 K in [kPa]
% 
% 2) [S Cp] = refpropm('SC','T',373.15,'Q',1,'water')

gives
% Entropy and Cp of saturated steam at 373.15 K
% 
% 3) D =
refpropm('D','T',323.15,'P',1e2,'water','ammonia',[0.9
0.1])
% 
% Density of a 10% ammonia/water solution at 100 kPa

and 323.15 K. 
% 
% 4) [x y] =
refpropm('X','P',5e2,'Q',0.4,'R134a','R32',[0.8, 0.2]) 
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% 

% 

Temperature as well as gas and liquid compositions
for a mixture of two refrigerants at a certain
pressure and quality. 

% 

% 

% Note that, when 'X' is requested, two
variables must be sent, the first contains the
liquid phase composition and the second the
vapor phase composition. 

% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

5) T=refpropm('T','C',0,' ',0,'water')
Critical temperature 

% 
% 

% 
% 

6) T=refpropm('T','M',0,' ',0,'r410a.mix')
Maximum temperature that can be used to call
properties.
Shows how to call a predefined mixture. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Originally based on the file refpropm.f90.
% 
% Credits: 
% 	 Paul M. Brown, Ramgen Power Systems, Inc.

2004-05-17 
% 	 Modified input parameters to make 'HS' calls
% 	 Interface now handles 'HP', 'HD' and 'HT' as

well 
% 	 Fixed P_rp calculation for spec2='P' case

(moved calc earlier)
% 
% 	 Added property requests for Cv (O), gamma (K)

and speed of sound (A)
% 
% 
% Johannes Lux, German Aerospace Center

2006-03-30 
% 	 Modified input pressure unit back to [Pa]
% 	 Interface now works with Matlab R2006a (.mexw32

file format instead of .dll file format)
% 
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% 	 Continuation lines modified to be compatible with
Compaq Visual Fortran 9.0

% 
% 	 No wrong results return with the first call

anymore
% 	 Changed name to "refpropm.f90" to avoid name

conflicts with 
% 	 Matlab 
% 	 Function call is for example:
% 	 refpropm(prop_req, spec1, value1, spec2, value2,

substance1)
% Fluid files are located in C:\Program

Files\REFPROP\fluids\ 
% new version 7.2 beta, compiled using Matlab

R2006a (2006-10-08)
% new version 7.2 beta (2006-10-24), compiled using

Matlab R2006a 
% 
% 	 new version 8.0 beta (2007-01-18), compiled using

Matlab R2006b 
% 
% 	 Modified input pressure unit back to [kPa]

(2007-02-22)
% 
% Chris Muzny, NIST
% 	 made changes for 2009a compatibility and 64-bit

execution 
% 
% Eric Lemmon, NIST
% 	 allow .ppf files to be loaded
% 	 allow .mix files to be loaded 
% 	 add molar mass, heating values
% 	 add HQ input, critical parameters
% 	 add fugacity, beta, dH/d(rho)
% 
% Keith Wait, Ph.D, GE Appliances 2011-07-01
% keith.wait@ge.com
% 	 Translated to Matlab native code, known to work

against Matlab 2010b.
% 
% 	 Fortran compiler no longer necessary to add new
% 	 properties,
% 	 make other modifications. 
% 	 Added outputs B, E, F, J, and R. 

mailto:keith.wait@ge.com
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     % HQ input regressed.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%% 

Appendix I.4: Heat Exchanger Analysis 

The code below was used to calculate the heat transfer rate and gas mass flow 

rate in the copper coil heat exchanger, as discussed in Section 4.2.  

%% Heat Exchanger Analysis

%Robert Elgin

%Created 4-17-14
 

%new lab setup with only copper coil HX
 

addpath('C:\Program Files (x86)\RefpropMini')

addpath('C:\Users\elginr\Documents\MATLAB\export_fig')

addpath('C:\Users\Robert\Dropbox\Research\First Order

Response Filling Time Optimization')

load('DATA.mat')

% FOR_Tank1
 
%% Declare Variables from DATA.mat file here. 

Time_exp =

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Time/1000;

%seconds
 

T_HXInletH2O = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es.T_HXInletH2O + 273.15; %K
 
T_HXOutletH2O = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es.T_HXOutletH2O + 273.15; %K
 
offset_temp = mean(T_HXOutletH2O(1:622)) -

mean(T_HXInletH2O(1:622));

T_HXOutletH2O = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es.T_HXOutletH2O + 273.15 - offset_temp; %K
 

T_HXInletGas = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es.T_HXInletGas + 273.15; %K
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T_HXOutletGas = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es.T_HXOutletGas + 273.15; %K
 

T_Tank1 = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es.Temp_Tank1 + 273.15; %K
 
T_Tank2 = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es.Temp_Tank2 + 273.15; %K
 
T_Tank3 = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Temperatur

es.Temp_Tank3 + 273.15; %K
 

P_Tank1 = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Pressures.

Pressure_Tank1*6.89475729; %kPa
 
P_Tank2 = 

smooth(DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Pre

ssures.Pressure_Tank2,10,'rlowess')*6.89475729; %kPa
 
P2_offset = mean(P_Tank2(1:635));

P_Tank2 = P_Tank2 - P2_offset;

P_Tank3 = 

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Pressures.

Pressure_Tank3*6.89475729; %kPa
 

Filling_Tank1 =

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Filling_St

ate.FillingTank1;

Filling_Tank2 =

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Filling_St

ate.FillingTank2;

Filling_Tank3 =

DATA.June3.Single_HX_1_Tank_1st_Order_Response.Filling_St

ate.FillingTank3; 


%% calculations
 
P_atm = 89.1; %kPa
 
m_dot_HX_Coolant = 9.3372/30; % kg/s

R_air = .287; %kJ/kgK
 

%generate vertical lines to show filling state

State1 = Time_exp.*Filling_Tank1;

State2 = Time_exp.*Filling_Tank2; 
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State3 = Time_exp.*Filling_Tank3; 


% densities
 
d1 = P_Tank1./(R_air.*T_Tank1); %kg/m^3

d2 = P_Tank2./(R_air.*T_Tank2); %kg/m^3

d3 = P_Tank3./(R_air.*T_Tank3); %kg/m^3

%estimate pressure at inlet and outlet of HXer using

ideal gas law 


P_HX_Outlet = zeros(numel(Time_exp),1);

P_HX_Inlet = P_HX_Outlet;

m = numel(Time_exp); 


%% d2 uncertainty

u_P = 1.32*6.89475729;

u_T = .062;

u_d2_all = ((u_P./(R_air.*T_Tank2)).^2 +

(P_Tank2.*u_T./(R_air.*T_Tank2.^2)).^2).^0.5;

u_d2 = mean(u_d2_all); 


%% Attempt to estimate pressure at inlet and outlet of

heat exchanger

for i=1:m 


if Filling_Tank2(i) == 1 % these are switched because 
I was filling tank 2 and tanks 1 and 3 were closed. The
logic thinks I was filling tank 1.

P_HX_Outlet(i) = d1(i)*R_air*T_HXOutletGas(i);
P_HX_Inlet(i) = d1(i)*R_air*T_HXInletGas(i);

elseif Filling_Tank1(i) == 1 % these are switched 
because I was filling tank 2 and tanks 1 and 3 were
closed. The logic thinks I was filling tank 1.

P_HX_Outlet(i) = d2(i)*R_air*T_HXOutletGas(i);
P_HX_Inlet(i) = d2(i)*R_air*T_HXInletGas(i);

elseif Filling_Tank3(i) == 1
P_HX_Outlet(i) = d3(i)*R_air*T_HXOutletGas(i);
P_HX_Inlet(i) = d3(i)*R_air*T_HXInletGas(i);

end 
end 

%% P_HX uncertainty

u_P_HX_Outlet_all = ((R_air.*T_HXOutletGas.*u_d2).^2 +

(d2.*R_air.*u_T).^2).^0.5;

u_P_HX_Inlet_all = ((R_air.*T_HXInletGas.*u_d2).^2 +

(d2.*R_air.*u_T).^2).^0.5; 
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u_P_HX_Outlet = mean(u_P_HX_Outlet_all);
u_P_HX_Inlet = mean(u_P_HX_Inlet_all); 

%% HX enthalpy for air and water streams

h1_gas =

refproparray('H','T',T_HXInletGas,'P',P_HX_Inlet+P_atm,'A
 
IR.ppf');

h2_gas =

refproparray('H','T',T_HXOutletGas,'P',P_HX_Outlet+P_atm,

'AIR.ppf');

h1_water = 

refproparray('H','T',T_HXInletH2O,'P',P_atm,'water');

h2_water = 

refproparray('H','T',T_HXOutletH2O,'P',P_atm,'water');

% Density_HX3_Outlet =

refproparray('D','T',T_HXOutletGas,'P',P_HX_Outlet+P_atm,

'AIR.ppf');
 

%% Calculate heat transfer rate and gas mass flow rate

q_HX = m_dot_HX_Coolant.*(h2_water-h1_water);

m_dot_HX_Gas = -(q_HX)./(h2_gas-h1_gas); %kg/s 


%% q_HX uncertainty

u_m_dot = 0.003; %kg/s

u_T = .062;

% differentiate using Cp*dT with constant Cp at average

of inlet and outlet
 

Cp_Inlet_H2O=refproparray('C','T',T_HXInletH2O,'P',P_atm,

'water');%J/kg-K

Cp_Inlet_H2O_ave = mean(Cp_Inlet_H2O); %J/kg-K

Cp_Outlet_H2O=refproparray('C','T',T_HXOutletH2O,'P',P_at
 
m,'water');%J/kg-K

Cp_Outlet_H2O_ave = mean(Cp_Outlet_H2O); %J/kg-K

Cp_water = (Cp_Inlet_H2O_ave + Cp_Outlet_H2O_ave)/2;

u_Q_HX_Cp = ((Cp_water.*(T_HXOutletH2O-
T_HXInletH2O).*u_m_dot).^2 +

(m_dot_HX_Coolant*Cp_water*u_T)^2 +

(m_dot_HX_Coolant.*Cp_water.*u_T).^2).^0.5;

u_Q_HX_Cp_ave = mean(u_Q_HX_Cp) 


% perturbation
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h1_water_plus =

refproparray('H','T',T_HXInletH2O+u_T,'P',P_atm,'water');

%P_atm is assumed to be known with no uncertainty.

h1_water_minus = refproparray('H','T',T_HXInletH2O-
u_T,'P',P_atm,'water');

h1_water_dplus = h1_water_plus - h1_water;

h1_water_dminus = h1_water_minus - h1_water;

h1_water_d = (h1_water_dplus - h1_water_dminus)./2; 


h2_water_plus =

refproparray('H','T',T_HXOutletH2O+u_T,'P',P_atm,'water')

; %P_atm is assumed to be known with no uncertainty.

h2_water_minus = refproparray('H','T',T_HXOutletH2O-
u_T,'P',P_atm,'water');

h2_water_dplus = h2_water_plus - h2_water;

h2_water_dminus = h2_water_minus - h2_water;

h2_water_d = (h2_water_dplus - h2_water_dminus)./2; 


u_h_water = (h1_water_d.^2 + h2_water_d.^2).^0.5;

u_h_water_ave = mean(u_h_water)

u_q_HX = ((u_m_dot.*(h2_water-h1_water)).^2 +

(m_dot_HX_Coolant*u_h_water_ave)^2).^0.5;

u_q_HX_ave = mean(u_q_HX) 


%% m_dot_gas uncertainty

u_T_gas = 2.46;

% differentiate
 
Cp_Inlet_gas=refproparray('C','T',T_HXInletGas,'P',P_HX_I

nlet+P_atm,'AIR.ppf');%J/kg-K

Cp_Inlet_gas_ave = mean(Cp_Inlet_gas); %J/kg-K

Cp_Outlet_gas=refproparray('C','T',T_HXOutletGas,'P',P_HX

_Outlet+P_atm,'AIR.ppf');%J/kg-K

Cp_Outlet_gas_ave = mean(Cp_Outlet_gas); %J/kg-K

Cp_gas = (Cp_Inlet_gas_ave + Cp_Outlet_gas_ave)/2;

u_m_dot_gas_cp = (((u_q_HX_ave/(Cp_gas.*(T_HXOutletGas-
T_HXInletGas))).^2)' + 2.*(-
q_HX.*u_T_gas./(Cp_gas.*(T_HXOutletGas-
T_HXInletGas).^2)).^2).^0.5;

u_m_dot_gas_cp_ave = mean(u_m_dot_gas_cp) 


% perturbation

h1_Gas_plus =

refproparray('H','T',T_HXInletGas+u_T_gas,'P',P_HX_Inlet+
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P_atm,'AIR.ppf'); %P_atm is assumed to be known with no 

uncertainty.

h1_Gas_minus = refproparray('H','T',T_HXInletGas-
u_T_gas,'P',P_HX_Inlet+P_atm,'AIR.ppf');

h1_Gas_dplus = h1_Gas_plus - h1_gas;

h1_Gas_dminus = h1_Gas_minus - h1_gas;

h1_Gas_d = (h1_Gas_dplus - h1_Gas_dminus)./2; 


h2_Gas_plus =

refproparray('H','T',T_HXOutletGas+u_T_gas,'P',P_HX_Outle

t+P_atm,'AIR.ppf'); %P_atm is assumed to be known with no 

uncertainty.

h2_Gas_minus = refproparray('H','T',T_HXOutletGas-
u_T_gas,'P',P_HX_Outlet+P_atm,'AIR.ppf');

h2_Gas_dplus = h2_Gas_plus - h2_gas;

h2_Gas_dminus = h2_Gas_minus - h2_gas;

h2_Gas_d = (h2_Gas_dplus - h2_Gas_dminus)./2; 


u_h_Gas = (h1_Gas_d.^2 + h2_Gas_d.^2).^0.5;

% figure(),plot(u_h_Gas)

u_h_Gas_ave = mean(u_h_Gas)

u_m_dot_gas_HX = (((u_q_HX_ave/((h2_gas-h1_gas))).^2)' +

2.*(-q_HX.*u_h_Gas_ave./(h2_gas-h1_gas).^2).^2).^0.5;

% figure(), plot(u_m_dot_gas_HX)

u_m_HX_ave = mean(u_m_dot_gas_HX(1000:5000)) % 1000:5000
 

%% plots

%uncertainties
 
u_m_dot_gas_plot = NaN(length(Time_exp),1);

u_m_dot_gas_plot(ceil(end/6-55),1) = u_m_HX_ave;

u_m_dot_gas_plot(ceil(end/2.5+120),1) = u_m_HX_ave; 


f1 = figure(1);

% plot(Time_exp(1:end) -

Time_exp(1),m_dot_HX_Gas(1:end),'b','LineWidth',2)

h = errorbar(Time_exp(1:end) -

Time_exp(1),m_dot_HX_Gas(1:end),u_m_dot_gas_plot,'b','Lin
 
eWidth',2);

hc = get(h, 'Children');

set(hc(1),'color','b','LineWidth',2) % data
 
set(hc(2),'color','k') % error bars
 

title('Gas Mass Flow Rate vs. Time') 
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l = legend('$\dot{m}$ in Heat Exchanger');

set(l,'interpreter','latex')

xlabel('Time [sec]')

ylabel('Mass Flow Rate [kg/s]')

grid on
 
xlim([0 800])

set(gca,'FontSize',18)

set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'fontSize',20) 


set(f1,'color','white','PaperPositionMode','auto','Positi
 
on',[423 394 884 568])

% 

export_fig(f1,'HX_Mass_Flow_Rate_Exp_After_Adjustment_err

orbars','-painters','-png','-r150');

%%
 
%uncertainties
 
u_Q_HX = NaN(length(Time_exp),1);

u_Q_HX(ceil(end/4),1) = u_q_HX_ave; 


f2 = figure(2);

% plot(Time_exp(1:end),q_HX(1:end),'r','LineWidth',2)

h = 

errorbar(Time_exp(1:end),q_HX(1:end),u_Q_HX,'r','LineWidt
 
h',2);

hc = get(h, 'Children');

set(hc(1),'color','r','LineWidth',2) % data
 
set(hc(2),'color','k') % error bars
 

title('Heat Rejection in Watts vs. Time')

xlabel('Time [sec]')

ylabel('Heat Transfer Rate [W]')

l = legend('$\dot{Q}$ in Heat Exchanger');

set(l,'interpreter','latex')

grid on
 
xlim([0 800])

set(gca,'FontSize',18)

set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'fontSize',20)

set(f2,'color','white','PaperPositionMode','auto','Positi
 
on',[423 394 884 568])

% export_fig(f2,'HX_Q_1_Tank_errorbars','-painters','-
png','-r150');
 

%%
 
%uncertainties
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u_T = NaN(length(Time_exp),1);

u_T(ceil(end/2),1) = .062;

u_T(ceil(end/4),1) = 2.46; 


f3 = figure(3);

plot(Time_exp(1:end),T_HXOutletGas(1:end),'b',Time_exp(1:

end),T_HXInletGas(1:end),'r',Time_exp(1:end),T_HXInletH2O

(1:end),'c',Time_exp(1:end),T_HXOutletH2O(1:end),'m','Lin
 
eWidth',2)

hold on
 
h = 

errorbar(Time_exp(1:end),T_HXInletGas(1:end),u_T,'r');

hc = get(h, 'Children');

set(hc(1),'color', 'r','LineWidth',2) % data
 
set(hc(2),'color','k') % error bars
 

text(455,318,'B')

text(221.5,323.5,'A') 


title('HX Gas and Water Temperatures vs Time')

xlabel('Time [sec]')

ylabel('Temperature [K]')

legend('Outlet Gas','Inlet Gas','Inlet Water','Outlet 

Water','location','NorthEast') 


grid on
 
xlim([0 800])

set(gca,'FontSize',18,'LineWidth',1.5)

set(findobj(gca,'type','line'), 'LineWidth', 2);

set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'fontSize',20) 


set(f3,'color','white','PaperPositionMode','auto','Positi
 
on',[423 394 884 568])

% export_fig(f3,'HX_Temperatures_errorbar','-painters','-
png','-r150');
 

mean(q_HX(1:635))

% figure()

% 

plot(Time,(m_dot_HX_Gas./Density_HX3_Outlet)*35.3147*60)

%cfm
 
% title('cfm vs. Time')
 

%% comparison between model and experiment
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f4 = figure(4);

plot(Time_exp(844:end) -

Time_exp(635),m_dot_HX_Gas(844:end),'b'), hold on,

plot(time_model,dm_dt,'r','LineWidth',2),grid on
 
hold on
 

h = errorbar(Time_exp(844:end) -

Time_exp(635),m_dot_HX_Gas(844:end),u_m_dot_gas_plot(844:

end),'b','LineWidth',1);

hc = get(h, 'Children');

set(hc(1),'color','b','LineWidth',1) % data
 
set(hc(2),'color','k','LineWidth',2) % error bars
 

title('Gas Mass Flow Rate vs. Time')

xlabel('Time [sec]')

ylabel('Mass Flow Rate [kg/s]')

legend('Experimental from Heat Exchanger','First Order 

Response Model')

grid on
 
xlim([0 500])

set(gca,'FontSize',18)

set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'fontSize',20) 


set(f4,'color','white','PaperPositionMode','auto','Positi
 
on',[423 394 884 568])

% 

export_fig(f4,'HX_Mass_Flow_Rate_Model_and_Experimental_n

o_offset_of_0.7625C_errorbars_0.0016','-painters','-
png','-r150');
 

Appendix I.5: 2-Stage Refueling Optimization Model 

This script was used to model a 2-Stage refueling system, as discussed in 

Sections 2.4 and 4.21 of the body. 

%% 2-Stage filling optimization
%Robert Elgin
%Created 7-30-14 
addpath('C:\Users\elginr\Documents\MATLAB\export_fig')
%% loop for different offsets 
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for p = 1:5
offset = [10 20 30 40 50];
offset = offset(p)

%% 1st order tank fill time response
 

gamma = 1.4; % ratio of specific heats

R_air = 0.287; % kJ/kgK

P_atm = 89.1; %[kpa]

T_atm = 298; % K
 
P_max_exp = 93*6.894757; %psi

P_max_exp_abs = P_max_exp + P_atm;

CR_eff1 = 4.477; 


V_tank1 = 0.14; % m^3
 
V_tank2 = 0.14; % m^3
 
V_tank3 = 0.14; % m^3
 
P_ratio_exp = CR_eff1^gamma;

P2_max = P_max_exp*P_ratio_exp;

% P_tau = (1 - 1/exp(1))*P1_max_cutoff; %Pressure at time

tau.
 

%engine specs

diameter_bore = 4.02*0.0254;

stroke = 4.72*0.0254;

compression_ratio = 12;

CR_Cyl = 4.7;

area_piston = pi*diameter_bore^2/4; % m^2 Piston area
 
V_displaced = area_piston*stroke; % m^3 Displaced volume

V_clearance = V_displaced/(compression_ratio-1); % m^3 

Clearance volume
 
V_intermediate = (V_clearance*(CR_Cyl-1)-V_displaced)/(1-
CR_Cyl);

V_BDC = V_clearance+V_displaced + V_intermediate;

V_TDC = V_clearance+ V_intermediate; 


%% first order response 


%first order response 1 tank

t = 0:0.5:(30*60); %sec
 
w = 1500;

Pump_Eff1 = 0.2675;

CR_eff1 = 4.477;

tau1 = 60*CR_eff1^gamma*V_tank1/(Pump_Eff1*V_BDC*w); 
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P_tank1_tau_abs = P_atm*CR_eff1^gamma + (P_atm -

P_atm*CR_eff1^gamma)*exp(-t/tau1);

P_tank1_tau = P_tank1_tau_abs - P_atm; 


% first order response 2 tanks

Pump_Eff2 = 0.2726;

CR_eff2 = 4.447;

tau2 = 

60*CR_eff2^gamma*(V_tank1+V_tank2)/(Pump_Eff2*V_BDC*w);

P_2tank_tau_abs = P_atm*CR_eff2^gamma + (P_atm -

P_atm*CR_eff2^gamma)*exp(-t/tau2);

P_2tank_tau = P_2tank_tau_abs - P_atm; 


%% Initialize Model Variables
 

N=120; % number of filling cycles

M = 1; %length(P1_max_cutoff);
 

P1_offset = offset*6.89475729; %kPa
 
mass_tank1_initial = zeros(N,M);

mass_tank2 = zeros(N,M);

P1_min_cutoff = zeros(N,M);

P1_max_cutoff = zeros(N,M); 


dm1 = mass_tank2;

P_tank1_final = mass_tank2;

P_tank2 = [P1_offset/P_ratio_exp + P1_offset; zeros(N-
1,M)];

P1_min_cutoff(1,:) = P_tank2(1,:)/P_ratio_exp;

P1_max_cutoff(1,:) = P1_min_cutoff(1,:) + P1_offset; 


t_initial = zeros(N,M);

t_final = t_initial;

delta_t = t_initial;

Time_fill_tank1 = zeros(N,M);

dp2 = zeros(N,M);

initial_fill_time_2tanks = t_initial; 


Flow_Penalty = 1;%.9; % <=1 %a flow penalty to account

for additional, unaccounted losses in the system which

decrease the true amount of mass that is moved between 

tanks in a given filling cycle.
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Time_Penalty = 1;%1.15; % >=1 %a flow penalty to account
for additional, unaccounted losses in the system which
increase the amount of time it takes to refill tank 1. 

%% solve for change in mass and resulting change in
pressure
global stop
stop = 0; 

while stop == 0
for i = 1:N 

mass_tank1_initial(i,:) =
(P1_max_cutoff(i,:))*V_tank1/(R_air*T_atm); %mass_tank1_i 
nitial is constant

 mass_tank2(i,:) =
P_tank2(i,:)*V_tank2/(R_air*T_atm);

dm1(i,:) =
Flow_Penalty*(P_ratio_exp*mass_tank1_initial(i,:) -
mass_tank2(i,:))/(P_ratio_exp + 1);

P_tank2(i+1,:) = (mass_tank2(i,:) +
dm1(i,:))/V_tank2*R_air*T_atm;

P_tank1_final(i,:) = (mass_tank1_initial(i,:) -
dm1(i,:))/V_tank1*R_air*T_atm;

P1_min_cutoff(i+1,:) =
P_tank2(i+1,:)/P_ratio_exp;

P1_max_cutoff(i+1,:) =
P1_min_cutoff(i+1,:)+P1_offset;
%% find the time it takes to complete filling of tank 1
from atm using FOR 

% Flow_Penalty = 0.95*(1-i/(1.5*N)); %for 10 psi
% Time_Penalty = 1.15*(1+i/(1.1*N)); %for 10 psi

t_initial(i) =
interp1(P_tank1_tau,t,P_tank1_final(i));

t_final(i) =
interp1(P_tank1_tau,t,P1_max_cutoff(i));

delta_t(i) = Time_Penalty*(t_final(i) -
t_initial(i)); % time required to fill tank 1 from cutoff
P back to max P

 initial_fill_time_2tanks(i) =
interp1(P_2tank_tau,t,P_tank2(i)); %interp1(P_2tank_tau,t
,P1_max_cutoff(i,j));

dp2(i) = P_tank2(i+1) - P_tank2(i); 
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if isnan(delta_t(i)) == 1 || i==N-1
delta_t(i) = 2*delta_t(i-1);
stop = 1;
break 

end
 
end
 
break
 

end 

%% Time for plotting
% this creates the time points needed to create the flat
lines in between 
% the vertical pressure increases. 

Time_fill_tank1(1,:)= delta_t(1,:); 

for k = 1:M 
for i = 2:N 

Time_fill_tank1(i,k) = Time_fill_tank1(i-1,k) +
delta_t(i,k);

end 
end 

t_fill_tank1 = [initial_fill_time_2tanks(1,:);

(initial_fill_time_2tanks(1,:) + Time_fill_tank1);

Time_fill_tank1(end)];

t_fill_tank1_end = 

t_fill_tank1(~any(isnan(t_fill_tank1),2),:);%removes any

NaN's
 

%% Drain Times
 
% this adds the time it takes Tank 1 to drain as it is 

being pumped into

% Tank 2
 
load('Drain_times.mat')

t_fill_tank2 = zeros(N,M);

t_fill_tank2(1,:)= t_fill_tank1(1,:);

z=1;

temp = 0; 


for i = 1:length(t_fill_tank1)-1
if p==1 
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 t_drain = mean(delta_t)*.25*p; %if loop
determines what average drain time to use depending on
current offset 
% t_drain = Drain_times.time_ave_10psi;

elseif p==2
t_drain = mean(delta_t)*.25*p;

% t_drain = Drain_times.time_ave_20psi;
elseif p==3

t_drain = mean(delta_t)*.25*p;
% t_drain = Drain_times.time_ave_30psi;

elseif p==4
t_drain = mean(delta_t)*.25*p;

% t_drain = Drain_times.time_ave_40psi;
elseif p==5

t_drain = mean(delta_t)*.25*p;
% t_drain = Drain_times.time_ave_50psi;

else 
continue 

end 

if i==1 
t_fill_tank2_temp(z,:) = t_fill_tank1(i,:) +

temp; 
t_fill_tank2_temp(z+1,:) = t_fill_tank2_temp(z,:)

+ t_drain;
temp = t_fill_tank2_temp(z+1,:);
z=z+2;

else
 t_fill_tank2_temp(z,:) = t_fill_tank1(i,:)-

t_fill_tank1(i-1,:) + temp;
t_fill_tank2_temp(z+1,:) = t_fill_tank2_temp(z,:)

+ t_drain;
temp = t_fill_tank2_temp(z+1,:);
z=z+2;

end 
end 
t_fill_tank2 = t_fill_tank2_temp(1:end-1,:); 

%% Pressure for plotting
P2_temp = zeros(N*2+1,M);
z = 1;
for i = 1:length(P_tank2)

P2_temp(z,:) = P_tank2(i,:);
P2_temp(z+1,:) = P_tank2(i,:); 
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 z=z+2;
end 
P2 = [P2_temp(2:end,:); P2_temp(end,:)]; 

P2(P2==0) = P2(P2==0) + max(P2); 

C{1,p} = t_fill_tank2/60;
C{2,p} = P2/6.89475729; 

end 

%% plots
f1 = figure(1);
cc=hsv(5);
cc(3,:) = [1 .5 0];
cc(2,:) = [0 1 .4]; 

for n = 1:5 
plot(C{1,n},C{2,n}*6.89475729,'color',cc(n,:))
hold on
 grid on 

end
 

title('Tank 2 Pressure vs. Time vs. Tank 1 Pressure 

Offset Value')

xlabel('Time [mins]')

% ylabel('Pressure [PSIG]')

ylabel('Pressure [kPa]')

legend('69 kPa [10 psig]','138 kPa [20 psig]','207 kPa 

[30 psig]','276 kPa [40 psig]','345 kPa [50

psig]','location','SouthEast')

ylim([0 5000])

xlim([0 70])

set(gca,'FontSize',18)

set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'fontSize',20) 


set(f1,'color','white','PaperPositionMode','auto','Positi
 
on',[423 394 884 568])

% export_fig(f1,'Model Predicted Tank 2 Pressure vs Time

vs Offset With Drain Time','-painters','-png','-r150')
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Appendix I.6: Read and Plot 2-Stage Compression Data 

The following script takes the experimental data logged in the laboratory and 

creates plots, such as the one in Figure 52. This script also takes the model data from 

Appendix I.5 and creates comparison plots, such as those seen in Figure 56 and 

Figure 57. 

%% Read 2 Stage Compression Data

addpath('C:\Program Files (x86)\RefpropMini')

addpath('C:\Users\elginr\Documents\MATLAB\export_fig') 


load('July22_Filtered.mat')

load('7-22-14_Tank_Filling_States.mat')

time_10psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_10psi_offset.Time(600:end) -

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_10psi_offset.Time(600); %min
 
P1_10psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_10psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank1(600:end); %psi

P2_10psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_10psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank2(600:end); %psi

T1_10psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_10psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank1(600:end) + 273.15; %K
 
T2_10psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_10psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank2(600:end) + 273.15; %K
 
Filling_Tank1_10psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_10psi.Tank1(600:end-10);

Filling_Tank2_10psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_10psi.Tank2(600:end-10); 


time_20psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_20psi_offset.Time(650:end) -

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_20psi_offset.Time(650); %min
 
P1_20psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_20psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank1(650:end); %psi
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P2_20psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_20psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank2(650:end); %psi

T1_20psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_20psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank1(650:end) + 273.15; %K
 
T2_20psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_20psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank2(650:end) + 273.15; %K
 
Filling_Tank1_20psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_20psi.Tank1(650:end-10);

Filling_Tank2_20psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_20psi.Tank2(650:end-10); 


time_30psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_30psi_offset.Time(930:end) -

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_30psi_offset.Time(930); %min
 
P1_30psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_30psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank1(930:end); %psi

P2_30psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_30psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank2(930:end); %psi

T1_30psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_30psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank1(930:end) + 273.15; %K
 
T2_30psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_30psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank2(930:end) + 273.15; %K
 
Filling_Tank1_30psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_30psi.Tank1(930:end-10);

Filling_Tank2_30psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_30psi.Tank2(930:end-10); 


time_40psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_40psi_offset.Time(620:end) -

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_40psi_offset.Time(620); %min
 
P1_40psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_40psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank1(620:end); %psi

P2_40psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_40psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank2(620:end); %psi
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T1_40psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_40psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank1(620:end) + 273.15; %K
 
T2_40psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_40psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank2(620:end) + 273.15; %K
 
Filling_Tank1_40psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_40psi.Tank1(620:end-10);

Filling_Tank2_40psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_40psi.Tank2(620:end-10); 


time_50psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_50psi_offset.Time(695:end) -

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_50psi_offset.Time(695); %min
 
P1_50psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_50psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank1(695:end); %psi

P2_50psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_50psi_offset.Pressures.Pressure_

Tank2(695:end); %psi

T1_50psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_50psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank1(695:end) + 273.15; %K
 
T2_50psi =

Jul22_filtered.Two_Tanks_50psi_offset.Temperatures.Temp_T

ank2(695:end) + 273.15; %K
 
Filling_Tank1_50psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_50psi.Tank1(695:end-10);

Filling_Tank2_50psi =

Jul22_Filling_Tank.Offset_50psi.Tank2(695:end-10); 


%% Calc average time spent filling tank 2 from tank 1
 

% 10 psi offset

ind_start = 0;

ind_end = 0;

Time_Filling_Tank2_10psi_start = [];

Time_Filling_Tank2_10psi_end = [];

for i = 1:length(Filling_Tank2_10psi)-1


if Filling_Tank2_10psi(i+1) == 1 &&
Filling_Tank2_10psi(i) == 0 %finds start time

 ind_start = ind_start + 1; 
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 Time_Filling_Tank2_10psi_start(ind_start) =
time_10psi(i+1)*60; % seconds 

elseif Filling_Tank2_10psi(i+1) == 0 &&
Filling_Tank2_10psi(i) == 1 %finds end time

 ind_end = ind_end + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_10psi_end(ind_end) =

time_10psi(i)*60; % seconds 
else 

continue 
end 

end 
delta_time_fill_tank2_10psi =

Time_Filling_Tank2_10psi_end -

Time_Filling_Tank2_10psi_start; %calculates time spent

filling tank 2 in sec

time_ave_10psi = mean(delta_time_fill_tank2_10psi);

time_std_10psi = std(delta_time_fill_tank2_10psi); 


% 20 psi offset

ind_start = 0;

ind_end = 0;

Time_Filling_Tank2_20psi_start = [];

Time_Filling_Tank2_20psi_end = [];

for i = 1:length(Filling_Tank2_20psi)-1


if Filling_Tank2_20psi(i+1) == 1 &&
Filling_Tank2_20psi(i) == 0 %finds start time

 ind_start = ind_start + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_20psi_start(ind_start) =

time_20psi(i+1)*60; % seconds 
elseif Filling_Tank2_20psi(i+1) == 0 &&

Filling_Tank2_20psi(i) == 1 %finds end time
 ind_end = ind_end + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_20psi_end(ind_end) =

time_20psi(i)*60; % seconds 
else 

continue 
end 

end 
delta_time_fill_tank2_20psi =
Time_Filling_Tank2_20psi_end -
Time_Filling_Tank2_20psi_start; %calculates time spent
filling tank 2 in sec
time_ave_20psi = mean(delta_time_fill_tank2_20psi);
time_std_20psi = std(delta_time_fill_tank2_20psi); 
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% 30 psi offset

ind_start = 0;

ind_end = 0;

Time_Filling_Tank2_30psi_start = [];

Time_Filling_Tank2_30psi_end = [];

for i = 1:length(Filling_Tank2_30psi)-1


if Filling_Tank2_30psi(i+1) == 1 &&
Filling_Tank2_30psi(i) == 0 %finds start time

 ind_start = ind_start + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_30psi_start(ind_start) =

time_30psi(i+1)*60; % seconds 
elseif Filling_Tank2_30psi(i+1) == 0 &&

Filling_Tank2_30psi(i) == 1 %finds end time
 ind_end = ind_end + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_30psi_end(ind_end) =

time_30psi(i)*60; % seconds 
else 

continue 
end 

end 
delta_time_fill_tank2_30psi =

Time_Filling_Tank2_30psi_end -

Time_Filling_Tank2_30psi_start; %calculates time spent

filling tank 2 in sec

time_ave_30psi = mean(delta_time_fill_tank2_30psi);

time_std_30psi = std(delta_time_fill_tank2_30psi); 


% 40 psi offset

ind_start = 0;

ind_end = 0;

Time_Filling_Tank2_40psi_start = [];

Time_Filling_Tank2_40psi_end = [];

for i = 1:length(Filling_Tank2_40psi)-1


if Filling_Tank2_40psi(i+1) == 1 &&
Filling_Tank2_40psi(i) == 0 %finds start time

 ind_start = ind_start + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_40psi_start(ind_start) =

time_40psi(i+1)*60; % seconds 
elseif Filling_Tank2_40psi(i+1) == 0 &&

Filling_Tank2_40psi(i) == 1 %finds end time
 ind_end = ind_end + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_40psi_end(ind_end) =

time_40psi(i)*60; % seconds 
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else 
continue 

end 
end 
delta_time_fill_tank2_40psi =

Time_Filling_Tank2_40psi_end -

Time_Filling_Tank2_40psi_start; %calculates time spent

filling tank 2 in sec

time_ave_40psi = mean(delta_time_fill_tank2_40psi);

time_std_40psi = std(delta_time_fill_tank2_40psi); 


% 50 psi offset

ind_start = 0;

ind_end = 0;

Time_Filling_Tank2_50psi_start = [];

Time_Filling_Tank2_50psi_end = [];

for i = 1:length(Filling_Tank2_50psi)-1


if Filling_Tank2_50psi(i+1) == 1 &&
Filling_Tank2_50psi(i) == 0 %finds start time

 ind_start = ind_start + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_50psi_start(ind_start) =

time_50psi(i+1)*60; % seconds 
elseif Filling_Tank2_50psi(i+1) == 0 &&

Filling_Tank2_50psi(i) == 1 %finds end time
 ind_end = ind_end + 1;
Time_Filling_Tank2_50psi_end(ind_end) =

time_50psi(i)*60; % seconds 
else 

continue 
end 

end 
delta_time_fill_tank2_50psi =
Time_Filling_Tank2_50psi_end -
Time_Filling_Tank2_50psi_start; %calculates time spent
filling tank 2 in sec
time_ave_50psi = mean(delta_time_fill_tank2_50psi);
time_std_50psi = std(delta_time_fill_tank2_50psi); 

Drain_times = 
struct('time_ave_10psi',time_ave_10psi,'time_ave_20psi',t
ime_ave_20psi,'time_ave_30psi',time_ave_30psi,'time_ave_4 
0psi',time_ave_40psi,'time_ave_50psi',time_ave_50psi); 

%% Check Compressibility Factor 
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P_atm = 89.1; %kPa
 
Z_10psi =

refproparray('Z','T',T2_10psi,'P',(P2_10psi*6.89475729)+P

_atm,'AIR.ppf'); 


plot(time_10psi,Z_10psi)

title('Z 10 psi') 


%% Plot experimental results
 

u_P = NaN(length(time_50psi),1);

u_P(ceil(end-end/6),1) = 1.92*6.89475729; %empirical

uncertainy
 

f1 = figure(1);

plot(time_10psi,P2_10psi*6.89475729,'b',time_20psi,P2_20p

si*6.89475729,'g',time_30psi,P2_30psi*6.89475729,'r',...
 

time_40psi,P2_40psi*6.89475729,'c',time_50psi,P2_50psi*6.

89475729,'m')

hold on
 
h = errorbar(time_50psi,P2_50psi*6.89475729,u_P,'m');

hc = get(h, 'Children');

set(hc(1),'color','m','LineWidth',2) % data
 
set(hc(2),'color','k') % error bars
 

title('Tank 2 Pressure vs. Time vs. Tank 1 Offset Value')

xlabel('Time [mins]')

ylabel('Pressure [kPa]')

legend('69 kPa [10 psig]','138 kPa [20 psig]','207 kPa 

[30 psig]','276 kPa [40 psig]','345 kPa [50

psig]','location','SouthEast')

grid on
 
ylim([0 4000]) %4000
 
xlim([0 70])

set(gca,'FontSize',18,'LineWidth',1.5)

set(findobj(gca,'type','line'), 'LineWidth', 1);

set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'fontSize',20) 


set(f1,'color','white','PaperPositionMode','auto','Positi
 
on',[423 394 884 568])

export_fig(f1,'Experimental Tank 2 Pressure vs Time vs

Tank 1 Offset kPa errorbars','-painters','-png','-r150') 
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%% comparison to model plots
 

f2 = figure(2);

plot(C{1,1}-.1141,C{2,1}*6.89475729,'color',[0 .5 0])

hold on
 
plot(time_10psi,P2_10psi*6.89475729,'b') 


u_P = NaN(length(time_10psi),1);

u_P(ceil(end/2),1) = 1.92*6.89475729;

u_P(ceil(end)-end/4,1) = 1.92*6.89475729;

h = errorbar(time_10psi,P2_10psi*6.89475729,u_P,'b');

hc = get(h, 'Children');

set(hc(1),'color', 'b','LineWidth',2) % data
 
set(hc(2),'color','k') % error bars
 

grid on
 
legend('Model','Experimental','location','SouthEast')

% legend('Model','Model -

Adjusted','Experimental','location','SouthEast')

ylim([0 5000]) %4000
 
xlim([0 70])

xlabel('Time [mins]')

ylabel('Pressure [kPa]')

title('Model & Experimental Comparison for 69 kPa [10

psig] Offset')

set(gca,'FontSize',18)

set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'fontSize',20) 


set(f2,'color','white','PaperPositionMode','auto','Positi
 
on',[423 394 884 568])

% export_fig(f2,'Model & Experimental Comparison for 69

kPa [10 psig] offset','-painters','-png','-r150')
 

This is the end, thank you for reading. 



 
 

 

 

 




